Substitute Any Melody for a Phone's Ringer
Experimenting with Pen-Battery-Power Lasers
Enjoy Time-Lapse Filming with Electronic Timer

ELECTRONIC BASS BOOST FOR WOOFERS
Baked Apple.

Last Thanksgiving, a designer from Lynn/Ohio Corporation took one of the company’s Apple Personal Computers home for the holidays.

While he was out eating turkey, it got baked.

His cat, perhaps miffed at being left alone, knocked over a lamp which started
a fire which, among other unpleasantries, melted his TV set all over his computer. He thought his goose was cooked.

But when he took the Apple to Cincinnati Computer Store, **mirabile dictu**, it still worked.

A new case and keyboard made it as good as new.

Nearly 1,000 Apple dealers have complete service centers that can quickly fix just about anything that might go wrong, no matter how bizarre.

So if you're looking for a personal computer that solves problems instead of creating them, look to your authorized Apple dealer.

You'll find everything well-done.

The personal computer.
In a world where sound reaches new levels every day, ADC delivers the ultimate high.

The ultimate high is total control. And an ADC Sound Shaper® Frequency Equalizer lets you control your sound and custom-tailor your music with the mastery of a pro. And no better way demonstrates the benefits of an ADC Sound Shaper than taping. Even without a studio environment, you can recreate your personal recordings by changing the frequency response curve of the source material — making the sound more like the original and more agreeable to your ears.

Our complete ADC Sound Shaper IC line* has an equalizer that is right for you and your system. The SS-110 ten-band full octave equalizer, a step up from our SS-1, features LED-lit slide controls and one-way tape dubbing. If you desire even more control, our twelve-band SS-II and top-of-the-line SS-III include two-way tape dubbing and sub-sonic filters. Our SS-III Paragraphic™ with 24 ancillary switches that enable you to control 36 bands per channel combines the ease and control of a graphic equalizer with the precision and versatility of a parametric. All at a price you can afford.

All of our equalizers feature LED-lit slide controls allowing for visual plotting of the equalization curve. And all ADC Sound Shapers embody the outstanding ADC technology that has made us the leaders in the industry.

To really complete your custom-tailored control-ability, our ADC Real Time Spectrum Analyzer is a must. Equipped with its own pink noise generator and calibrated microphone, the SA-1 provides a visual presentation of the changing spectrum through 132 LED displays. So you can actually see proof of the equalized sound you’ve achieved.

With an ADC Sound Shaper and an ADC Real Time Spectrum Analyzer, you can attain a new level of control. And ultimately, isn’t that the musical high you’ve always wanted?

Sound Shaper® Frequency Equalizers and Spectrum Analyzer

Sound thinking has moved us even further ahead.

BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913, BSR (Canada) Ltd., Rexdale Ontario

© Sound Shaper is a registered trademark of Audio Dynamics Corporation. *IC indicates new Sound Shaper™ series
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The $149.95 personal computer.

Introducing the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy a personal computer, now is the time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the most powerful, yet easy-to-use computer ever offered for anywhere near the price: only $149.95* completely assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The ZX81 has just about everything you could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough in personal computers

The ZX81 is a major advance over the original Sinclair ZX80—the world's largest selling personal computer and the first for under $200.

In fact, the ZX81's new 8K Extended BASIC offers features found only on computers costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

- Mathematical and scientific functions accurate to 8 decimal places
- Unique one-touch entry of key words like PRINT, RUN and LIST
- Automatic syntax error detection and easy editing
- Randomize function useful for both games and serious applications
- Built-in interface for ZX Printer
- 1K of memory expandable to 16K

The ZX81 is also very convenient to use. It hooks up to any television set to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line display. And you can use a regular cassette recorder to store and recall programs by name.

ZX81 Printer: The Sinclair ZX Printer will work with your ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC. It will be available in the near future and will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE: Like any powerful, full fledged computer, the ZX81 is expandable. Sinclair's 16K memory module plugs right onto the back of your ZX81 (or ZX80, with or without 8K BASIC). Cost is $99.95, plus shipping and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81 comes with a comprehensive 164-page programming guide and operating manual designed for both beginners and experienced computer users. A $10.95 value, it's yours free with the ZX81.

NEW SOFTWARE: Sinclair has published pre-recorded programs on cassettes for your ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC. We're constantly coming out with new programs, so we'll send you our latest software catalog with your computer.

Warranty and Service Program**

The Sinclair ZX81 is covered by a 10-day money-back guarantee and a limited 90-day warranty that includes free parts and labor through our national service-by-mail facilities.

**Does not apply to ZX81 kits.

If you already own a ZX80

The 8K Extended BASIC chip used in the ZX81 is available as a plug-in replacement for your ZX80 for only $39.95, plus shipping and handling—complete with new keyboard overlay and the ZX81 manual.

So in just a few minutes, with no special skills or tools required, you can upgrade your ZX80 to have all the powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll have everything except continuous display, but you can still use the PAUSE and SCROLL commands to get moving graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your ZX80 will also be equipped to use the ZX Printer and Sinclair software.
Introducing the ZX81 kit

If you really want to save money, and you enjoy building electronic kits, you can order the ZX81 in kit form for the incredible price of just $99.95. It's the same, full-featured computer, only you put it together yourself. We'll send complete, easy-to-follow instructions on how you can assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours. All you have to supply is the soldering iron.

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's largest manufacturer of personal computers. The ZX81 represents the latest technology in microelectronics, and it picks up right where the ZX80 left off. Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you order, the sooner you can start enjoying your own computer.

To order, simply call our toll free number, and use your MasterCard or VISA. To order by mail, please use the coupon. And send your check or money order. We regret that we cannot accept purchase orders or C.O.D.'s.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for operator #509. In Ohio call 800-582-1364. In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for operator #508. Phones open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Have your MasterCard or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders only. For information, you must write to Sinclair Research Ltd., One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AD CODE</th>
<th>11 PE</th>
<th>PRICE†</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZX81</td>
<td></td>
<td>$149.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX81 Kit</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6K BASIC chip (for ZX80)</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Memory Module (for ZX81 or ZX80)</td>
<td></td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping and Handling</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To ship outside USA add $10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL

MAIL TC: Sinclair Research Ltd., One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

† U.S. Dollars
Onward, Ever Onward

Soon, subscribers to CompuServe and the Source will be able to benefit from a POPULAR ELECTRONICS feature on the data network menus devoted to computer clubs. Current club members and prospective members will have access to regularly updated information on computer club locations, meeting places and times, guest speakers, and other activities. Additionally, computerists will be treated to fresh news from our “Personal Electronic News” department.

Further, PE will soon launch a computer club section in its pages to enable readers to learn what’s happened around the country at the “grass roots” level. To effect this, club information should be sent to us, attention of the Computer Club Editor. Thus, telephone networks will provide computerists with what’s coming up, while PE will detail the exciting happenings.

Starting soon, also, will be a new column called “Fundamental Facts” by Walter Buchsbaum, Sc. D. These pieces will be fast-reading, succinctly written columns covering one subject in a specially informative manner. No, they will not be short treatises on Ohms Law and other such basic matter. Instead, they will be high-level discussions of devices and ciruictry for readers who truly wish to upgrade their knowledge so that they will be able to better understand high technology. The first column will be devoted to network law, from Kirchhoff to Thevenin to Norton. Look for it!

It’s important to keep up with the burgeoning advances in technology, but one must have a good foundation to truly understand them. That’s what we expect the new column to provide. And there’s plenty in the horizon that might break out of the research labs. For example, IBM is working on Josephson Tunnel switches in the labs. If completely developed, it would mean the evolution of computers to a very small size with operations that are 50 times faster than today’s chips.

Service technicians, too, face increasing demands on their technical knowledge. TV circuits have changed. In order to identify the area of a breakdown, the tech must therefore readjust his thinking. For instance, scan-rectified power supplies are now commonplace, developed from a separate winding on the flyback transformer. A problem here could lead an uninformed tech to search through other circuits and waste a lot of time. Tuning systems are using logic and phase-locked loop circuits, so it’s imperative to know how they work. The same electronic advances have been incorporated into a host of other consumer equipment: electronic games, clock radios, thermostats, ovens, scales, telephones, even typewriters.

Some devices have to be handled with great care since static electricity could easily ruin one that’s being installed. The 3M Company, which sells inexpensive work stations for use when handling such sensitive parts, developed a voltage range of susceptibility to damage for device families, and this should be kept in mind when working with them. The company advises that MOSFETs can be ruined if hit by as little as 100 volts of electrostatic discharge, while CMOS devices can be damaged by as low as 250 volts. Compare this to, say, 680 to 1000 volts for an SCR and you can appreciate the different method needed in handling components today.

Keeping up with technology is a challenge, of course. But that’s really what makes it that much more exciting.

Art Salberg
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Magnavox model 4012, 9-inch diagonal measurement AC/DC color portable with electronic tuning wheel and dial scale indicator.

Magnavox model 4265, 19-inch diagonal measurement Star System. All Star System infrared remote controls give you automatic switching between two channels and display time of day and channel number on TV screen.

Magnavox. A picture you can rely on time after time.

Magnavox model 5260, 25-inch diagonal measurement Star System. This set even has expanded range high-fidelity sound.

ALL MODELS SHOWN ARE STAR SYSTEMS EXCEPT MODEL 4012.

TV pictures and wood-grain cabinets simulated.

TELEVISIONARY.

Magnavox sees the next stage of televiewing with you as the participant as well as the recipient.

For that, you will need the most reliable color television possible.

And now Magnavox Star System color television sets combine advanced design concepts, high technology and new manufacturing systems to deliver the highest level of reliability in Magnavox history.

Magnavox Television as visionary as tomorrow.

With a picture as reliable as it is bright and clear.

Time after time.

Magnavox. A picture you can rely on time after time.

The brightest ideas in the world are here today.
search in the August 1981 issue. I have had no problem with mine since I got it. You may be too rough on the products you review. I have been in the data processing business as a systems programmer for eight years and am now getting into the personal computing field. I like the ZX80 because it is easily portable and has the capabilities I want for now.—P. L. Jarboe, Jr., Owensboro, KY.

Bits of RAM and ROM
In the “Solid-State Developments” column of September 1981, you refer to some new Hewlett-Packard devices with 128K bytes of RAM and 528K bytes of ROM. Surely, this should be bits, not bytes (1 byte = 8 bits). Otherwise, these would be awfully large memories.—James Gaudreau, Herndon, VA.

Perfect Answer 2
Telephone Price
We were pleased to see the mention of ITT's Perfect Answer 2 telephone answering machine in your New Products in the August 1981 issue. Unfortunately, the price given was for one of our other models. The Perfect Answer 2 is $449.95.—J. G. May, ITT Consumer Specialty Products Div.

Information on Home Earth Stations
In the article “Home Earth Stations for Satellite Transmissions” (July 1981), you listed several companies that could be contacted for further information. I contacted one of them and I think it might be a good idea for you to let your readers know that Gardner Communications Corp. of Houston, TX, does not provide information to private individuals. They deal only with cable companies.—J. Tszantlas, Houston, TX.

"Trick" Question
In the answer to Question 18 of the quiz “Some Like It Hot” (August 1981), the author says the question is a little tricky and that the standard junction is at a constant 120°F. This is, indeed, tricky since it was not stated in the question that the standard was at 120°F.—M. J. Matthews, Shanksville, PA.

You are right. The temperature of the standard junction was inadvertently left off of the drawing.

OUT OF TUNE

In the Review of the Atari Model 800 Personal Computer (June, p 48), Listing 1 is for a polygon, Listing 2 is for a triangle.

In “Burglar Baffler” (July, p 66), in Fig. 1, for IC2B, the inputs are 9, 10 and 11 while pin 8 is the output; the correct part number for IC21 is 4049 as given in the Parts List, not 4009, as shown on the diagram; pin 1 of IC21 should have a bar over RST to indicate it is connected to pin 11 of IC3D. In Fig. 2, the pin numbers on IC1A should be as follows: change 1 to 13, 2 to 12, 3 to 11, 4 to 10, 5 to 9, and 6 to 8.

In “Tips and Techniques” for September (p 98), the lower truth table should read, top to bottom in the last column, 0, 0, 0, 1.

In “Designing with the 8080 Microprocessor, Part 2” (October, p 80), R4, R5, R6, and R11 should be given in the Parts List as 3.3 kΩ as they are on the diagrams.
"Here's great news for electronics enthusiasts on small budgets. Now you can take home a Fluke DMM for $125."

Whether you're just starting out in electronics or moving up from an analog VOM to a digital multimeter, you'll be smart to make sure that you're getting your money's worth.

In your search for a basic-performance DMM, be sure to consider the new D 800 from Fluke. Priced at only $125, this dependable six-function handheld DMM is available now at select electronics supply stores throughout the U.S.

The D 800 offers 0.5% basic dc accuracy (five times better than analog voltmeters), a razor-sharp 3½-digit LCD readout, unsurpassed overload protection, and true, one-hand operation.

This hard-working basic measurement multimeter is designed from the inside out for long life and reliability. All D 800 specifications are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.

As part of Fluke's new Series D line of low-cost digital multimeters, the D 800 carries a limited one-year parts and labor warranty and comes complete with the battery, and safety-designed test leads.

Ask your supplier about the D 800, then compare it feature-for-feature with any other low-cost DMM. You'll find that for only $125, there's never been more multimeter than the new D 800 from Fluke.

From the world leader in DMM's. Now we've designed one for you.
YOU ALREADY OWN HALF OF THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM.
You're already halfway to Magnavision® right now. Because all you have to do is plug it into your present color TV set.

Magnavision is a turntable. A video turntable as well as an audio one. It plays discs that show pictures on your TV With stereo sound capability.

And what pictures. Magnavision delivers a picture that's clearer and crisper than video tape TV, even TV itself. And the Magnavision picture lasts, because the discs are impervious to wear.

See the buttons on the front of the Magnavision unit? They give you total control over what you watch and how you watch it. Consider the possibilities: Reverse. Slow motion. Individual frame-by-frame indexing. More. And you can exercise control from anywhere in the room, since Magnavision Model 8005 (shown here) gives you a full-feature remote control.

AMAZING: PICTURES WITH STEREO SOUND.

Magnavision even gives you high-fidelity stereo sound.

Just run it through your present stereo system and choose from one of the many stereo videodiscs (concerts, musicals, shows). You can't get stereo with video tape, and stereo TV is years away. Imagine, now you can see Liza Minnelli, for example, as well as hear her in stereo concert!

All of this wonderwork comes from Magnavision's laser-optical scanner. It is a beam of light that works like an audio player's "needle." But Magnavision's laser-optical scanner has none of the archaic limitations of a needle.

Magnavision is full of ideas. It can be a learning machine as well as an entertainment source. Many of the discs are interactive. You can carry on a dialogue with them. How To Watch Pro Football®, The First National Kidsc®—games, puzzles, questions and answers for your children, The Master Cooking Course®, and Jazzercise® are just four examples.

You can put as many different kinds of programs on your television screen with Magnavision as you can imagine. Choose from over 120 videodisc albums now. They range from classic movies to new releases. From sports instruction to art gallery tours. From cartoons to concerts. And new programs are continually being developed exclusively for videodiscs.

So put your half of the world's most advanced home entertainment system together with Magnavision soon. For the name of your nearest dealer, please call toll-free 800-447-4700 (in Illinois, 800-322-4400).

© 1981 N.A.P. CONSUMER ELECTRONICS CORP.
*Liza In Concert®. Pioneer Artists®. Topical Programming Association®

MAGNAVOX

The brightest ideas in the world are here today.
NEW PRODUCTS

Additional information on new products covered in this section is available from the manufacturers. Either circle the item's code number on the Free Information Card or write to the manufacturer at the address given.

Bose Free Space Array

The 601 Series II floor-standing speaker has two 8" long-exursion woofers and four 3" tweeters. Each of the woofers is housed in a separate injection-molded compartment. The tweeters and one woofer are mounted above the main enclosure in a multidirectional array. This is claimed to spread stereo image and reduce mid-bass "boominess" caused by room boundary reflections. Also featured is a "Dual Frequency" crossover network that allows the woofers and tweeters to operate together over nearly a full octave. Woofer transition frequency, 2.5 kHz; tweeter transition frequency, 1.5 kHz. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. Amplifier power handling ranges from 20 to 150 W/ch. The cabinet is walnut-grain vinyl laminated to particle board. Dimensions are 29.5"H x 14"W x 13"D. $445 each.

High-Power Amplifier

The David Hafler Company announces the release of the DH-500, a power amplifier that uses MOSFETs. According to the manufacturer, the DH-500 delivers 250 W/ch into 8 ohms with less than 0.025% distortion. Into 4 ohms, the figure claimed is 400 W/ch. More than 800 W/ch may be delivered into an 8-ohm load using an optional bridging kit. The MOSFETs are enclosed in a heat-sink cooled by a multispeed fan. A relay is said to protect speakers against turn-on thumps or dc shifts. $600, kit; $750, assembled.

CIRCLE NO. 91 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Programmable DMM

The Keithley 192 offers programmable range and function via an optional IEEE-488 bus interface. Accuracy is given as 0.005% dc V, with a bus rate of 33 readings per second. A seven-digit display reads out measurements from either manual or autoranging (150 ms per range change). Resolution is 0.5 ppm over the 20-V range, with input impedance greater than 1000 megohms. Sensitivity in the 20-V range is claimed to be 10 μV. Up to 100 readings can be stored over intervals of up to one hour, so that data accumulations over four days are possible. The 192 is said to be able to abort a data cycle in progress and be recalibrated for a new reading within 27 ms. Settling time is 250 ms. $1095, base price; $395 extra for the IEEE-488 bus interface.
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SWR/Power Meter

The Daiwa CN-520 uses a cross-needle configuration to measure forward power, reflected power, and resultant SWR on one meter. The unit plugs into an existing antenna system via the included SO-239 connectors. Specs: frequency, 1.8 to 60 MHz; power range, forward 200 W to 2 kW, reflected 40 W to 400 W; accuracy, 10%; detection sensitivity, 40 W. $70.
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Visual Display Terminal

The SOROC IQ 130 is a 280-based VDT. Features include screen editing, full video attributes, 14 programmable function keys, programmable repeat/blink rates, adjustable right-hand margin, and a 25th status line with a 36-character user message. Block and conversational modes are standard at selectable transmission rates from 110 to 19,200 baud. 128 bytes of memory service 128 ASCII characters, with 15 line graphics characters available as an option. Additional features include keyboard lock, multiple character writing, typewriter and columnar tabbing, and an enable/disable cursor. Dimensions: 18"W x 13"H x 20.5"D; 45 lb. $699.
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Automobile In-Dash Cassette/Tuner

Kenwood's KRC-722 has a small chassis, separate bass and treble controls, and fader control for front-to-rear balance. It provides PLL synthesizer tuning, a digital frequency display, ten station presets (five each for AM and FM), cassette standby,
Chances are the fire, and weather emergencies you'll read about in tomorrow's paper are coming through on a scanner right now. All scanners sold by Communications Electronics bring the real live excitement of action news into your home or car. With your scanner, you can monitor the exciting two-way radio conversations of police and fire departments, intelligence agencies, mobile telephones, energy/oil exploration crews, drug enforcement agencies and more.

Some scanners can even monitor aircraft transmissions! You can actually hear the news before it's news. If you do not own a scanner for yourself, now's the time to buy a scanner from Communications Electronics. Choose the scanner that's right for you, then call our toll-free number to place your order with your Master Card or VISA. A scanner is an excellent holiday gift.

We give you excellent service because CE distributes more scanners worldwide than anyone else. Our warehouse facilities are equipped to process thousands of scanners orders every week. We also export scanners to over 300 countries and military installations. Almost all items are in stock for quick shipment, so if you're a person who prefers fact to fantasy and who needs to know what's really happening around you, order your scanner today from CE!

NEW! Bearcat® 350
The Ultimate Synthesized Scanner!
Allow 30-60 days for delivery after receipt of order due to the high demand for this product. List price $599.95/CE price $419.00
- 5-Band Channel - Alpha-Numeric - No-crystal scanner - AM Aircraft and Public Service bands. - Priority Channel - AC/DC Bands: 30-50, 118-136 AM, 144-174, 440-512 MHz.
- The Bearcat 350 has an incredible breakthrough in synthesized scanning: Alpha-Numeric Display, Push a button — and the Vacuum Fluorescent Display turns on!
(continued from page 12)
ABSS, and scan tuning. Cassette features include Dolby noise reduction, metal-tape capability, a permalloy tape head, and two preouts (300 mV or 1 V). In addition, a cassette is automatically ejected from the player when the ignition is turned off. The tuner section features a local/distance switch, and an Automatic Noise Reduction Circuit that monitors FM signal strength and switches from full stereo to a sequence of alternate modes—ensuring, according to Kenwood, optimal sound in a moving vehicle. Dimensions are: 7\(\frac{1}{4}\)"W x 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)"H x 5\(\frac{1}{2}\)"D. $499.
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Phone Censor

Phone Censor from Chrono-Art uses solid-state timers to turn off a phone for 1, 2, or 8 hours. Wrong numbers and crank calls are screened out by codes that ensure that only selected callers can get through. The standard phone ring is replaced by a selection of chimes and lights; a chime can be programmed to sound only once for each incoming call, or be delayed for several ring signals. Installation is via direct plug into a modular jack with T adapter. The system can be set on a table or wall-mounted. It uses three AA alkaline batteries. $69.95. Address: Chrono-Art, 9175 Poplar Ave., Cotati, CA 94928.

Tape Cleaning System

Clean-n-Check from Boughton Enterprises is a tape cleaning kit that features a "Drive Analyser Cassette." The cassette monitors the drive mechanism of a tape deck in each operating mode: forward, fast forward, play, and reverse. One places the cassette into the machine, and a needle indicates the machine's operational effectiveness in terms of "normal," "faulty," or "requiring service soon." $6.95. Address: Boughton Enterprises Inc., Box 6096, Ventura, CA 93003.

Function Generator

The TG102 is the newest product in the Thandar line of test instruments. As operated, it has a frequency range from 0.2 Hz to 2 MHz. It produces sine, square, and triangle waveforms plus dc from a variable-amplitude 50-ohm output. TTL output is also provided. External sweep facility is available, too, permitting a greater than 1000:1 frequency change within a selected range. $300.
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Heathkit Memory Keyer

The SA-5010 \(\mu\)Matic uses a microprocessor to provide ten variable-length buffers for storing up to 240 characters of text or commands. The buffers eliminate wasted memory capacity by storing text in several buffers—stringing them together in any desired sequence. The speed, weight, spacing and auto-repeat count are controlled by a user-selected command string. The SA-5010 employs a 20-position key-pad for entries, and features integral capacitive touch paddles. A mechanical paddle can also be used. Ham operators, it is claimed, can make use of 100 repeatable random sequences that can be altered by the keyer to give a total of 6400 practice sessions. Battery backup retains the memory when the unit is turned off. Other features include a built-in side-tone oscillator and speaker with variable pitch and volume controls, and a phone jack and earphone for private listening. An option- al Heathkit PS-5012 power supply is needed. $98.
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Why use their flexible discs:
Athena, BASF, Control Data, Dysan, IBM, Maxell, Nashua, Scotch, Shugart, Syncom, 3M, Verbatim or Wabash

when you could be using MEMOREX
for as low as $1.94 each?

Find the flexible disc you’re now using on our cross reference list... then write down the equivalent Memorex part number you should be ordering.

Memorex Flexible Discs...The Ultimate in Memory Excellence

Quality
Memorex means quality products that you can depend on. Quality products are an essential part of Memorex’s commitment to excellence. Memorex has been a leader in the field with the highest standards of excellence.

100 Percent Error Free
Each and every Memorex Flexible Disc is certified to be 100 percent error free. Each track of each flexible disc is tested. Individually, to Memorex's stringent standards of excellence. They test signal amplitude, resolution, low-pass modulation, overwrite, writing error rate and erase error rate. They are torque-tested, and competitively tested on drives available from almost every major drive manufacturer in the industry including drives that Memorex manufacturers. Rigid quality audits are built into every step of the manufacturing process and stringent testing in a standard of excellence that assures you, our customer, of a quality product designed for increased data reliability and consistent top performance.

Customer-Oriented Packaging
Memorex’s commitment to quality does not stop with a product that is made. Memorex protects their product at every step of the way. This people and packaging and their labeling have been designed with your ease of identification and use in mind. The desk top box, which contains ten discs is convenient for filing and storage. Both box labels and jacket labels provide full information on compatibility, density, sectoring, recording length. Envelopes with multi-language care and handling instructions and color-coded removable labels are included. A write-protect feature is available to provide data security.

One Year Warranty
Your Assurance of Quality
Memorex Flexible Discs will be replaced by Memorex if they are found to be defective in materials or workmanship within one year of the date of purchase. Other than replacement, Memorex will not be responsible for any damages or losses (including consequential damages) caused by the use of Memorex Flexible Discs.
"If you're going to learn electronics, you might as well learn it right!"

"Don't settle for less. Especially when it comes to career training... because everything else in your life may depend on it. That's why you ought to pick CIE!"
Meet the Electronics Specialists.
When you pick an electronics school, you’re getting ready to invest some time and money. And your whole future depends on the education you get in return.

That’s why it makes so much sense to go with number one... with the specialists... with CIE!

There’s no such thing as bargain education.
If you talked with some of our graduates, chances are you'd find a lot of them stopped around for their training. Not for the lowest priced but for the best. They pretty much knew what was available when they picked CIE as number one.

We don’t promise you the moon. We do promise you a proven way to build valuable career skills. The CIE faculty and staff are dedicated to that. When you graduate, your diploma shows employers you know what you’re about. Today, it’s pretty hard to put a price on that.

Because we’re specialists, we have to stay ahead.
At CIE, we’ve got a position of leadership to maintain. Here are some of the ways we hang onto it...

Our step-by-step learning includes "hands-on" training.
At CIE, we believe theory is important. And our famous Auto-Programmed® Lessons teach you the principles in logical steps.

But professionals need more than theory. That’s why some of our courses train you to use tools of the trade like a 5 MHz triggered-sweep, solid-state oscilloscope you build yourself—and use to practice troubleshooting. Or a Digital Learning Laboratory to apply the digital theory essential to keep pace with electronics in the eighties.

Our specialists offer you personal attention.
Sometimes, you may even have a question about a specific lesson. Fine. Write it down and mail it in.

Our experts will answer you promptly in writing. You may even get the specialized knowledge of all the CIE specialists. And the answer you get becomes a part of your permanent reference file. You may find this even better than having a classroom teacher.

Pick the pace that’s right for you.
CIE understands people need to learn at their own pace. There’s no pressure to keep up... no slow learners hold you back. If you’re a beginner, you start with the basics. If you already know some electronics, you move ahead to your own level.

Enjoy the promptness of CIE’s “same day” grading cycle.
When we receive your lesson before noon Monday through Saturday, we grade it and mail it back—the same day. You find out quickly how well you’re doing!

CIE can prepare you for your FCC License.
For some electronics jobs, you must have your FCC License. For others, employers often consider it a mark in your favor. Either way, it’s government-certified proof of your specific knowledge and skills!

More than half of CIE’s courses prepare you to pass the government-administered exam. In continuing surveys, nearly 4 out of 5 CIE graduates who take the exam get their Licenses!

Associate Degree
Now, CIE offers an Associate in Applied Science Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology. In fact, all or most of every CIE Career Course is directly creditable towards the Associate Degree.

Send for more details and a FREE school catalog.
Mail the card today. If it’s gone, cut out and mail the coupon. You’ll get a FREE school catalog plus complete information on independent home study. For your convenience, we’ll try to have a CIE representative contact you to answer any questions you may have.

Mail the card or the coupon or write CIE (mentioning name and date of this magazine) at: 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
**Metal Microprocessor Cassette Deck**

Sherwood's S-5000CP uses a microprocessor-controlled tape transport with timer start for record or play. The player features soft-touch controls and an automatic music selector that senses pauses between musical selections fast-forwards or rewinds to a pre-selected track. It also has a memory rewind with repeat, and memo play and stop, with an LED numeric track display. A hold circuit is incorporated into the 24-bar, two-color fluorescent peak signal display. Specs: frequency response (metal tape), 25 to 19,000 Hz; S/N (chrome, with Dolby NR), 63 dB; THD (metal), 1 kHz, 1%; wow and flutter (w rms), 0.05%; tape speed deviation, 0.5%. Bias is variable for metal, chrome, ferrichrome, and normal tape. $350.
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**TRS-80 Plug-In Memory**

The CMEMORY plug-in cartridge from Micro-Labs, Inc. is designed for the TRS-80 Color Computer. It provides 8K of continuous memory that can be divided into any combination of 2K RAM blocks and/or 2716 EPROMs. Thus, it is claimed, a user can store a utility, game, or monitor on an EPROM, while debugging another program on a RAM. The CMEMORY occupies the unused address space $0C00 to $FC00 normally reserved for plug-in games. Without memory, the cartridge sells for $24.95, and can be interfaced to the memory of the TRS-80. It can also interface with the 2K RAM chips ($19.95 each), or the 2K 2716 EPROMs ($14).
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**Computer Cleaner**

Innovative Computer Products has introduced the VARI-CLEAN cleaning kit for the small computer user. The kit is said to contain components for cleaning everything from the CRT screen, to the printer, to the heads of the magnetic peripherals. Also included in the kit is an antistatic spray that, under conditions of low humidity, reduces the static charge in carpets. $40.
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**Marantz AM/FM Receiver**

The SR 8100DC AM/FM stereo receiver features quartz-lock frequency synthesized tuning, 16 memory presets, station search, and a five-band graphic equalizer. The unit is said to deliver a flat response down to 0 Hz. Power capability is given as 90 W/ch. with 0.06% THD into 4 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. $750.
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**Data Communications Modems**

Novation Inc. has announced the availability, so far, of seven LSI modem modules that can communicate on a variety of networks and operate at rates up to 1200 baud. These include: a Low Speed (300 baud) Modem featuring full or half duplex answer or originate, plus self-test; a Phone Line Interface with auto or manual answer, pulse dialing, multitiming, and holding circuits; a Deaf Modem, whereby one can communicate with the deaf via the TTY network, etc. Prices for a single module (2½" x 2¼") start at $99.
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**Quality, Service and Availability**

You can count on all three from Wabash Tape Corporation. Our toll-free number will put you instantly in touch with your local Wabash Distributor... and the finest diskettes money can buy!

800-323-9868

Wabash Tape Corporation 2700 Des Plaines Rd., Des Plaines, IL 60018 • 312-298-6588
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AmericanRadioHistory.Com
3.7 million reasons why the ATARI Personal Computer is something to see.
The display screen used with our computers is composed of 192 horizontal lines, each containing 320 dots. Delivering color and luminosity instructions to each dot for a second requires 3.7 million cycles—a lot of work for the normal 6502 processor.

That's why the ATARI computer has equipped its 6502 with its own electronic assistant. It's called ANTIC and it handles all the display work, leaving the 6502 free to handle the rest. What this means to you is uncompromisingly spectacular display capabilities without loss of computer power needed to carry out the demands of your program.

That's a quality you just don't find in ordinary personal computers. And it's one of the reasons some computer experts say that ATARI computers are so far ahead of their time.

There's more... which is what you'd expect from ATARI.

Language. The ATARI Personal Computer uses several programming languages to give the user maximum control of its extraordinary capabilities. PILOT, Microsoft BASIC, and ATARI BASIC are understood and spoken by the ATARI computer. You'll also find our Assembler Editor cartridge indispensable for machine language programming.

Sound. An ATARI computer has four sound generators, or voices, activated by a separate microchip. This leaves the principal microprocessor chips free to perform other tasks. And you can take full advantage of this capability which is designed for easy programming.

Change. ATARI Personal Computers have been designed to make change and expansion easy. The ATARI computer has a modular operating system that can be easily replaced as new technology develops. If you need it, memory expansion requires no more than inserting additional RAM modules. And the ATARI ROM cartridge system also makes it easy to change languages. In short, your ATARI computer won't be obsoleted by future developments because it already incorporates the future.

Sharing. To learn more about the amazing capabilities of ATARI computers, visit your local computer store for a demonstration. Or send for our Technical User's Notes, intended for the serious programmer. They are only $27 and contain a lot more information about our computers' special capabilities than most companies could tell. See your ATARI dealer, or send $30 ($27 plus $3 postage and handling), payable to ATARI, to Technical User's Notes, c/o ATARI Customer Service, 1340 Bordeaux Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

ATARI Computers for people.

©1981 Atari, Inc.

*A ATARI 800™ computer only.
TWELVE STRONG
HEATH/ZENITH YOUR

Pick a strong partner

A computer purchase is the beginning of a long-term partnership between you and the people you buy from. Your ongoing need for software and accessories requires a partner who will stand by you with a growing line of products. And nowhere will you find a more complete line of hardware, software and accessories than at your Heathkit Electronic Center. Here are twelve strong reasons to make Heath/Zenith your partner.

1. The All-In-One Computer

The heart of the Heath/Zenith line is the stand-alone 89 Computer. It’s a complete system with built-in 5¼-inch floppy disk drive, professional keyboard and keypad, smart video terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, and two RS-232C serial I/O ports. It comes with 16K RAM, expandable to 64K.

2. Peripherals

These include the popular Heath/Zenith 19 Smart Video Terminal, loaded with professional features. And the 14 Line Printer, priced as low as $495. Other printer brands are on display, including high-speed, typewriter-quality printers.

3. Software

Word processing, includes reliable, easy-to-use Zenith Electronic Typing and powerful, full-featured WORDSTAR.
Small Business Programs, feature General Ledger and Inventory Control.
HUG, Heath Users' Group, offers members a library of over 500 low-cost programs for home, work or play.

4. Programming Languages

For your own custom programs, Microsoft languages are available in BASIC (compiler and interpreter), FORTRAN and COBOL.

5. Operating Systems

Three versatile systems give you the capability to perform your specific tasks.
CP/M by Digital Research makes your system compatible with thousands of popular CP/M programs.
UCSD P-System with Pascal is a complete program development and execution environment.
HDOS, Heath Disk Operating System gives you a sophisticated, flexible environment for program construction, storage and editing.

6. Utility Software

Expand the performance range of your computer with a broad selection of utility tools, including the best of Digital Research and the complete line of innovative Softstuff products.

7. Disk Systems

The 8-inch Heath/Zenith 47 Dual Disk System adds over 2 megabytes of storage to your 89 Computer. Diskettes are standard IBM 3740 format, double-sided, double-density.
The 5¼-inch 87 Dual Disk System adds 200K bytes of storage to your 89. Both disk systems feature read/write protection and easy plug-in adaptability.

8. Self-Study Courses

Learn at your own pace with Programming Courses that teach you to write and run your own programs in Assembly, BASIC, Pascal or COBOL.
A course on Computer Concepts for Small Business gives you the understanding to evaluate the ways a computer can benefit your business.
Personal Computing is a complete introduction to the fundamentals for the novice. Every Heathkit/Zenith course is professionally designed for easy, step-by-step learning.
9. Expansion Options
Communicate with the outside world through a Three-port EIA RS-232C Serial Interface.
Expand RAM to 64K with easy-to-install expansion chips.

10. Accessories
Your Heathkit Electronic Center has the latest in modern, black-and-white and color video monitors, computer furniture and a full line of supplies, accessories, books and parts.

11. Service
No one stands by you like Heath/Zenith. We help you get your system up and running smoothly. Service is available from trained technicians, over the phone or at one of 56 Heathkit Electronic Centers.

12. Value
Your money buys you more because Heath/Zenith prices are among the industry’s most competitive. Make your own comparison and find out how much you can save.
Complete, integrated computer hardware and software, designed to serve you and to grow with you — that’s what to look for in a strong partner. And with Heath/Zenith you get it all under one roof.

Visit Your Heathkit Electronic Center*
where Heath/Zenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.
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I'm glad to see that designers of VCRs and cameras are starting to build them as though they might actually be used. The designers of the early models had too much to do just getting the features in and functioning to worry about how useful and convenient they might be. Now that many of the basic problems have been licked, there's some breathing space, a chance to work on the human-engineering problems.

Take the shape of cameras, for instance. The early ones looked like Super-8 home movie cameras, a shape that was easy for the designer to conceive and for the public to accept. Now, we're getting into functionally designed "ugly ducklings" like Sony's HVC-2200, which look like nothing else on earth (except for professional TV news and cine cameras)—and which work all the better for it.

The main things that make the Sony look odd are its grip (horizontal and set well to the right) and its eyepiece (offset to the left of the camera body). The grip is horizontal because your fist is naturally oriented that way when you raise your forearm—conventional grips make you bend and strain your wrist unnecessarily. Making that grip still handler, Sony puts a rocker switch for the power zoom lens under your fingertips, and the trigger button under your thumb.

Electronic (drop-screen) finders like the 2200's can be built into the camera body, as the optical ones on movie cameras are; but they don't have to be. Since they're connected by wire, they can be mounted anywhere. Mount them outside, and you get much handler designs. The finder can be shifted forward, letting much of the camera's weight rest on your shoulder, so your arms don't get as tired. (The HVC-2200 rests more comfortably than most on a shoulder, too, because its shoulder rest is not only padded but cut away to match the shoulder's natural droop.)

The finder's position can even be shifted forward and back or from side to side, to custom-fit your face. (The finders on some RCA cameras can even be flipped over the camera for left-handed use.) You can tilt the finder up when you're working with a low camera angle, so you needn't squat to see it—or, sometimes, tilt it down when the camera is mounted high. On some cameras (including the Sony), the finder can even be removed and put on the end of an extension cord for remote-control use.

Not all the new camera conveniences change the camera's shape. You have to look twice at Sanyo's new VSC450 camera to notice that it has built-in remote control for the matching VPR4800 VCR. Quasar and Panasonic have optional remote controls for some VCR models which mount directly on their cameras and send their commands through the camera cables.

With these, you can not only start and stop the VCR, but rewind the shot you've just made (in fast-scan mode, so you can see where it begins), replay it through the viewfinder, and resume recording right at the spot where you want the new shot to begin—all without having to take your hand off the camera and hunt for the VCR's controls. The Panasonic/Quasar remotes even have single-frame advance, in case you want a really close look.

Since I haven't actually had the chance to use them I can't tell yet how convenient these camera-mounted remote controls will prove to be in practice. But there's no question the idea's a great one.

VCR Conveniences. VCRs are benefiting from the new emphasis on convenience, too. More and more of them have full-featured, multifunction remote controls (often wireless) that even change channels. Grundig's new TV sets and VCRs will share a common remote control, with a shift key to select one or the other. And VCRs with cable-ready tuners are beginning to appear, so you can watch one cable show and tape another without needing two of the cable company's adapter boxes. If your TV receiver is cable-ready, too, you won't even need one adapter box—unless you're watching a scrambled pay-cable signal.

VCRs still have a way to go before they grow as responsive to command as audio tape recorders. Even so, there are some nice VCR features which do make life more convenient.

My favorite is visual scan. Like the audio tape decks which let you listen to the tape's chatter in fast-wind modes, so you can tell what's going on at the start and end or where the nature of the sound changes, VCRs with visual scan let you watch the picture as you fast-wind their tapes. Visual search isn't as fast as the true fast-wind modes—about 5X to 40X normal speed, which means it would take from 1 1/2 hours to 40 minutes of tape through a six-hour tape. The picture you see in visual search is full of noise bars—but still clear enough to tell what portion of the tape you're seeing, which is all you need. And many recorders offer visual search at any speeds. Nonetheless, it's a big advance.

Another convenience is a feature that Sony calls "Tab Marker." (Other makers call it by other names, when they bother mentioning it at all.) It leaves a little marker pip on the tape wherever you switch into Record mode; in fast wind or rewind, the deck stops at each such pip. In live recording, it makes it easier to rewind right back to the start of the last shot you made, to review it. When recording off the air, it lets you quickly find the start of each show. Grundig's Video 2000 VCR (a new tape format, in this country) has a counter which reads actual tape time—the first I can recall in any VCR, though there are a few of them in audio decks. It automatically measures how long the tape is and how much time is left. If you set it to make a timer-controlled recording longer than the time remaining on the tape, it will automatically tell you that there isn't enough room left.

The more advanced VCRs become, the more such conveniences we'll see. Sometimes, the advancements make the conveniences more necessary. The longer the tape, for example, the more vital the ability to locate specific spots on it.

This is just one of the areas where there's not only room for improvement, but ideas lying around waiting to be used. For example, why couldn't a deck with a counter like the Grundig's also allow you to punch in the time of the spot on the tape you wish to find, and have the tape advance directly to it? I'm playing with an audio cassette deck (Bang & Olufsen's 8002) which does precisely that, and it's delightful.
Popular Electronics Tests

RCA VP3301 Interactive Data Terminal

THE RCA Interactive Data Terminal VP3301 is essentially a high-quality monochrome or color "intelligent" terminal without a CRT monitor. It can be interconnected via an internal RS232 or 20-mA port to any RS232/20-mA device such as a modem, printer, or computer. The baseband video can either feed a conventional CRT monitor or be applied via an FCC-approved r-f modulator to a conventional monochrome or color-TV receiver.

It has two companion terminals: the VP3303 is identical but has a built-in r-f modulator (channels 3/4), while the VP3301 has an r-f modulator and a direct modem and cassette port.

The character display is selectable from 40 characters per line and 24 lines or 20 large-size characters on 12 lines. This choice, like all other functions on this device, can be selected either by switch settings or software control. There are 52 upper- and lower-case alphabets, 10 numerals, 32 punctuation and math characters, and 31 control characters. Each key can be redefined under software control to create any character of the user's choosing, up to 128. Each or all characters can be displayed in any of eight colors (seven gray scales when using a monochrome CRT monitor), with a selection of eight background colors. Reverse video also enhances the display.

A built-in tone generator with internal loudspeaker is used for keypress feedback (which can be switched off if desired). This feature can be reprogrammed for almost any audio effect—or even used to create music. An 8-octave frequency range is provided while a white-noise generator can be programmed to emulate explosions, gun shots, etc., for game playing or as a unique alerting signal.

The keyboard uses flexible-membrane switching with a light, positive pressure, and it is impervious to liquids, cigarette ashes and other contaminants. It can be cleaned easily using a damp cloth.

The "power supply" is a wall receptacle plug-in similar to those used by many calculators (but a trifle larger).

Specifications. The keyboard contains 58 keys, arranged in the familiar QWERTY fashion. Each key has auto-repeat after it has been held down for a second or so. Two keys (switch closures) can be user defined, with each of these spst keys capable of switching 30 volts at 0.1 ampere. The BREAK key generates a binary zero.

The video display can be hardware or software selected from 24 lines with 40 characters/line for an effective dot resolution of 240 dots horizontal by 192 vertical, or 20 larger-sized characters on 12 lines for an effective dot resolution of 120 x 96. Each character is formed using a 5 x 6 matrix within a 6 x 8 character block. Descenders are provided in lower case. Any character, up to a maximum of 128, can be user defined with each new character block if desired. This enables creation of contiguous figures. Reverse video can also be created.
New from NRI!
The first at-home training in videocassette recorder repair with exclusive videotaped lessons.

Learn Video/Audio Servicing...
includes RCA state-of-the-art VCR, NRI Action Video lessons, plus full training in color TV and audio repair.
hands-on training on the equipment you select.

You can get specialized audio experience as you build your own AM/FM stereo system complete with speakers. Or gain real bench experience with hands-on TV training as you build a 25" (diagonal) fully-computerized, programmable color TV and professional test instruments. Or train with your own RCA videocassette recorder and NRI's exclusive Action Video servicing lessons on videotape.

State-of-the-Art VCR

This modern VCR features high-technology design with electronic pushbutton tuning, remote control, three recording speeds with up to 6-hour capacity, high-speed visual search, built-in clock/timer, memory rewind and audio dubbing capability. Direct drive motors and azimuth recording give outstanding picture reproduction.

It's yours to keep, as part of your training. You'll not only use it to learn operation and servicing techniques, but to play the absorbing NRI Action Video lessons that come as part of your specialized training. In word and picture, you'll learn theory, construction, and service procedures, see them explained in graphic closeups. And you get this unique training only with NRI!

Learn at Home at Your Convenience

No need to quit your job or tie up your evenings at night school. No time away from your family or expensive travel. NRI comes to you. You are a class of one, getting both theory and practical hands-on training backed up by our staff of experienced educators.

NRI the Pros' Choice

More than 67 years and a million and a half students later, NRI is still the first choice in home-study schools. A national survey of successful TV repairmen shows that more than half have had home-study training, and among them, it's NRI 3 to 1 over any other school.

That's because you can't beat the training and you can't beat the value. Only NRI combines exclusive fast-track training techniques with modern state-of-the-art equipment to give you the skills you need for success quickly and easily. Only NRI offers such complete training with so many timely options for specialized bench experience. Send for our free catalog and get all the facts on these exciting Master Courses in Video/Audio servicing.

Choice of Specialized Training

NRI offers you three Master Courses in Video/Audio Servicing, each complete, each with equipment and training for the specialty you want. Each course thoroughly prepares you for color TV plus audio and video equipment. Then, you take the specialized

Learn as you work with equipment you keep.

Now, you can learn the hottest, most wanted skill in home entertainment electronics ... servicing and repairing videocassette recorders and video disc players. Well over 2 million units have already been sold and the demand is just starting! Already, qualified VCR technicians are in short supply ... people are waiting up to a month for VCR repair. Good jobs at good pay are going begging. And NRI can get you in on the action with convenient and effective at-home training.

Other NRI courses include microcomputers, communications electronics, electronic design.

Free Catalog... No Salesman Will Call

Mail the postage-paid card today for your free copy of our 100-page look into tomorrow. It shows all the equipment you get, describes each lesson in detail. And it tells you about other important career opportunities in Microprocessors and Microcomputers, Digital and Communications Electronics, Electronic Design Technology, and more. Send today and get started on a big new future for yourself. If card has been removed, please write to us.
THE ROI* FACTOR
(’Return On Investment)

A small investment can upgrade the sound of your entire hi-fi system.

If you’re one of the millions who have bought a Shure V15 Type III, M97 Series, M95 Series, or M75 Series phono cartridge, we have a way of making it perform better than it ever has before. It’s the Shure Hyperelliptical (HE) upgrade stylus (needle) series. We’ve taken all the high trackability/low distortion benefits of the HE stylus tip (first introduced on the famous V15 Type IV), and put them into styli that will match perfectly with your cartridge, for an audible improvement in your system’s sound at an absolutely minimal cost to you!

Upgrading your phono cartridge with an HE replacement stylus will give a large return on a very small investment. You already own a phono cartridge with proven performance; now you can get even better performance from that same cartridge. Ask your dealer for the Shure HE replacement stylus that’s right for you, and take advantage of the ROI factor.

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturer of high fidelity components, microphones, loudspeakers, sound systems and related circuitry.

via software. This allows creation of reverse words, characters, or lines. The internal memory holds 960 characters (one screen on high resolution).

Both characters and background can be selected from any of eight colors (7 levels of gray scale) on a choice of 8 background colors (also 7 levels of gray on a monochrome monitor). The composite video output, available at a conventional RCA connector is 1 volt peak-to-peak, into a 75-ohm termination.

The I/O port transmits the ASCII signals as 1 start bit, 7 data bits, 1 parity bit (odd, even, or space), and 1 or 2 stop bits. The mode is switch selectable as half or full duplex, and there is a line/local selection switch. The RS232 data rate can be selected from 110, 300, 1200, 4800, 9600, or 19,200 baud. The current-loop can be switched selected from 110, 300, or 1200 baud. Control signals include request-to-send, and clear-to-send, both RS232 compatible. The receive port is similar to the transmit port except that it features a clear-to-receive RS232 signal. A 20- or 60-mA loop is provided on the 25-pin connector.

There is one LED on the keyboard that glows when the clear-to-send is true and acts as the power-on indicator when this signal is not being used. As each key is depressed, an audio tone is generated, with a different tone when the shift or control keys are used. The keyboard tone can be defeated via a rear-apron switch. The control-G bell code actually sounds like a bell.

On the left-side end panel, there is a slot that allows access to 16 switches. These allow for hardware selection of upper or upper/lower case; the status of the 8th bit sent from the VP3301 as either even/odd parity or mark/space; 1 or 2 stop bits; full or half duplex; turning off the control features to emulate a "dumb" terminal; display of control codes; 40/24 or 20/12 character set; choice of RS232 or 20-mA 1/O, local or line operation; and a choice of baud rates from 110, 300, 1200, 4800, 9600, or 19,200 baud.

The power switch, ac-line connector, 25-pin 1/O connector, video output jack, and the keyboard tone ON/OFF switch are all located along the rear apron. The keyboard slants upward at a convenient angle.

Besides the usual return, line feed, shift, delete, control, escape, tab, and break keys, the keyboard also contains two user-definable keys. Under software control are the bell, horizontal tab, line feed, up line, clear screen, carriage return, reverse video on/off, foreground color, character color, blinking/nonblinking/off block cursor, English character set to return the keyboard to normal after defining an alternate character set, and insertion of a literal character. All of the functions can be easily implemented by
We hooked the VP3301 to a modem and called our local data base. The system formed from the VP3301, modem, and video monitor works fine and can be used with any data base accessible via the phone line.

We have used the VP3301 for several weeks now, both as our computer terminal and as access to the "Source," and it has performed in an excellent fashion throughout.

Because of its relatively small size and weight, a VP3301 (with r-f modulator) or VP3303, and a small modem can be easily carried so that someone away from home or office need only use the TV receiver and phone in his hotel room to transfer information data to and from his base computer.

There is no question that the VP3301 will be an asset to any computer that requires a flexible terminal, color, and an almost infinite variety of user-defined characters. We would not hesitate to use the VP3301 as the main terminal of our computer system either.

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

"...A thrilling experience!"

That's what Video magazine had to say about the NOVABEAM® Model One color projection video system. They also called it "the sharpest, brightest picture we have ever seen."

It's no wonder that the best home projection system available is built by Kloss Video. Back when the big TV manufacturers were still saying it couldn't be done, electronics pioneer Henry Kloss was developing the means to make life-size television a reality. He came up with innovations like the unique NOVATRON® projection tube which made the NOVABEAM Model One, according to CBS LABS in Video Review magazine, "by far the most impressive projection TV we have ever seen."

The NOVABEAM Model One provides a viewing experience unmatched by any other conventional or projection TV set, yet at a price which Videophile Magazine called "clearly one of the biggest bargains in home video today."

Visit your authorized Kloss Video dealer to find out why Videophile also said, "See the NOVABEAM before handing over any of your hard-earned dough for another projector."

NOVABEAM MODEL ONE FROM KLOSS VIDEO CORPORATION

"The Projection Television Experts"

For information & name of nearest dealer, write to Kloss Video.

145 Sidney Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139  617-547-6363

CIRCLE NO. 40 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
If you've been waiting for IBM to enter the personal computer field, you don't have to wait any longer. The IBM Personal Computer was introduced this past August, and it sports a number of very exciting features. Among them:

- An 8088 microprocessor, which provides the best of both the 8- and 16-bit worlds.
- An 83-key adjustable keyboard, with up to 262,144 characters of user memory (it comes with 16K).
- Color graphics that permit displaying 256 characters in any of 16 foreground and 8 background colors.
- An advanced disk operating system, plus Digital Research's CP/M-86, and UCSD Pascal.

Prices for the system start at $1565 which includes the keyboard module, with 16K RAM, the 40K operating system ROM, an adapter to use with home television, and an audio cassette interface. You can add up to four joysticks, and five expansion slots are available for memory (up to 256K), communications boards, and other peripheral controller cards.

If you're worried about application software, don't be. IBM is offering Personal Software's "VisiCalc," IUS's "EasyWriter" word-processing package, Peachtree Software's business packages, and a communications package.

Of course IBM doesn't plan to stop there. According to a spokesman, they have established a division dedicated to creating and finding software packages for the machine. Authors can be professional or hobbyist.

Although the basic $1565 machine seems palatable, you might want to spend $4500 and get the complete system, which includes the keyboard, 64K RAM, a full-size green-phosphor monitor, two 5.25-in. disk drives (160K bytes each), and an 80-cps MX-80 printer. The machines may be seen at your local store (Seas, Computerland or IBM outlets).

Other Systems. The "Finch," which is not really a new system, offers some unusual attributes. This Z-80 microprocessor-based system is characterized by the use of a 240-character (6 lines x 40 characters) plasma display. This unique display operates at a 75.7-Hz scan rate, permits the displaying of upper- and lower-case characters with scrolling. The display is only a small part of the under-$7000 system. Surrounding the display is a stylized enclosure that houses a 72-key keyboard and 10-key numeric keypad, the Z-80 microprocessor, 4 serial and 1 parallel ports, a dot matrix printer, and an acoustic coupler (the last two being optional). The optional minifloppy, has a capacity of 400K bytes, and works with CP/M.

Although hardware is important in some respects, the manufacturer, based in Torrance, CA, (phone 213-533-6842), hasn't stopped there. He is offering a series of software packages designed to enhance the system. Among these are: "Termio," a terminal I/O package that works with the optional acoustic coupler and provides asynchronous communications in either full or half duplex. Should general business be more your style, packages for financial analysis (TASK), patient accounting for the doctor's office, and a general accounting package are available. Moreover, standard CP/M compatible languages are available and include BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, APL, Pascal, and a macro assembler.

The 31-lb machine comes with 8K bytes of system ROM, 1K bytes of static RAM, and 64K bytes of dynamic RAM plus battery backup good for one-half hour. Pricing ranges from under $7000 to $20,000 (depending on add-ons).

Looking for a Machine Built Around Software? You might want to consider the $3450 CPC-1000 from Performance Business Machines Corp, San Rafael, CA (415-457-8990). This latest entry to the microshopping list employs a Z-80 microprocessor and 80K of RAM. The RAM is divided up so that 16K are dedicated to CP/M and the other 64K are for you. This makes handling of I/O a little quicker and gives you an almost unlimited amount of work space. But that is only part of the excitement of this machine. Included in the low price tag is a Seagate Technology ST-506 6.3MB-byte (unformatted) Winchester and a Tandon quad-density 5.25-in. floppy. These two storage devices come under control of a special bit-sliced processor designed to handle all I/O functions, including terminals and printers.

The use of a dedicated I/O processor relieves the main Z-80 of such duties, which means that you have greater throughput and aren't interrupted when performing such tasks as printing a document under a SPOOLing operation such as found in MicroPro's "Wordstar," which happens incidentally to be the parent organization of Performance Business Machines Corp.

Interestingly, the CPC-1000 is a single-board computer sold for $2100 with a case. You add $175 for power supply, $850 for the Winchester, and $350 for a floppy. Although the machine is intended to be a software vehicle, and was in fact designed to optimize the software rather than the other way around, you still have to purchase your application ware.

The CPC-1000 in its present configuration is top-notch, but the system designers have more planned for early 1982. The machine, as designed, offers an excellent stand-alone intelligent system once you add the terminal of your choice. Future plans call for adding a local networking interface so that several systems can be connected together in a synergistic manner.

Speaking of Networking. If you own an S-100 bus-based system or, more precisely, if you are lucky enough to own one from Vector Graphics (Westlake...
The Whole World Isn't Hardware. In fact, more of it is becoming software-oriented as evidenced by the number of packages becoming available for a wide spectrum of machines.

Software packages for the Apple, for example, are bursting on the scene at an unprecedented rate. One source of such packages is Information Unlimited Software Inc., Berkeley, CA (415-525-9452).

Among the offerings is "EasyWriter," priced at $250. This package requires at least a 48K Apple II or II Plus, an 80-column video card such as that manufactured by Videx, and an interface card for a printer. The package provides such standard features as word wrap, block moves, and formatted output. In addition to the files, the manuals have been inserted, usually with simple keystrokes from a displayed menu.

Although EasyWriter offers some classy features, most are standard in available word-processing packages. What makes this product unusual is the well-written manual and integrated tutorial to get you up to speed quickly. This is a feature not frequently found in most software documentation. Since one of the real reasons for owning a micro is to handle data, U.S. hasn't been left behind. They offer Datadex for $395 that lets you design the data fields the way you want them rather than restricting you to a fixed format. Further, the designers have added a first-rate sorting function that stands up well even against larger machines. In addition, since you might be building data files to be used for multiple purposes, you can easily extract the information from the database either with a standard AppleSoft input statement or by calling the data from EasyWriter.

Even though it would seem as if business is the main objective of software designers, you can always find a way to come across as goodrapy and entertaining - a matter of a learning tool disguised as a game. Such is the case with IUS's third package, called "Tellstar." This package allows you to study the cosmos from anywhere on earth from the comfort of your home.

Prices Are Dropping. Currently, microprocessors are very low in cost, and in the case of 8-bit processors, prices will get even lower (than $3). Furthermore, with the state-of-the-art being ahead of the hardware, designers are able to create very powerful single-board computers for less than $100.

I insist that there is no hardware today that can be considered really fantastic. What can be, though, is the software that turns the hardware into a useful tool. To make my point, turn the pages back to about 18 months ago; most of the available software I'm speaking of application was really basic last year. This year's designers were still refining their ability to handle 8-bit processors. Today you can find virtually an unlimited source of extremely high-level software products that perform tasks not even thought of as early as last year. And if you don't believe me, just check with IBM. Their new system is designed around software that actually optimizes the hardware.

With this almost explosive growth in the past 18-months, just imagine what I'll be writing about next year. Have a happy and joyous Thanksgiving.
New Computer. The "Advantage" contains a 4-MHz Z80A, 64K bytes of 200 ns dynamic RAM (with parity), a separate 20K byte RAM for the bit-mapped graphics display, a 2K byte ROM, and an 8035 for keyboard and floppy disk control. The display is 24 lines of 80 characters or 240 × 640 bit-mapped pixels. The CRT is a 12" green (P31) display with nonglare viewing. The two floppy drives are 3¼" double-sided, double-density providing 360K bytes per drive for a total of 720K bytes. The n-key rollover keyboard contains 49 standard, 9 symbol or control, and a 14-key numeric cluster. There are 15 user definable keys. Six slots are provided for expansion. Software includes Business Graphics, system diagnosis, and graphics demo. All NorthStar software can be run. For graphics-intensive applications, G-DOS with G-BASIC is used to expand the system. Address: NorthStar Computers Inc., 14440 Catalina St., San Leandro, CA 94577 (Tel: 415-357-8500).

Data Buffer. The Model 150 Type Ahead Buffer is compatible with all Apple II systems and software. It features a 40-character type-ahead capability that eliminates the need to wait for computer prompts before entering the next command or data. It requires no software patches or hardware cuts or jumpers. $49.95. Address: Vista Computer Co., 1317 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 (Tel: 714-953-0523).

Membrane Keyboards. If you do your own construction, you can get a free four-page brochure covering a line of membrane keyboards. Ask for CE-952. Address: Cherry Electrical Products Corp., 3600 Sunset Ave., Waukegan, IL 60085.

H-8 CPU Card. The HA-8-6 Z80 CPU card for the Heath H-8 computer allows the choice of two CPUs—the 204 in this board or the 8080 in the H-8. It is compatible with all current Heath disk-based software for the H-8, and includes all the features of the HA-8-8 Extended Configuration Option, thus eliminating the need to purchase the extended configuration separately before adding the Heath CP/M OS or the H-47 8-inch floppy. Factory assembled and tested. $199. Address: Heath Company, Dept. 350-135, Benton Harbor, MI 49022 or any Heath Center.

S100 RAM Board. SUPERAM 4C is a 64K dynamic RAM board functionally equivalent to the Cromenco 64KZ RAM card. It is organized in two blocks of 32K bytes that can be placed in any of eight different memory banks. Bank selection is on 32K boundaries. It features bank bank select for up to 16 megabyte expansion. Memory refresh is totally transparent to the processor, access time is 250 ns, operating speed is 4 MHz, and there are no wait states. Operating power is +8 volts at .8 ampere and +18 volts at .2 ampere. $995. Address: Pieceon Inc., 2350 Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 (Tel: 408-946-8030).

Apple Power. The APS-5 Reserve Power Supply protects Apple II and III machines against power "flickers", prolonged power outages, and brownouts. Audible and electronic signals are provided. Operation is one hour and 45 minutes and features auto turn on, auto battery recharge, auto shut off, low battery indicator, and steel case. An optional APS-5DC adapter allows use with any 12-volt dc source including vehicle supplies. $389.95. Address: Control Technology Inc., 8200 N. Classen Blvd., Suite 101, Oklahoma City, OK 73114 (Tel: 405-840-3163).
Software

Job Control. Designed for the Apple II with 48K PASCAL, three-disk drives, and a 132-column printer, the Job Control System follows labor hours, material costs, outside service costs, production quantities, shipped quantities, etc. Reports include job listings, cost summaries, detailed job reports, and work-in-progress reports. They give profit/loss values and variances so job estimates and work standards can be fine tuned. It can be customized so that rate structure, report formats and up to 500 cost centers can be tailored. $750.

Address: High Technology Software Products, 8001 N. Classen Blvd., Oklahoma City, OK 73113 (Tel: 405-840-9900).

H89 WordStar. The famous WordStar word processor is now available for the Heath/Zenith H89 system. Features include simultaneous printing and editing, alignment of numeric information in columns, and a number of on-screen menus. A hyphen-help feature, boldface, double strike, strikeout, subscript, superscript, overprint, and accent entry are provided. Version 2.6 is provided on 5¼" diskette, it runs under CP/M, and requires 48K bytes of RAM. The simultaneous edit/print version requires 64K. $395. Three optional programs—Mail-Merge, DataStar, and SuperSort—will soon be available. Address: Zenith Data Systems, Northridge, CA 91324 (Tel: 818-261-3403).

FORTH Cross-Compiler. The Cross Compiler provides a convenient method to implement FORTH on a target computer or to extend/modify FORTH on a host computer. It will automatically forward-reference any word or label, and can produce headerless code. It can also produce ROMable code with initialized variables, and contains a load map and comprehensive list of undefined symbols. Machine-readable versions are available for CP/M, TRS-80 Model 1, H89, and North Star. Each version includes an executable version of fig-FORTH 1.0, the cross-compiler source code, the cross-compilable source, and complete documentation. $200. Address: Nautilus Systems, Box 1098, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 (Tel: 408-475-7461).

Apple FORTH. FORTH-79 requires an Apple II Plus with 48K of RAM and a disk. This language is useful where execution speed is important as programs run several times faster than BASIC. It features 16- and 32-bit integer arithmetic operators, but does not handle floating point. This is not a problem in many areas since the 32-bit integers can handle a range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 and can be printed in dollars and cents format. There are string commands similar to Applesoft BASIC.
Experience
The World's Most
Versatile Microcomputer

IMSAI 8080

Kit: $599.00
Assembled: $799.00
Includes:
- 42-Slot Motherboard with Sockets
- 28 Amp Power Supply
- MPU-A 8080 2 Mhz. Processor
- Programmer's Front Panel

Send Check or Money Order to

IMSAI
Computer Division of the Fischer-Freitas Corporation
910 81st Avenue, Bldg. 14 • Oakland, CA 94621
415/635-7615

IMSAI is a trademark of the Fischer-Freitas Corporation

computers

lo-res graphics words are provided for plotting and line drawing. You can create your own data type via CREATE and CREATE, and the dictionary includes about 750 words. It has a full-screen editor with 36 commands, using 23 lines by 40 columns. A 6505 assembler with macro capability is included, and the operating system allows for 15 disk drives. $89.95. Address: MicroMotion, 12077 Wisconsin Blvd., #506, Los Angeles, CA 90025 (Tel: 213-821-1430).

ZX80 Programs. Sinclair users interested in program interchange can contact Imelda Cardenas, Porvenir No. 12, Tlaquepaque, Mexico.

Comstar Utility. Comstar-CPE is an interface that allows BASIC programs, compiled with the Comstar compiler, to run under CP/M. The interface contains a North Star-to-CP/M transfer routine, and a module to map the North Star DOS into the CP/M environment. The package is available to registered owners of the Comstar compiler for version 5.2 North Star BASIC. $75. Address: Allen Ashley, 395 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, CA 91107 (Tel: 213-793-5748).

Appointment Book. DATEBOOK II maintains a record of appointments for up to 27 people in nine groups of three for an unlimited time in the future. All entries are checked for validity as they are entered. Menu items include appointment, scheduling, cancelling, modifying, rescheduling, searching for appointments, and viewing appointments for a specified person, scanning for openings, inspecting appointments for days in the future, and printing a day's appointments. It is written in PASCAL and available to run on CP/M or CP/M 86, as well as AUSCAL systems. $295. Address: Organic Software, 1492 Windsor Way, Livermore, CA 94550 (Tel: 415-455-4034).

Apple Mail. Micro-Courier allows Apple II computers to transmit charts, graphics, correspondence, VisiCalc reports or entire programs to other Apple computers via conventional telephone lines. The program is menu driven and requires no computer knowledge. $250. Micro Telegram allows access to Western Union Services worldwide and allows TWX, telex, and international cables. It permits on-screen editing, auto-transmission, computer-stored subscriber lists, and directories. $250. Address: Microcom, 89 State St., Boston, MA 02109 (Tel: 617-367-6362).

ZX-80 Ball Game. Double Breakout is a fast ball game featuring continuous graphics for the 1K ZX-80. Nine balls are available and an inventory appears onscreen. There are seven levels of speed and skill. $14.95 plus $1.50 shipping/handling. Address: Softsync Inc., Box 480, Murray Hill Stn., New York, NY 10156.
Audio Product of the Month

CHosen by the Editors of Popular Electronics

Optonica RT-6605 Stereo Cassette Deck

The Optonica RT-6605 cassette deck departs from normal practice in that it contains two separate transport systems. One, designated Tape 1, is for playback only, using a single Sendust core head with a 0.8-micrometer gap. A second head is also included, apparently to sense the blank intervals that trigger the APSS system.

The other transport, Tape 2, is basically for recording only, with a 3-micrometer gap in its single head. (Of course, it also has a combination bias/erase head for recording).

The transport's controls are "soft-touch" buttons, most of them not operating solenoids. The bulk of the mechanical work in the transports is done by the drive motors (one per transport) through plastic gears and levers. The control buttons can be operated in any sequence.

Except for the need to transfer the tape from the Tape 2 to Tape 1 mechanism for playback after recording, and the separate controls for setting the BIAS/eq and Dolby operation for the two decks, the normal operation of the RT-6605 is straightforward. However, the presence of two transports allows for a convenient built-in dubbing facility. Pushing the DUBBING button and setting the RECORD level control to a calibrated point are all that is needed to copy from Tape 1 to Tape 2.

The metal cabinet of the Optonica RT-6605 is finished in black, with simulated leatherette grain. It is 17"W X 12½"D X 4½"H, and weighs 16.5 pounds. Suggested retail price is $550.

General Description. Each of the two tape transports has its own motor, with a frequency-generator servo system to control speed. Although separate, the tape drives can be linked to the Tape 2 PAUSE button so that releasing it will start them in synch. Separate heads for recording and playback give the RT-6605 the performance potential of a conventional three-head machine, except for the ability to monitor the tape while recording.

Tape 2 PLAY MONITOR button appears to provide that function, but it can be used to monitor a tape in the Tape 2 transport only after recording. During recording, the incoming signal is heard via the LINE OUT jacks. After the tape is recorded and rewound, pressing PLAY MONITOR starts the Tape 2 transport and plays the tape through the LINE OUT jacks, using the record head for playback. In this mode, frequency response is not flat, and there is no Dolby decoding. Proper playback frequency response and noise levels can only be obtained via Tape 1.

The "soft touch" transport controls operate smoothly, but with mechanical noises that last a second or so each time a button is pressed. On Tape 2, only the RECORD button need be pressed to make a recording (there being no "play" button as such), and one can change from any tape direction or mode to any other (even from a fast speed into record) without touching STOP. The same flexibility exists for Tape 1, except that it has no recording function (or tape index counter) and the APSS is always available for operation. In either fast-forward or rewind, when a four-second unrecorded tape segment is encountered, the tape stops and goes into play (or remains stopped if the PAUSE button was previously engaged).

Even though it lacks an index counter, Tape 1 can still be used to return a tape to a previously selected reference point. If the four-second silent sections have been inserted into the recording between selections or parts of longer works (by pressing REc MUTE while recording) the APSS will help locate parts of a recorded tape when it is played in Tape 1 transport.

Both transports can be used with timer-controlled operation for unattended recording or playback. The buttons for PLAY and RECORD engage mechanically, so that when power is later applied, the soft-touch mechanism completes its operating cycle.

Levels for dubbing are set by an index mark on the RECORD level knob, but there is provision for transferring between tapes that have very different output levels for the same recording reference level, or in cases where the master tape was recorded at a higher or lower...
level than usual. The RECORD knob has calibrations over a ± 7-dB range at 1-dB intervals, and the instruction manual lists recommended settings for various combinations of tape formulations and master levels (as read on the recorder's peak-level indicators).

The peak-level indicators are twin parallel lines of fluorescent marks calibrated from -20 to +8 dB (the standard Dolby level of 200 nw/m comes at the 0-dB calibration). The indicators have a very fast attack time and slower decay. As a further aid to setting levels for dubbing, the PEAK HOLD button on the panel causes the maximum peak levels in each channel (higher than 0 dB) to be retained on the display while the rest of it continues to show the changing program levels.

**Laboratory Measurements.** The instruction manual for the Onotonica RT-6605 lists a number of currently available tape formulations together with the recommended EQ settings and the suggested range of BIAS ADJUST variation that might be used for flattest response with each. The manual also suggested a few tapes that (we assume) were used to establish the recorder's specifications. We used some of these, plus our own choices, for the measurements on the recorder.

Our NORMAL (low-bias ferric) tape was TDK AD, with Maxell UD-XL II serving as a "chrome equivalent" tape, and TDK MA for metal tape. Although the machine has a switch setting for FeCr tape, none was specifically recommended and we did not use one in our tests.

The BIAS ADJUST was set to its midposition (lightly detented) for each tape and its record/playback frequency response was measured at recording levels of 0 and -20 dB. The "tracking" of the Dolby circuits was checked by measuring the record/playback response at -20 and -40 dB, with and without the Dolby switched on, to see how much the frequency-response was affected. Response of the MPX filter was also measured at a -20 dB level. The range of the BIAS ADJUST control was measured for each tape by plotting its frequency response (at -20 dB) for center and extreme settings of the control. Playback equalization was measured on Tape 1 with both 70-µs and 120-µs standard tapes, and in the MONITOR mode of Tape 2. For all of our combined record/playback response measurements, we recorded in Tape 2 and transferred the cassette to Tape 1 for playback.

A line input of 70 mV at 1 kHz produced a ± 40-dB recording level indication. The maximum playback output from that signal was in the range of 1 to 1.25 V, depending on the tape used, from the Tape 2 PLAY MONITOR, and about 0.8 to 0.85 V from the Tape 1 output. The third-harmonic distortion in the playback from a 0-dB signal was 0.7% with TDK AD and MA tape, and 1% with Maxell UD-XL II. To reach the reference distortion level of 3%, we had to record at +6 dB with TDK AD, +4 dB with Maxell UD-XL II, and +7 dB with TDK MA. The unweighted S/N in the output, referred to the nominal levels, was about 55 dB with the two ferric tapes and 58 dB with metal tape. With the Dolby system on, and CCIR weighting, the respective S/N readings were 66 to 67 dB, and just over 70 dB.

The level indicators read -1 dB with a standard level Dolby calibration tape on Tape 1, and 0 to +1 dB on Tape 2. The level indicators read 100% of their steady-state readings on 0.3-second tone-burst signals. The two transports operated at identical speeds, which appeared to be exact.

Flutter readings on both were very low—0.065% weighted peak and 0.04% weighted rms. The fast tape speeds were not particularly fast, with 103 seconds required on either transport to move a C60 tape from one end to the other.

The 120-µs playback response (Tape 1) was flat within ±0.5, -1.5 dB from 40 to 12,500 Hz, and the 70-µs response had about the same variation, but at different frequencies. Response of the PLAY MONITOR output of Tape 2 dropped off below 200 Hz, to -5 dB at 40 Hz with both test tapes. The equalization (fixed in this model of operation) was fairly good for the 70-µs tape, with a 2.5-dB rise in the 4- to 6-kHz range and a dropoff to -1.2 dB at 10,000 Hz. The error with 120-µs tape was much larger, with the response rolling off above 3 kHz to -11 dB at 12.5 kHz.

The record/playback frequency response of all the tapes at -20 dB was fairly similar. It was notably flat, smooth, and free of low-frequency "head bumps", although the low-frequency output sloped downward below about 50 Hz and was typically about -5 dB at 20 Hz. The response curve

---

**Operating Features**

**Front Panel:**
- **POWER:** Switch button.
- **EJECT:** (Separate for two cassette transports.) Opens cassette door for loading or removing tape.
- **REC MUTE:** Removes recording signal from Tape 2 while it is held in, to provide pauses necessary for operation of APSS.
- **TAPE:** A four-position bias/eq switch for FeCr, CrO2, normal, metal tapes.
- **DOLBY NR:** A three-position switch for OFF, ON, MPX (filter that affects only recording input).
- **RECORD:** Concentric level adjustments for recording inputs. Calibrated for dubbing mode.
- **OUTPUT:** Playback output level adjustments, controlling line and phone levels from either deck.
- **BIAS ADJUST:** Provides a ±10% variation in bias for each of the tape settings.
- **PEAK HOLD:** A button that causes the level of display to retain its highest reading, while showing variations of program level, in either record or playback operation.
- **PHONES:** Jack for stereo headphones.

**Tape 1:** Transport control push buttons: REWIND, FAST FORWARD, PLAY, STOP, PAUSE. Tape 1 also has APSS (Auto Program Search System) feature that stops tape at beginning or end of a recorded segment in fast speed.

**Tape 1:** Electronics pushbuttons: EQ (70 or 120 µs), DOLBY NR (ON or OFF), DUBBING (internal connection to Tape 2 recording input). MONITOR (connects tape selected for playback from either Tape 1 or Tape 2).

**Tape 2:** Transport control pushbuttons: REWIND, FAST FORWARD, RECORD, PLAY MONITOR (uses record head for playback, with limited frequency response and no Dolby decoding). STOP, PAUSE/ONE TOUCH START (can be used to start both transports for dubbing).

**Rear Panel:**
- **Phono Jacks:** LINE IN and LINE OUT

---

**Popular Electronics**
was virtually ruler-flat from 100 to about 9,000 Hz with all the tapes, with no high-frequency peak and only a gentle downward slope above 10,000 Hz. The -3 dB response frequencies for TDK AD tape were 32 and 17,800 Hz; for Maxell UD-XL II, they were 32 and 13,000 Hz; and for TDK MA, they were 32 and 15,000 Hz.

The bias adjust control had a profound effect on the high-frequency response of all the tapes. Typically, the response was affected above 1 kHz with the maximum change occurring at about 17 kHz (20 kHz with the MA tape). The range of variation was about ±6 dB, so that it would have been possible to achieve a nearly flat response up to well beyond 15 kHz with any of the tapes. However, there is no built-in means of optimizing the bias, and it is extremely tedious to record noise or other signals on Tape 2 and transfer the tape to Tape 1 to determine the effect of each small bias change on response.

The 0 dB record/playback response with most of the tapes followed the usual pattern, rolling off at high frequencies and intersecting the -20 dB curve at 12 to 13 kHz. The metal tape, due to its superior high-frequency saturation properties, had a 0 dB response that remained well above the -20 dB curve all the way up to our 20-kHz measurement limit.

The Dolby tracking was very close at -40 dB, but at -20 dB there was an error of about 3 dB over most of the upper-middle and high-frequency range. The mx signal was cut off beyond 17 kHz. Since the recorder's inherent response falls rapidly in that range, the filter can safely be left on whenever the Dolby is engaged.

User Comment. The Optonica RT-6605 is truly a unique cassette deck (or pair of decks). Its electrical performance is first-rate, as evidenced by its very smooth and extended frequency response, low distortion, and a S/N of better than 70 dB with metal tape. Of course, this is, functionally speaking, a machine with separate recording and playback heads and electronics—and even transport mechanisms!—although it lacks the off-the-tape monitoring feature of most three-head machines.

For many people, the internal dubbing connection of the RT-6605 will more than compensate for any such omissions. Even if two good decks are available for dubbing tapes, there is always some awkwardness in the possibility of problems in the interconnection between them. We have also found it clumsy at some times to start two machines simultaneously. This is done with one button in the Optonica RT-6605 and so effortlessly that one comes to take it for granted.

Less easy to accept, perhaps, is the configuration of the RT-6605 as a normal cassette deck. Frankly, it is annoying, after recording a cassette in Tape 2, to have to rewind it to 000 on the single index counter (which only functions on Tape 2), then unload it and load it into Tape 1 before playing it. This problem is aggravated by a rather critical fit between the cassette and the guide rails in the loading door. If the cassette is inserted hurriedly or carelessly, it will not seat properly and the door cannot be closed.

In fairness, we must say that after some use operation becomes less awkward, and we certainly cannot fault the actual performance of the recorder in any way. A careful study of the manual is a "must" if one expects to use this deck at all, however. We also would have appreciated a distinctive marking or color coding for the Tape 1 buttons and other controls, to distinguish them from those affecting only Tape 2.

In summary, the Optonica RT-6605 is a very fine double cassette deck with unparalleled versatility for many types of operation. For all that it does, it is priced very competitively. And when dubbing is required, the RT-6605 is far superior in compactness, versatility, and convenience than two machines would be.—Julian D. Hirsch
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pin CA3153G with sample-and-hold and other sophisticated circuits. IC601 can be identified as a CA3151G designed to produce complete chroma processing and demodulation on a single 24-pin chip, including a "flesh corrector" carrier output which Quasar calls "Dynacolor." Both video i-f and chroma circuits represent state-of-the-art video processing.

A novel integrated circuit is the IC401 sweep processor that contains the horizontal afc and oscillator, as well as the vertical oscillator and initial amplifier. Among the discretes are the usual chroma/video, horizontal, and stacked vertical outputs, in addition to a standard overvoltage protection circuit and +12-V regulator.

This receiver, like most 19-inch table models, has no isolation power transformer. It does use standard rectification, however, with one side of the power line going to chassis (and not to the less-desirable above-ground bridge rectifier that some manufacturers still use.)

Finally, there is a light-sensitive resistor connected to one end of the picture control that automatically changes luminance bias as the ambient light changes. Regular video peaking, gain, blanking, sync separation, noise cancellation, and pedestal black level clamping are taken care of in IC301.

Integrated Circuits. The CA3153G is a multifunction IC of considerable utility that is worth analyzing if only briefly. What you see in the lower left corner of Fig. 2 is an input from the u/v tuner combination that has an IC for its output. There is a well-designed 39.75-MHz upper adjacent-channel video, a 47.25-MHz lower adjacent-channel audio, and 41.25-MHz initial audio carrier trapping. All of this effectively eliminates Citizens Band and other routine interference, yet delivers a well-balanced 44-MHz signal to the i-f stages for excellent automatic gain control and video/audio processing. Amplifiers A1 and A2 have 44-MHz throughput bandpass tuning, and A1 is gain-con-
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trolled by filtered i-f agc bias via its input. Remaining audio/video signals become transformer-coupled to A3, a multi-stage amplifier, followed internally by transistor and capacitor peak video detectors and a final stage of noise and overload-protected output. Should spikes of noise appear in the video, three chip transistors conduct and shunt the interference to common ground.

Agc also derives potential from video output as the luminance is clipped, leaving only sync pulses for processing. When these broadcast sync tips are coincident with those entering the keyed pulse input, they develop current for the agc filter at terminal 2. Following initial charge, this capacitor "sees" only the differences between charge and discharge currents during key pulse times, providing a "sample-and-hold function." The capacitor at the clamp terminal receives positive inputs above a certain potential through a diode at terminal 3 and limits operating levels of the other agc transistors. The 0.01-µF capacitor at the agc delay is nothing more than a filter, preventing "hash" from entering dc operating voltages.

As previously stated, IC601 is an RCA CA3151G LSI (Fig. 3). Its internal "Dynacolor" and external wideband comb filter supplant many formerly discrete components from the main circuit board, improving charge processing.

Chroma sidebands and burst enter the 24-pin IC through the first chroma amplifier. They proceed to the second chroma amplifier, where automatic phase and chroma detectors rectify and phase shift the 3.58-MHz signals while being keyed by horizontal broadcast sync pulses. The balanced/unbalanced translator responds to the presence of burst during the horizontal blanking interval, keeping the color killer off. This permits the acc amplifier to develop gain for the first chroma amplifier, which performs only during line scan time and cut off during blanking. The automatic frequency and phase control (AFPC) also receives feedback from the 3.579545-MHz crystal-controlled subcarrier oscillator, as does the acc detector. If this oscillator is not on precisely the same frequency as the broadcast signal, a dc correction voltage through the sample-and-hold arrangement of the AFPC returns the oscillator to proper operation. The sample-and-hold circuit can also correct the oscillator frequency by storing error signal differences in its charge and discharge paths.

Tint-amplifier phase can also be changed manually with an external tint control, which is then routed to a dynamic flesh-tone circuit that receives color information from the second chroma amplifier. This well-known RCA "ColorTrak" circuit may be either disabled or energized in the receiver by an external switch. In operation, chroma from the second amplifier is both buffered and limited, while tint (phase) enters through another port. Chroma signals, thereafter, are amplitude modulated by chroma phase, producing broad dynamic flesh-tone correction. The price for this is a squeezing together of the oranges and reds, with some skew of greens. The resulting color continues to the I and Q demodulators where chroma is synchronously detected by application of phase shifted cw sinewaves from the subcarrier regenerator. This produces a resistively matrixed RGB-Y output.

Dynafilter. Usually called a comb filter because of its alternate line chroma subtraction or luminance addition, the dynafilter consists of five transistors (Fig. 4) and associated passive components mounted on a small printed-circuit board at the rear of the chassis. It receives a single composite video input and produces separate chroma and luminance outputs for sync/video IC301 and chroma processor IC601.

This ac-coupled composite video passes through or around a single 1-H tapped inductor to delay the signal for exactly 63.5 microseconds. Since the color subcarrier changes the line phase 180 degrees on any two successive scans, summing the lines doubles the value of luminance and removes chroma. Conversely, subtracting the outputs permits passage of chroma while rejecting luminance.
nance. Thus, if signals passing through input follower Q3001 are delayed by L3001, and then added to the original information, only the chroma is able to proceed to Q3003. Here it is amplified for the low-impedance output driver Q3005. When it is not necessary for luminance to pass through L3001 for cancellation, the two adjacent lines add chroma is then filtered by L3002, C3002 and R3006, and R3007. Finally, chroma-free luminance is differentially amplified by Q3002 before proceeding to low-impedance output driver Q3004.

Since dc as well as ac currents are flowing in the emitters of the differential amplifier, the R3010 balance control adjustment is critical. This type of bypass configuration ensures that maximum luminance bandwidth reaches the cathode ray tube whether or not color is being received. Unfortunately, many comb filter systems used in U.S. sets require color burst to produce full bandwidth triggering. This one does not! There is, however, some attenuation of bandwidth because of L3003 and C3004 in the base circuit of video follower Q3004. But this helps to prevent any chroma-luminance crosstalk.

**Comments.** Basically, the WT5976S/WT5977T receivers are conventional sets with very good tuners. COLOR/LUMINANCE/AUDIO controls are located beneath the keyboard channel-select, and are readily accessible. Tuner/system signal pickup is average or a little better; age swing of 68 dB is very good; and at 60 feet no CB interference was noted.

The 3.5-MHz horizontal frequency response cutoff was somewhat disappointing (Fig. 5), but Quasar and several other manufacturers would rather have clean pictures and avoid chroma/luma crosstalk. AM riding on the swept chroma in Fig. 6 is nothing unusual, but is visible in both the vector and the 3.08-MHz portion of the swept color output as a slight "fuzz."

Figure 7, shows the 40-dB signal-to-noise ratio—an acceptable figure for this type of receiver. Dc restoration of 82.9% is fine and almost a requirement for a good picture because so many broadcasters seem to vary their black levels and chroma phase arbitrarily. Voltage regulation, while not superb, is adequate for overall receiver operation. We also checked the set on midband cable hookup and it performed well. A 110-degree color picture tube would have shortened cabinet depth nicely, but the extra cost over the 90-degree tube used might have been prohibitive.—Stan Prentiss

**QUASAR MODEL WT5977T 19" COLOR TV RECEIVER LABORATORY DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuner/receiver sensitivity</td>
<td>vhf (Ch.6): -8 dBmV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uhf (Ch.30): -3 dBmV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage regulation</td>
<td>Low voltage: 123-V supply—92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-V supply—99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminance bandwidth at video detector:</td>
<td>High voltage: 26-kV supply—91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc restoration:</td>
<td>4 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N ratio at CRT:</td>
<td>68 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal overscan:</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence:</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio bandwidth (3 dB down):</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux. audio output impedance:</td>
<td>65 Hz to 4.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power requirements (signal applied):</td>
<td>9 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Test equipment used: Tektronix -7L12 spectrum analyzer, C5A camera; Telequipment D66 and D67A-oscilloscopes; Sadelco FS-3D VU f/s meter; Winzard DX-300 amplifier; Data Precision 245, 248, 258 multimeters; B & K-Precision 1248, 1260 color bar generator and 3000 f/g; Sencore YA48 (modified) video analyzers, CG169 color bar generator, and PR57 AC "Powerite."
If you own or use a micro-computer, then chances are that from time to time, you’ve wished that someone could simplify programming.

Because as useful as micro-computers are, they can only ever be as good as the programs they run.

Well then, how does this sound?

No more program-coding. No more debugging. And no more time wasting.

Arguably more comprehensive and advanced than anything else of its kind, The Last One is a computer program that writes computer programs. Programs that work first time, every time.

By asking you questions in plain English about what you want your program to do, The Last One uses your answers to generate a ready-to-use program in BASIC.

What’s more, with The Last One, you can change or modify your program as often as you wish. Without effort, fuss or any additional cost. So as your requirements change, your programs can too.

And if, because of the difficulties and costs of buying, writing and customising software, you’ve put off purchasing a computer system up to now, you need delay no longer.

Available now.

The Last One costs $600 plus local taxes where applicable and is now available from better computer stores.

For further information, write to D.J. ‘AI’ Systems Ltd.,
Two Century Plaza, Suite 480,
2049 Century Park East,
Los Angeles, CA 90067.
Tel: (213) 203 0851.
To connect a filter network costing, say, $30, ahead of your power amplifier and get the bass response characteristic of giant woofers from your inexpensive bookshelf speakers may sound farfetched, but the principle is already at work in several commercial products. Properly matched and adjusted for a specific speaker, such networks can provide an extra octave or so of clean bass. Mismatched, they are at best ineffective and can be destructive to drivers. A home builder, however, should have no problem in adjusting the booster circuit to his speaker.

Thiele's Equations. In 1962 an Australian physicist named Neville Thiele published a paper in which he was able to explain the behavior of both acoustic-suspension and tuned-port loudspeakers by treating loudspeakers as electrical high-pass filters. The mathematics describing filter behavior had been worked out long ago, and Thiele's insight let him plug the equivalent values for speakers into the formulas and predict the way the system would behave. Now, for the first time, a loudspeaker designer could start with certain given factors, such as box size or a particular driver, and determine, without tedious trial and error, if the desired performance was achievable. Thiele published a table of "alignments" relating parameters such as speaker compliance, mass, box size, and duct tuning with acoustic performance. He named his alignments after electrical filters with the same behavior, such as Butterworth and Chebyshev.

Thiele also showed that by cascading an electrical network with the speaker, one could obtain the response of a higher-order filter. This technique has been used commercially with tuned-port speakers for several years; we will use a similar method to extend the response of an acoustic-suspension speaker.

High-Pass Filters. A capacitor is the simplest high-pass filter since its response is down 3 dB at the cutoff frequency, and continues to rolloff at a rate of 6 dB per octave. This is called a first-order filter and is shown in Fig. 1A. If an inductor is added to the circuit (Fig. 1B) we have a second-order filter whose response rolls off at an ultimate rate of 12 dB per octave. The rate can be higher.

Fig. 1. First (A), second (B), and third (C) order filters and responses. Smooth curves are Butterworth, others are Chebyshev.
or lower near the cutoff frequency where response is down by 3 dB, depending on the values of the components used. Chebyshev filters have the sharpest cutoff, but at the expense of some ripple (uneven response) in the passband. Butterworth filters give the flattest response, but cutoff is not as sharp. Bessel filters have the best phase-shift and transient response, but the attenuation extends several octaves up into the passband.

As shown in Fig. 1C, adding another capacitor to a second-order filter makes a third-order filter, with a rolloff of 18 dB per octave. Adding another inductor gives a fourth-order filter, with 24-dB/octave rolloff. Higher-order filters, with their sharper cutoffs, are also characterized as Chebyshev, Butterworth and Bessel. With Chebyshev filters, the number of ripples in the passband increases with the order of the filter.

Thiele showed that acoustic suspension speakers behave like second-order high-pass filters, and that tuned-port speaker systems behave like fourth-order high-pass filters. Just as it is possible to cascade filters to obtain a desired response, it is possible to substitute a speaker for one of the filters. Thus, as Thiele's data showed, a speaker can be made to give a response of higher order than it normally would. By matching the filter and 'speaker' properly, we can increase the final rate of rolloff.

**Filter Parameters.** The Q of a filter is inversely related to damping. A high-Q filter has a bump, or boost, near the cutoff frequency. The higher the Q, the higher the bump in the response curve, and the lower the damping. An underdamped, high-Q filter is an oscillator. Cheap speakers with "boomy" bass have a high Q and any low note forces them to "boom" at their resonant frequency, instead of reproducing the low-frequency value. Designers consider a system Q of 1 to be the maximum desirable for acoustic-suspension speakers. Many design for a Q of just under 1 to allow for minor production differences in their drivers, and to lower distortion. This is fortunate, since second-order response with a Q of just under 1 can be cascaded with an electrical filter to give a very nearly smooth 4th-order response extending much lower than the original cutoff point.

Using the passive circuits shown in Fig. 1, would cause too much attenuation, but operational amplifiers make it possible to construct an active filter that doesn't have this loss. First- and second-order active high-pass filters are shown in Fig. 2. Note that resistors and an op amp have been substituted for the inductors shown in Fig. 1. By adjusting the values of the resistors and capacitors, one can control the cutoff frequency, and, for the second-order filter, independently adjust Q. Not all op amps will work with the second-order circuits. For example, a 741 would limit high-frequency response to 10 kHz, while an LM318 would work up to 20 kHz. Newer BiFet devices are even better.

**Determining Speaker Parameters.** Most often, acoustic-suspension speaker systems have a Q of about 0.9, and the system resonance of 8" speakers averages about 58 Hz. The resonance of 10" speakers averages about 46 Hz, 12" units about 36 Hz, and 6" about 72 Hz. These are such rough estimates that they are good only for determining a range of values to allow one to tune by ear. When the actual cutoff point—the point at which response is down by 3 dB—is known, it is safe to assume a Q of 0.9 and estimate system resonance from Table I. If the frequency response is not stated unequivocally, write to the manufacturer and ask for system resonance and anechoic cutoff frequency. (Make sure the resonance figure you get is not the free-air resonance—it will be far too low.) Product reviews in audio and consumer testing magazines are also good sources for cutoff-frequency data.

Measuring system resonance is easy with a VOM and a signal generator, by finding the impedance peak. Apply a

---

![Fig. 2. Simplified active filters: (A) first order and (B) second order.](image)

**TABLE I—SPEAKER-FILTER CASCADE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chebyshev Response Type</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Filter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resonance Frequency</td>
<td>Damping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Dip (0.1dB)</td>
<td>1.410f</td>
<td>1.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-DecBel Dip</td>
<td>1.992f</td>
<td>1.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-DecBel Dip</td>
<td>2.146f</td>
<td>1.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-DecBel Dip</td>
<td>2.257f</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1 is the -3 dB point for the cascaded system relative to the peak response.
400-Hz signal to the speaker through your amplifier, measuring the voltage across the speaker. (This test is more sensitive with a 500-ohm, 2-watt resistor in series with the speaker. The resistor also protects the speaker from overdrive.) Take care not to overload your amplifier input, and slowly turn up the amplifier's volume control until the voltage drop across the speaker is between 0.7 and 1.0 volt. Sweep the signal frequency downward from 100 Hz, checking the VOM as you go. The frequency for which the voltage drop across the speaker is greatest is the resonance frequency. If the impedance peak is flat and broad, use the point one-third of the way between the lowest frequency and the highest frequency in the resonant range. There should be only one peak for an acoustic suspension speaker. Tuned-port speakers will have two impedance peaks. The valley between them, the point of least voltage drop, is the tuned-duct frequency that must be lowered by 25% to extend bass response. Using a VOM, keep the minimum above 0.7 V to get an accurate reading.

A Design Example. Assume a typical high-quality bookshelf system with an 8" acoustic-suspension woofer having the following specifications: impedance, 8 ohms; frequency response, 48 to 20,000 Hz, ±3 dB; and recommended power range, 12 to 80 watts. If we assume the system Q is 0.9, Table II indicates that the \( f_c \) to \( f_r \) ratio is 0.83. Divide the cutoff frequency by the \( f_c/f_r \) ratio, which for our example is 48 Hz/0.83 or 57.8 Hz. Since we will work only with two-digit accuracy, round this out to 58 Hz. Dividing \( f_c \) by \( f_r \) gives 48/58 or 0.83 (rounded to two digits). Table II shows a Q of 0.9 for this ratio.

In Table I, the closest speaker Q listed is 0.919; therefore we will use the response with a 2-dB dip to design the filter. The required accuracy of Q is 10% for the cascade to work. Note that it is possible to interpolate for values between those given in the table. In theory, the 1-dB dip is preferable, but to use it would have required modifying the system Q as described below. It turns out that the 2-dB dip is satisfactory with this speaker.

If your system's Q is much higher or lower than the range shown in Table I, recheck your measurements and calculations. If the Q is only marginally too high or too low, it can be altered by changing the effective volume of the speaker cabinet. This also changes the system resonance frequency. Placing solid volume, such as wooden blocks, inside will raise the Q, while loosely packed fiberglass or dacron fibers will lower Q by effectively increasing cabinet volume—if the cabinet is not already fully packed. (Don't pack the enclosure too tightly, and don't use lumberyard fiberglass, as it sheds fibers that will get in the speaker magnet gap.) The change in resonance frequency will be approximately equal to the change in Q, and raising the resonance frequency 5% will raise the Q by 5%. Lowering resonance will lower Q. Use the new resonance frequency in your calculations.

Determining Filter Parameters. Referring to Table I for the 2-dB dip, the speaker system resonance frequency is 2.146 times the cascade cutoff frequency. Using the design example, 58 Hz/2.146 = 27 Hz (rounded out). This means extending the low-frequency response from 48 to 27 Hz, nearly one octave. Actually, the figures are better than that. The speaker cutoff was measured relative to the average high-frequency response, while the cascade cutoff is relative to the peak response. Looking at the filter side of Table I, note that the resonant frequency of 1.057 times the cascade cutoff frequency, or 27 x 1.057 = 28.5 Hz. Thus, the required damping factor is 0.224 and the Q is 4.46. Such a filter is technically realizable.

Power Handling. There still remains the question of whether the speaker will handle the extra demand put on it. Fortunately, most speakers are sufficiently over-designed that they will. The extra bass won't require too much excursion of the cone or voice coil, and there is sufficient headroom for the midbass so that the cone and voice coil can make the necessary excursion without strain or distortion. It is true that the loudness attainable won't be as great, but chances are that you are not, at present, driving your speakers to the maximum.

In the end, however, everything, has its price, and extra bass costs power. Generally, equal amounts of power are required per octave, and we are applying a large amount of boost to a very small portion of the audible spectrum. Actually, we need extra power only near the filter's resonance frequency. Twice the manufacturer's recommended minimum rms power will be adequate; 2½ times will be ample. For the design example with a rated minimum of 12 watts, this works out to 24 watts minimum, 30 watts ample. In practice, lower-powered amplifiers will sometimes be adequate.

In any case, you should fuse your speakers before adding any boost. If your amplifier's power rating is lower than the manufacturer's maximum rating for the speakers, fuse the speakers for the maximum rated output. For, say, a 60-watt amplifier, calculate the fuse size from

\[
I = \sqrt{\frac{P}{R}} = \sqrt{\frac{60}{8}} = 2.8 \text{ amperes.}
\]

Use the next smaller available size, 2.5 amps. Fusing the speakers to the amplifier's maximum rated power...
output will usually disconnect the speakers before clipping can occur, especially since most manufacturers don't give the actual maximum rms power but the power at which distortion reaches a specified level. With a 100-watt amplifier, fuse the speakers for the manufacturer's rated power. We will use a 3-A fuse for the example with an 80-watt rating.

Will the extra bass produced be distorted? Since the speaker is overdamped at frequencies below resonance, the answer is no. There will be some second-harmonic distortion produced by fundamentals at the resonance frequency, but it will seem less than is now present. (Second-harmonic distortion is inaudible in the presence of the fundamental unless it exceeds 10%) As for more exotic forms of distortion such as phase shift, overshoot, transients and pulse-stretching, the ear is a lot less sensitive to them at low frequencies than in the midrange, nor will they be significantly higher than in a speaker that produced this kind of bass without the active-filter subwoofer.

Then there is the 2-dB ripple in the passband of the design example, with one bump at 58 Hz and another at 28.5 Hz. While it's theoretically desirable to minimize all response unevenness, differences of less than 3 dB are usually not discernible even to trained ears. Below 50 Hz, a slight boost can sound better than a flat response, and room acoustics and speaker placement can have more audible effect than the intrinsic ripples in the response.

Circuit Design. The schematic in Fig. 4 is for one channel and the supply. IC1 requires a reference midway between the positive and negative supplies, and this is provided by zener diodes D1 and D2. IC1 is a BiFet device (LF353) having low-noise JFet inputs and wide bandwidth. Two op amps are contained on one chip: Other compatible dual-BiFet op amps are the TL072CP and TL082CP. The power supply will drive two active filters. Capacitors C6 and C7 decouple the op amps from the power supply and one should be mounted as close to each chip as possible.

Buffer IC1A isolates the filter from loading, while IC1B forms a Sallen and Key high-pass filter. Components C2, C3, R2, and R4 control the resonance frequency, while the ratio of R3A to R3B controls Q. Since the filter provides overall gain, potentiometer R5 is used at the output to reduce the signal to its original level. Making C2 ≈ C3 and R2 ≈ R4 makes Q totally independent of frequency, as well as simplifying design. A value of 0.1 µF turns out to be convenient. With this capacitance value, values for R2 and R4 in ohms are calculated from 1,590,000/j, where j is the desired resonance frequency for the filter. Using the design example which requires a resonance frequency of 28.5 Hz: 1,590,000/28.5 = 55,789 ohms. Five percent accuracy is required for the frequency-determining resistors, and 33-kΩ and 22-kΩ resistors in series are accurate enough. Do not use disc ceramics for C2 or C3; polystyrene or Mylar types are recommended. Five percent-tolerance types should be used, but the more readily available 10% tolerance is acceptable if R2 and R4 are adjustable. The ratio of R3B to R3A determines Q (R3B/R3A = 2−b, where b is the damping factor, the inverse of Q). For the desired damping factor of 0.224, the ratio works out to 1.78 to 1. Therefore, R3B should be 320 kΩ, and R3A should be 180 kΩ. It is possible to measure and set this ratio before soldering R3 into the circuit, but in practice the measurements won't be accurate enough. However, it is easy to adjust Q once the system is in operation.

Construction. The active filter can be assembled either on perf board, or a pc board. Use a socket for IC1. Since the power supply can handle two filters, a second one can be mounted on the same circuit board.

If you have difficulty locating the series-parallel combination of resistors required for R2 and R4, use a dual-100-kΩ audio-taper potentiometer as a substitute. Note that snap-together pots are not accurate enough for this purpose. Potentiometers are necessary if you are going to tune the subwoofer by ear, and are recommended if your assumed speaker Q is 0.9. Connect the low end of the taper to the wiper terminal, to put the low frequencies at the low end of the scale and keep them from being too cramped. Similarly for R3A and R3B. Use a 500-kΩ (or any value down to 100 kΩ) audio-taper pot. Resistance R3B should be between the wiper and the high end, and R3A from the wiper to the low end. This keeps high Q's from being crowded, though it puts high Q's at the low end of the dial unless you use reverse taper pots. If the frequency and Q controls are to be accessible from the outside, do the same for the two output controls. Use audio taper for these controls. Keep each set of potentiometer leads slightly twisted together, as short as possible, and away from the power supply. Use shielded audio cable for the input and output leads. The input cable shield should be grounded at the circuit board and at the phono jack, but leave the ground floating on the output side to prevent ground-loop hum; i.e., ground the output lead to the chassis at the phono jack, but not at the circuit board.

The subwoofer filter should be inserted in the tape-monitor circuit of your preamp or receiver or between the preamp and amplifier. To maintain monitor capabilities, include a dpdt switch and extra jacks.

Tuning. A signal generator or audio test record is a great aid in tuning. If one is not available, be careful in choosing a test-signal source. Most FM stations cut off the low end below 40 Hz, while cassette tapes start to roll off below 40 Hz. Records will have the bass, if the instruments produced it. The lowest note on a piano is 27.5 Hz, while the bass violin and tuba are about 40 Hz. Organ music is much the best noise for tuning.

Assuming you have predicted and set the optimum tuning frequency, switch the active filter subwoofer into the circuit, and slowly turn up the volume. (Tune one channel at a time.) If Q is set too high (R3), you will hear a slow "motor-boat" sound, indicating that the filter is oscillating. Set the Q just below the point where the circuit oscillates.

If you have a signal generator, sweep it downward from 100 Hz to the cutoff frequency; if it sounds linear all the way, the circuit is tuned. A sound pressure meter or a microphone and the VU meter of a tape deck can be used to measure the response if the microphone response extends far enough into the bass. If the response rolls off toward the cutoff point, the Q is too low. Raise it slightly and try again. If the Q is too high, there will be a dip in response midway between the speaker resonance frequency and the cutoff frequency. Tune the generator to this "dip" frequency (for the design example, about 45 Hz) and slowly decrease the Q until the dip disappears. Sweep downward again,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II—Q VERSUS SPEAKER CUTOFF-TO-RESONANCE RATIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker System Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: fc = Cutoff frequency (3 dB) relative to high-frequency response
r = System resonance
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checking that the response is flat, and repeat the process until the response is flat. Perform these tests at the lowest possible signal levels. An alternate procedure for adjusting Q to a predetermined value is to use a DMM to measure the peak output of the filter near resonance as compared to the output at high frequencies. Table I shows the peak voltage gain; for the 2-dB dip, the peak output should be 4.2 times the voltage at 400 Hz.

If you don't have test equipment, you'll have to do a lot of listening to find the optimum Q setting, but it can be done. The best setting will be just below the one which produces the most dramatic thump in bass viol or "rumble" in the lowest notes on a piano.

The tuning process is essentially the same when the optimum frequency is unknown, except that it has to be repeated at several different frequencies. If adjusting Q has no audible effect, increase the frequency. If Q changes produce large, dramatic changes in the bass, lower the frequency. Eventually you will find a setting that produces the smoothest, most extended bass.

Adjusting the second channel will be much easier, since you'll be able to copy the settings from the first channel and trim them as required. Adjust the level controls (R5) so that the higher frequencies are the same loudness with the subwoofer in or out of the circuit.

The design example was worked out for a speaker with a 48-Hz cutoff and a 58-Hz resonance frequency. Suppose we had started with a speaker with a 38-Hz cutoff and a Q of about 0.9. The response could be extended down to 21 Hz. A speaker that cuts off at 32 Hz could be extended down to 18 Hz.

There is room for improvement if we go back and rework the speaker design. Because of the speaker Q, we were forced to choose a filter that gave 2-dB dips in the passband. While inaudible, the dips indicate a certain amount of overshoot and ringing. If the speaker enclosure were reworked to give a lower Q, incidentally lowering the resonance frequency, these effects could be lessened. The system could achieve a cutoff point of 30 Hz for a 0.1-dB dip. This is not much worse than 27 Hz, and virtually flat from the midbass down. The 1-dB dip would work out to a 25-Hz cutoff and this indicates that the ideal Q for equalized speakers is lower than that used in current design.

As commercial designers have shown, designing the filter and speaker together can result in very fine bass response. The home constructor starting with an existing speaker system may want to make a few small compromises. But with sufficient effort, the results will be as good as a professional product.

---

**PARTS LIST**

- C1*, C4* — 2.2-μF tantalum capacitor
- C2*, C3* — 0.1-μF, Mylar capacitor
- C5 — 4700-μF, 35-V capacitor
- R5, C8 — 0.1-μF capacitor
- D1, D2 — 6.2-V, 1-W zener
- IC1, IC2 — LF353N BiFet dual op amp
- LED1 — LED
- R1* — 100-kΩ resistor
- R2* — see text
- R3* — 500-kΩ potentiometer
- R4* — See text
- R5* — 100-kΩ, audio-taper potentiometer
- R6 — 1-kΩ, 1/2-W resistor
- R7 — 560-kΩ, 1/2-W resistor
- RECT1 — 50-V, 1-A bridge rectifier
- T1 — 24-V transformer

* Parts must be duplicated for second channel

---

**HUSTLER**

STILL THE LEADER IN DUAL CB ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Since introducing the industry's first dual CB antenna systems, Hustler has continuously led the way in the development of these advanced designs.

Today, Hustler offers you the widest selection of quality dual CB systems available. Whether you're behind the wheel of the family car, RV, or a long-haul semi, a Hustler dual antenna system will give you a signal pattern unmatched in uniformity. Total electrical and mechanical reliability. Freedom from fading and blind spots when you change direction, and twice the signal capture area.

Hustler dual antenna systems feature professional-quality components: heavy chrome plated mounts, oversized "Hi-Q" resonators, superfine stainless steel radiators, dual phasing harnesses with balanced power feed, and much more . . .

For a consistently clear channel any way you turn, you can't surpass dual CB antenna systems by the original: Hustler — still the standard of performance.

3275 North "B" Avenue
Kissimmee, Florida 32741
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CIRCLE NO. 34 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
HERE IS a quiz that tests your electronic know-how, as well as your imagination. Each problem in this quiz shows a resistor network that consists of an infinite number of resistors. To simplify things, assume that all resistors in each network is exactly one ohm; and any wires, including jumpers, are perfect conductors. To take the quiz, you must figure out what a perfectly accurate 5 1/2-digit ohmmeter that has a resolution of 1/100,000 of an ohm would read if its probes were connected to points A and B of each network. Assume that the leads and probes have no resistance. (Obviously, this ohmmeter is an imaginary instrument.)

Look at example X shown below to see how one of these problems can be solved. Notice that the resistors in this network are all connected in series. There are several ways of approaching and solving this problem. One way is to imagine that points A and B are only connected (through the 1-ohm resistors, of
NETWORK QUIZ

See how well you can apply the principles of network theory to determine the terminal resistance of these matrices.

course) at infinity. Points A and B can be looked upon as not being connected at all in the real world, and a 5½-digit ohmmeter would show an open circuit.

Another way to look at this problem is to think of the resistance between A and B (the equivalent resistance of the network) as being equal to $1+1+1+1+1\ldots$ ohms, where you add up an infinite number of ones. Obviously, when you place enough one-ohm resistors in series (say more than 1 billion), the meter will indicate an open circuit.

Several of the problems in this quiz require no computation whatsoever, just a little insight into simple resistive circuit theory. The remainder of the problems require only arithmetic to solve, although basic algebra can be used to reduce calculations.

Having examined example $X$, solve problems 1 through 10. (Note Fig. 10a is a hint to help solve problem 10.) Answers, with explanations where needed, are given overleaf.
**resistor quiz**

**ANSWERS:**

Problem 1: 0.00000. **Note:** All the resistors in this network are connected in parallel. It can be shown that a 2-resistor network has an equivalent resistance of ½ ohm; a 3-resistor network, a resistance of ½ ohm; a 4-resistor network, a resistance of ¼ ohm; etc. From this, it is obvious that an infinite-resistor network has a resistance of 0 ohms.

Problem 2: 1.61803. **Note:** Since this problem is typical of many in the quiz, its solution will be detailed. The problem can be solved in at least two different ways. The most obvious way is to start with the basic circuit (see A below). Here $R_{eq}$, the equivalent resistance of the basic circuit, is 2 ohms. This equivalent resistance can replace two resistors in the problem. (It might be helpful to think of $R_{eq}$ as replacing the two resistors that are located at infinity.) We can thus reduce a 4-resistor network to just 3 resistors. The resistance of the 4-resistor network can then be found and substituted into a 6-resistor network, reducing the number of resistors in this network from 6 to 3. At B, we see how an 8-resistor network is reduced to just 3 resistors. We can continue this procedure and reduce a network with any number of resistors (even a million or more) down to a three-resistor network as shown at C. Now let’s see how we actually do it.

![Diagram](image)

We already know $R_{eq} = 2$ ohms. In the circuit at D, $R_{eq} = 1 + (1 \times 2)/(1 + 2) = 1 + ½ = ³⁄₂$. Then substitute this equivalent resistance in a network that originally contained 6 resistors as at E. This equivalent resistance is $R_{eq} = 1 + (1 \times ³⁄₂)/(1 + ³⁄₂) = 1.625$. This procedure is repeated until the equivalent resistance remains unchanged to 6 significant places. For problem 2, you would continue this procedure until you found that two equivalent resistances in a row came to 1.61803, which happens to be the answer we are looking for. (By the way, the equivalent resistance of an 8-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6190476$; a 10-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6181818$; a 12-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6180555$; a 14-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6180373$; a 16-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6180344$; and an 18-resistor network is $R_{eq} = 1.6180344$ as is a 20-or 20,000-resistor network.)

This method of repetitive calculations for solving problems is known as the **iterative method.** Any process that requires many repetitive calculations is ideally suited to a programmable calculator or computer; the iterative method is no exception. However, since nearly all the problems in this quiz require a maximum of 10 calculations to find the answer to 6 places, a good old scratch pad is all that is really necessary.

A more sophisticated method of solving this problem requires some reasoning and a little algebra. From the previous calculations, notice that, basically, $R_{eq}$ is close to $R_{eq}$, which is even closer to $R_{eq}$, and that $R_{eq}$ is equal to $R_{eq}$, to at least 7 significant places. From this, or just plain logic, we can assume that, if there are an infinite number of resistors, the addition of two more will not change the equivalent resistance of the network.

To find the equivalent resistance for a network that continues out to infinity (which is the same as $R_{ab}$) by using a little algebra, in the diagram at F, $R_{eq} = 1 + (1 \times R_{eq})/(1 + R_{eq})$ or $R_{eq} + R_{eq} = 1 + R_{eq} + R_{eq}$, which reduces to $R_{eq}^2 = R_{eq} - 1 = 0$. This last equation can be easily solved with the use of the quadratic formula, a simple method of solving an equation that has one term squared. Thus, for equations of the form $ax^2 + bx + c = 0$, the formula gives the roots as $x = (-b \pm \sqrt{b^2 - 4ac})/2a$. In the equation, $R_{eq}^2 - R_{eq} - 1 = 0$, a = 1, b = -1, and c = -1. Substituting in the quadratic formula, we have $R_{eq} = (1 + \sqrt{5})/2 = 1.618033989...$ (The other possible answer is $-0.61803...$, which is impossible because resistance cannot be negative.)

Problem 3: 0.62500. **Note:** Only the first network need be considered.

Problem 4: 0.00000. **Note:** Every resistor is in parallel with every other resistor. This is basically identical to Problem 1.

Problem 5: 1.00000. **Note:** Why is this one so simple?

Problem 6: 2.7320. **Note:** Can be solved using the same methods given in Problem 2.

Problem 7: 0.61803. **Note:** Again, this can be solved using the methods in Problem 2.

Problem 8: 0.50000. **Note:** There are resistors in this network that can be changed to any value without changing the outcome. Where are they located in the network? (Hint: They are located in the same repetitive location.)

Problem 9: 0.57735. **Note:** Same as Problem 2.

Problem 10: 2.0708. **Note:** If you use the hint that is given in 10a, the problem can be solved using the basic techniques of Problem 2.
Good music never dies. Unfortunately, a lot of cassette tapes do. At Maxell, we've designed our cassettes to be as enduring as your music. Unlike ordinary cassettes, they're made with special anti-jamming ribs that help prevent tape from sticking, stretching and tearing.

And our cassette shells are built to standards that are as much as 60% higher than the industry calls for.

So if you'd like to preserve your old favorites for the years to come, keep them in a safe place. On one of our cassettes.

IT'S WORTH IT.
THANDAR'S COMPLETE PORTABLE TEST BENCH

THANDAR ELECTRONICS INC
P.O. Box 8247, Haledon, New Jersey, 07538  Tel: 201-790-3141
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TELEPHONE RINGER

BY RICKEY CHAPMAN
AND MIKE PAULKOVICH

Design your own pleasant tune
to replace the standard ring

DO YOU yearn for something a
bit more distinctive than Ma
Bell's standard-issue telephone bell?
The melodic telephone ringer de-
scribed here replaces the usual jangle
with a pleasant tune.
The project requires a direct con-
nection to the telephone line, which
some telephone companies prohibit
unless the device is approved or an
interface module is installed by the
phone company. The melody unit does
provide the isolation required, but
check with your local telephone com-
pany before connecting it to the line.

Circuit Operation. The melody
used with this project is based on one
in the spy spoof, In Like Flint,
in which super-spy Derek Flint's hot line
to the President signals that the latter
is calling by playing a distinctive tune.
Accordingly, we created a diagram of
what the sonic output of the device
should be (Fig. 1) to imitate the ring
used in the motion picture.
The numbers indicate the number
of the clock pulse and the letters indi-
cate the desired musical tone. The

complete schematic of the project is
shown in Fig. 2. CMOS logic is used
because it is easy to interface with lin-
ear circuitry and it has simple power
requirements. The design is based on
the CD4051 8-bit analog multiplexer
that acts as digitally controlled, 8-
position switches. In the on position,
the switch acts as a simple resistor
of typically 80 ohms. In the off position,
it has an impedance greater than 10
megohms.

One CD4051 (IC6) is used for fre-
quency control, while the other (IC2)
is used for amplitude control. Both are
driven by counter IC2. Stop-start con-

control is provided by quad two-input
NAND gate IC3. IC3A drives the
clock-enable line low when IC2
reaches the count of 40. This enables
trigger gate IC3C, and with no trigger
pulse appearing at IC3C pin 9, the
reset (pin 2) of IC2 is held low. This is
the standard wait state of the device.
The telephone ring signal causes the
LED in optoisolator IC1 to glow and
turn on the photo-transistor in IC1.
The trigger line is turned on by this,
cauing the reset line of IC2 to be set
high, and resetting counter IC2 to
zero. This action turns off both inputs
to IC3A, thus enabling the two oscil-
lators built around the op amps IC4A
and IC4B.

FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
VALUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Resistance (ohms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>987.8</td>
<td>124.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1046.5</td>
<td>117.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1174.6</td>
<td>105.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1318.5</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The oscillator built around IC4B
forms the clock that drives counter
IC2. The clock frequency is controlled
by R12. Oscillator IC4A is an audio
oscillator whose frequency is varied
by using IC6 to switch between one of
the four frequency-controlling poten-
tiometers R13 through R16. The output
of audio oscillator IC4A is con-
nected through R9 to the common
input of IC5. Selected outputs of IC5
are grounded, to provide no output,
while the remaining outputs are buff-
ereed by IC4C and amplified by audio
amplifier IC7, whose output volume is
controlled by R17.

Construction. The circuit can be
built on perf or a pc board. It is re-
commended that IC sockets be used, to
simplify calibration.
Component location is not critical,
except for C5 and C7 (in the IC7 cir-
cuit), which should be kept close to
IC7 to prevent oscillation. The power
 telephone ringer

![Circuit Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** CMOS logic is used because it interfaces easily with linear circuitry and has simple power needs.

**PARTS LIST**

C1, C6—4.7-µF, 16-V electrolytic  
C2—0.047-µF, 25-V ceramic disc capacitor  
C3—0.001-µF, 25-V ceramic disc capacitor  
C4—10-µF, 16-V electrolytic  
C5—0.1-µF, 25-V ceramic disc capacitor  
C7—1.0-µF, 16-V electrolytic  
C8—15-µF, 16-V electrolytic  
D1—1N4002  
IC1—Optoisolator (Monsanto MCT2)  
IC2—4024 binary counter  
IC3—4011 quad two-input NAND  
IC4—LM324 quad op amp  
IC5—IC6—4051, 8-channel multiplexer  
IC7—LM383T audio power amp  
R1—22-kΩ, 1/4-W resistor  
R2—100-kΩ, 1/4-W resistor  
R9—1-kΩ, 1/4-W resistor  
R10—270Ω, 1/4-W resistor  
R11—33-kΩ, 1/4-W resistor  
R12—2.0-MΩ, linear-taper potentiometer  
R13—R17—200-kΩ linear-taper, 10-turn potentiometer  
S1—Normally open pushbutton switch  
Misc.—Circuit board, connector, 8-12-V power supply, speaker, cabinet, hardware, telephone silencer (Radio Shack #43-125).

For greater accuracy, wire C LOCK DISABLE switch S2 between pin 7 of IC4B and pin 1 of IC2, as shown in Fig. 2. Apply power to the circuit. With S2 closed, operate S1 to test the circuit. Adjust TEMPO control R12 for maximum resistance, thus making the sequence very long. Attach a frequency counter to the speaker leads. Close switch S1, and when the first note comes on, open S2. Adjust R13 for the proper frequency. (Alternatively, a piano or other tuned instrument could be used to set R13.) Close S2

supply can be any regulated supply capable of providing 8-12 volts at 100 mA. In the authors’ version, an external power supply was used, but an on-board supply could be added. If an external supply is used, an on-board bypass capacitor of several microfarads may be needed.

**Calibration and Installation.** To calibrate the telephone ringer, frequency-controlling resistors R13 through R16 must be set to produce the notes B, C, D, and E, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The resistances necessary to obtain these frequencies are given in the Table. Note that to obtain an accurate resistance measurement on R13 through R16, IC6 must be removed from the circuit, hence the need for IC sockets in the construction. After making the adjustments, insert the ICs and apply power. Closing test switch S1 will activate the device. Adjust R12 for a pleasing tempo (an approximately two-second sequence is used by the authors) and calibration is complete.
and proceed to the next note in the sequence. In this way, adjust all four frequencies via R13 to R16. Finally, adjust R12 for a pleasing tempo.

To test the project, connect it to the phone line and have a friend call you. The project should not be affected by line transients and has proven reliable in over two years of operation at several different locations.

Designing in Your Own Tune. It is relatively simple to redesign the project to play any tune that you want. Start by diagramming the desired tune sequence as in Fig. 1. This specifies the desired output for each and every clock pulse.

The second step is to modify the counter circuit to count to the end of the chosen tone sequence and then stop. This is done by forcing the clock-enable line low when IC2 reaches the desired count. In the version shown in Fig. 2, IC3A performs this function when the count reaches 40. For example, if a tone sequence of length 34 is desired, pin 2 of IC3A should be connected to pin 11 of IC2.

The next modification is to amplitude control IC5. In the version shown here, the sequence 01010111 repeats every eight clock pulses, where the 0s are on and the 1s are off. To program this sequence, channels 0, 2 and 4, corresponding to the off's in the sequence, are grounded. All other channels are connected to pin 10 of IC4C. To program different 8-pulse sequences, the connections to channels 0-7 of IC5 should be changed appropriately. If a larger sequence is desired, you can parallel additional 4051 IC's, making use of the inhibit input on pin 6 to select one and only one 4051 at a time. Additional logic will be required to control the inhibit lines.

The final step is to modify the tone-controlling circuit (IC6). The methods used in redesigning the amplitude control also apply here. The difference is that channels 0 to 7 of IC6 are connected to one of the frequency-controlling potentiometers there must be one potentiometer for each distinct note in the sequence. In our version, we again take advantage of a repeated sequence of eight. The note sequence is BCCDDDEEB, where each note is held for four clock pulses. Together, the note sequence and the amplitude sequence make up the output tone sequence in Fig. 1. Again, if you desire a tone sequence that is longer than eight units, you will have to parallel additional 4051s and add some inhibit control logic.

The CROWN STRAIGHT LINE TWO PRE-AMPLIFIER IS PACKED FULL OF UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY.

How much real music, how many delightful music details, are hidden in your records or tapes? Uncover it all with the superb signal processing, and convenient display-and-control, of the STRAIGHT LINE TWO.

Ask your Crown dealer for an audition. Learn how computer-aided design brings you a refreshing level of sonic accuracy, with optimized bias in the phono pre-amp that puts the S/N floor at the thermal noise level of your best cartridge.

Discover new sparkle and clarity in your music library, as the high gain FET input op-amp puts its better transient response to work. There's even more enjoyment from softer music with Crown's unique level-control circuit.

Use the new "Rumble" display to detect and remove sub-audio before it distorts the output. Try out the versatile tape-copy control. Note the five switched outlets, the distortion indicator, the seven inputs and a processor loop - all designed to bring the real music out of hiding.

Send five dollars for the latest Crown Information Package, full of data on the STRAIGHT LINE TWO and other Crown home audio components. Money-back guaranteed to satisfy your hunger for straight facts on Crown. Brochures, tech reports, reprints, prices, dealer listings - your ticket to audio reality.
EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING
NO OTHER SCHOOL CAN MATCH.

NTS HOME TRAINING INVITES YOU TO EXPLORE MICROCOMPUTERS, DIGITAL SYSTEMS AND MORE, WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT YOU ASSEMBLE AND KEEP.

Without question, microcomputers are the state of the art in electronics. And NTS is the only home study school that enables you to train for this booming field by working with your own production-model microcomputer.

We'll explain the principles of troubleshooting and testing your microcomputer and, best of all, we'll show you how to program it to do what you want.

You'll use a digital multimeter, a digital logic probe and other sophisticated testing gear to learn how to localize problems and solve them.

Send for the full color catalog in the electronics area of your choice—discover all the advantages of home study with NTS!

NTS also offers courses in Auto Mechanics, Air Conditioning and Home Appliances. Check card for more information.

We believe that training on production-model equipment, rather than home-made learning devices, makes home study more exciting and relevant. That's why you'll find such gear in most of NTS's electronics programs.

For instance, to learn Color TV Servicing you'll build and keep the 25-inch (diagonal) NTS/HEATH digital color TV.

In Communications Electronics you'll be able to assemble and keep your own NTS/HEATH 2-meter FM transceiver, plus test equipment.

But no matter which program you choose, NTS's Project Method of instruction helps you quickly to acquire practical know-how.
1. The NTS/Rockwell AIM 65 Microcomputer
A single board unit with on-board 20 column alphanumeric printer and 20 character display. A 6502-based unit 4K RAM, expandable.

2. The NTS/KIM-1 Microcomputer
A single board unit with 6 digit LED display and on-board 24 key hexadecimal calculator-type keyboard. A 6502-based microcomputer with 1K RAM, expandable.

3. The NTS/HEATH H-89 Microcomputer
Features floppy disk storage, "smart" video terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, 16K RAM memory, expandable to 48K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM</td>
<td>$2799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD SUPERBRAIN</td>
<td>$2999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 5510 SPINWRITER (7710)</td>
<td>$2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 5520 SPINWRITER (7720)</td>
<td>$2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 5530 SPINWRITER (7730)</td>
<td>$2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC 12&quot; MONITOR</td>
<td>$229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKIDATA MICROLINE-80</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKIDATA MICROLINE-82</td>
<td>$529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKIDATA MICROLINE-83</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIABLO 630</td>
<td>$1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLE II PLUS 48K</td>
<td>$1139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS Controller</td>
<td>$525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLE DISK w/o Controller</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZELTINE 1420</td>
<td>$669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHSTAR HORIZON II 32K OD</td>
<td>$929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANADEX DP-9500/9501</td>
<td>$1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVIDEO 912C</td>
<td>$669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVIDEO 920C</td>
<td>$799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVIDEO 950</td>
<td>$929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 8032 COMPUTER</td>
<td>$1149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 8050 DISK DRIVE</td>
<td>$1349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 4032 COMPUTER</td>
<td>$1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 4040 DISK DRIVE</td>
<td>$1029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM 4022</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM VIC-20</td>
<td>$269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEDEX/AMDEK 100</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEDEX/AMDEK 100G</td>
<td>$169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEDEX/AMDEK COLOR-1 13&quot; Color Monitor</td>
<td>$329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROTEK 16K RAMBOARD for Atari</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROTEK 32K</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**East West Specials**

$749

Good thru Dec. 15

**FREE COLD!**

Buy an ATARI 800 16K and receive a 14K Gold Bracelet **FREE!!**

(Actual size Genuine 14K 24.95 retail)

**ATARI SPECIALS**

- **ATARI 400** 16K Personal Computer **$349**

**ATARI PERIPHERALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>410 Program Recorder</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810 Disk Drive</td>
<td>$449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820 40 Column Printer</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820 40 Column Thermal Printer</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825 80 Column Printer</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830 Acoustic Modem</td>
<td>$159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850 Interface Module</td>
<td>$139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ATARI ACCESSORIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CX852 8K RAM Memory Module</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX853 16K RAM Memory Module</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX30-04 Paddle Controller (pair)</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX40-04 Joystick Controller (pair)</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With any purchase of ATARI Hardware or Software over $500 you can buy the bracelet for only $9.95.

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE. CALL FOR THE SUPER CHRISTMAS SAVINGS!!!
ONE OF the most interesting applications for a movie camera is time-lapse photography. This technique exposes one film frame at a time to a scene that normally takes minutes, hours, or even days to complete. Upon film playback at conventional speed, the action that may have taken hours in real time can be observed to occur within a few moments. In this way, action that is too fast or too slow for the human eye to follow can be easily observed. For example, you can watch a flower go from bud to blossom (an event that may take days of real time) within a few moments. Or you can see a drop of water form a "crown" as it contacts the surface of a pool of water.

The timer discussed in this article features a floodlight relay that comes alive when the trigger signal first appears, and remains powered during the slightly delayed film exposure. This assures enough light to take a good picture.

Circuit Operation. In the schematic shown in Fig. 1, transistors Q1 and Q2 form a multivibrator circuit, where switched capacitors provide a choice of timing between trigger pulses. In this case, the combination of C1 and C6 gives the shortest time while C5 and C10 produce the longest time between trigger pulses. The approximate times between camera operations for this circuit are 24 s for C1 and C6, 60 s for C2 and C7, 2 min for C3 and C8, 4 min for C4 and C9, and 6 min for C5 and C10.

If it is desired to take pictures at a faster or slower rate, then the values of the capacitors can be altered to speed up or slow down the timing rate.

Potentiometer R4 fine-tunes the multivibrator to obtain a symmetrical output waveform. Transistor Q3 is a buffer and wave-shaper that feeds the timing pulse to the input of ICI, a binary counter/divider. The output of ICI is fed to transistor Q4, a buffer used to assure a clean pulse to the following one-shot. Capacitor C11 eliminates any hash that may be present at the output of Q4.

Transistors Q5 and Q6 form a one-shot circuit that pulses output stage Q7 with capacitors C12 through C14 selected to determine the duration of the trigger pulse. If desired, these capacitors could also be changed in value for pulses of different duration. However, the pulse length must be long enough to allow the floodlight and solenoid to operate before the one-shot switches off and a new timing sequence begins. Transistor Q7 must have enough power capability to operate relay K1. Diode D1 is used as a transient protector for Q7. Also, manual switch S3 is used to trip the camera manually if necessary.

When K1 is energized, it energizes K2, which supplies power to S01 and the flood lamp. Switch S4, across the contacts of K2, facilitates setup and testing. Be sure that the contacts of relay K2, switch S4, and the associated wiring are capable of carrying the flood-lamp current.

Relay K1 also closes the circuit to the coil of K3 through a time-delay network consisting of R16, R17, C15,
Camera timer

C1,C6—0.1-µF capacitor  
C2,C7—0.5-µF capacitor  
C3,C8—1.0-µF capacitor  
C4,C9—2-µF capacitor  
C5,C10—3-µF capacitor  
C11—22-µF capacitor  
C12—50-µF capacitor  
C13—100-µF capacitor  
C14—250-µF capacitor  
C15—1000-µF, 25-V capacitor  
C16—500-µF, 25-V capacitor  
D1,D2,D4—1-ampere silicon diode  
D3—8-V zener diode  
F1—1-ampere fuse and holder  
IC1—CD4040 binary counter/divider  
IC2—7812 12-volt regulator  
K1—Dpdt, 12-V dc relay (Potter Brumfield KM45D or similar)  
K2—Spdt, 12-V dc relay (MagneCraft 68KDX2 or similar)  
K3—Spdt, 12-V dc relay (Potter Brumfield KM45D or similar)  
L1—12-V lamp, green  
L2—12-V lamp, orange  
L3—12-V lamp, red  
P1,P2—Connectors (optional)  
Q1 through Q6, Q8—2N2712 transistor (or similar)  
Q7—2N5307, 2N5308 Darlington transistor (or similar)

Unless otherwise specified, the following are 1/2-Watt, 10% Resistors:  
R1—39 kΩ  
R2, R5, R11, R12—5 kΩ  
R3, R17—2 kΩ  
R4—50-kΩ trimmer potentiometer  
R6,R15—24 kΩ  
R7,R9—10 kΩ  
R8—68 kΩ

(shown as +12 volts unregulated) at one contact of K3 may not be sufficient to operate high-current solenoids. In this case, an external source of +12 volts at high current may be used.

The power supply uses a conventional transformer-bridge rectifier feeding 12-volt regulator IC2.

R10, R12, R14—30 kΩ  
R16—5-kΩ, 10-turn trimmer potentiometer  
R18—100 Ω  
RECT1—10-ampere bridge rectifier  
S1—2-pole, 5-position rotary switch (Centralab PA-1032, two sections, or similar)  
S2—1-pole, 3-position rotary switch (Centralab PA-1031, or similar)  
S3—Normally open pushbutton switch  
S4—6-ampere spst switch  
S5—Spdt, 5-ampere switch  
S6—Same as S5 (optional)  
SO1—Receptacle  
Solenoid—12-V dc solenoid (Guardian Electric 28P-DC-1-12V or similar)  
T1—12.6-V, 1.2-A transformer (Radio Shack 273-1505 or similar)  
Misc.—Suitable enclosure, knobs, IC sockets (16 pin), mounting hardware.

Construction. The circuit can be assembled on perf board using point-to-point wiring, or an etched circuit board can be designed. Capacitors C1 through C10 can be mounted on S1, while C12 through C14 can be installed on S2. These switches, along with power switch S5 (or optional S6), socket SO1, and solenoid con-

Fig. 1. Schematic of the timer circuit. Transistors Q1 and Q2 form multivibrator circuit whose timing is determined by the choice of capacitors controlled by switch S1.
nector P2 can be mounted on the selected front panel. Any type of enclosure can be used.

To test operation of the circuit, connect an oscilloscope to the collector of Q3 and observe a square wave whose duty cycle can be varied to 50% via control R4. With S1 set to the C1/C6 position and S2 set to the C14 position, transistor Q7 should produce a 5-s pulse between 24 and 30 s apart. If 0.156-inch is assumed for each frame in a movie film, then a 50-foot reel should contain approximately 3846 frames. Therefore, using a 24-second timing between pulses, a 50-foot reel should last 25.6 hours. (Some reels may have to be turned at the 25-foot midpoint.) If you wish to monitor the opening of a flower, reduce the value of C1/C6 accordingly. For long-term events, that may last a year or so, the 6-min rate will last some 384 hours (16 day/night intervals).

Once a floodlamp operating range has been determined, potentiometer R16 is adjusted for a slight delay between the turning on of the floodlamp and operation of the camera-activating solenoid. The time delay should be long enough for the light to stabilize before the camera shutter is opened.

Using the foregoing time-lapse methods opens up a new world of motion-picture photography.

---

**Electronics is changing fast. Find out how fast.**

Electronics continues to make revolutionary changes. Find out what they are, how they work, and how they change the way you work, as well as the tools you work with.

One thing that hasn't changed is where to find out what's new in electronics — and that's in the TI's Basic Electricity Series and the Understanding Series™ books.

These books present material in a comprehensive, yet simple form. Clear writing and simple illustrations help you understand basic functions and concepts. TI's self-paced books are ideal for personal use and feature review questions as learning aids. Choose the ones you need to keep up with all the changes happening in electronics today. And tomorrow.

---

**Up-to-the Minute Books By The Texas Instruments Learning Center**

- LCWB161 Basic Electricity and DC Circuits, 2nd Edition
  - Basic terms, principles, concepts and math for beginning electricity students. 924 pages $19.95

- LCWB168 Basic AC Circuits
  - The theory and basic principles of alternating current, as well as how to apply it to modern circuits. 562 pages $19.95

- LCBS922 Basic Electricity and DC Circuits Audio Course
  - Seven hours of tape. Used with text (LCWB168) it couples sight and sound for easier understanding. 6 tapes $34.95

- LCBS361 Understanding Solid State Electronics, 3rd Edition
  - An individualized approach to electricity, semiconductors and microelectronics. Up to date. 270 pages $4.95

- LCBS311 Understanding Digital Electronics
  - The basics on the foundation of today's logic devices, circuits and systems. 285 pages $4.95

- LCBD4023 Understanding Microprocessors
  - Understand what they do and what they can do. A must for everyone involved with electronics. 288 pages $4.95

- LCBD4531 Understanding Communications Systems
  - Covers electronic systems in the current era of transferring information. 288 pages $4.95

- LCBD471 Understanding Computer Science
  - Covers architecture, hardware and programming to help you understand the computer, with emphasis on the software necessary to use computers. 250 pages $6.95

- LCBD472 Understanding Optronics
  - A study of light and its use coupled with electronics. Study sources of light, detectors, couplers, displays, and lasers. Learn how they're used in circuits and systems. Material is presented in an easy to understand format. 272 pages $6.95

- LCBD3321 Understanding Calculator Math
  - Basic information, formulas, facts and the mathematical tools you need to unlock the power of your hand-held calculator. 224 pages $4.95

---

Send orders to: Texas Instruments
P.O. Box 3640, M/S 84, Dallas, Texas 75285

Enclose check or money order with sales tax (except in AK, DE, NH, OR). Foreign orders must be in U.S. dollars including shipping charges.
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IN THE first two parts of this series we introduced 8080 I/O interfacing, general CPU architecture (though to a lesser extent), and a few applications. Until now we have limited the discussions to the microprocessor's hardware. But there is one other equally important realm of microprocessors that we must take into consideration: its software. A processor's software may be thought of as the collection of programs that have been developed for it.

**CPU Instructions.** Each instruction is stored in memory as a sequence of one, two, or three bytes. The first byte is called the Instruction Code or Operation Code (or simply op code), as it defines the general instruction or operation to be performed. For multiple-byte instructions the memory address of the op code is always the address of the instruction. The second byte of a multiple-byte instruction is called an operand and contains data or an address to modify or complete the instruction. The third byte of a three-byte instruction is a second operand, which again contains either data or an address to complete the instruction. The exact instruction format will depend upon the particular operation to be executed, as illustrated in Fig. 17. As an example of a three-byte instruction, consider one which operates on a byte of data contained in memory. The instruction must convey to the CPU where this data is located by specifying its memory address. Because memory addresses are 16 bits in length, two bytes will be required to specify the memory location. When a three-byte instruction references memory directly, the low-order bits of the memory address (which are sent out on A0-A7 of the address bus during execution of the instruction) are contained in byte 2, and the high-order bits (which are sent out on A8-A15) in byte 3.

The 8080 instruction set can manipu-

**Fig. 17.** 8080 instruction formats. Typical instructions for single-byte (top) are register-to-register, return, push, and pop; for two-byte: immediate mode and 1/O; for three-byte: jump, call, and direct load. D0 is least significant bit; D7, most significant.
Introducing

the first no crystal hand-held scanner.

The Bearcat® 100.

Now you can have the one scanner you've always wanted—a no crystal, fully synthesized hand-held scanner. The incredible, new, Bearcat 100.

Push button programming.

The new Bearcat 100 works just like the full size, no crystal Bearcat Scanners. Push button controls tune in all police calls, fire calls, weather warnings, and emergency information broadcasts, the split second they happen. Automatically.

All the features you want.

16 channels for storing frequencies. 8 band coverage—including high, low, UHF and "T" public service bands; both the 70 cm and 2 meter amateur bands; plus, for the first time ever, both the military and federal government land mobile bands. Both automatic and manual search, lockout, scan delay, direct channel access. Even a liquid crystal display. Flexible antenna, earphone, AC adapter/battery charger and carry case are included.

Your Bearcat Dealer wants to hand you an earful.

See your Bearcat Dealer now for a demonstration of the amazing, new Bearcat 100. Get complete information about the world's one and only hand-held, no crystal scanner.

© 1981 Masco Corp. of Indiana.
In our continuing discussion of the 8080 microprocessor, it is important to keep in mind the various input and output signals for the chip. They are as follows (as shown in the diagram):

**INT.** By placing a low on this input line, an external device can interrupt the CPU operation. The interrupt system must be enabled for the CPU to honor the request (see INT).

HOLD. An external device may suspend normal processor activity by putting a high on this input line. When acknowledged by the processor (HLDA), the address and data buses go into their high-impedance state so that the peripheral requesting the HOLD may conduct memory transfers without processor intervention (Direct Memory Access).

RDYN. The Ready input signal indicates to the CPU that valid data is available on the data bus. It is used to synchronize the CPU with slow memory or I/O devices. If, after sending out an address to an I/O device or memory, the CPU does not receive a high on this line, the CPU will idle as long as the line is low. If desired, the circuit can be arranged so that the CPU can be single-stopped (execute one instruction and halt) using this input.

RESN. A low on the Reset Input line will clear the program counter, INTE, and HLDA flip-flops. After reset, the CPU will begin program execution at memory location zero.

RESET. This output is used as a system reset for clearing external devices. It goes low when RESN is active.

A2. The phase-2 clock is a TTL output used for system timing, in a typical 8080 system, the clock frequency is approximately 2 MHz.

HLDA. This output goes high in response to a HOLD request and indicates that the data and address busses are going into their high-impedance state after the next rising edge of the phase-2 clock.

WAIT. This output goes high when the CPU enters a wait state (in response to RDYN going low).

INTE. The Interrupt Enable output indicates the status of the CPU's internal interrupt enable flip-flop. This flip-flop can be set (INTE = low) using the 8080 "Enable Interrupts" instruction and reset (INTE = high) using the "disable interrupts" instruction. Interrupt requests on the INT line are ignored when the internal interrupt enable flip-flop is reset (when the interrupt system is disabled).

I/O W. The Input/Output Write line goes low when the CPU is executing an "Output" instruction, indicating that the address bus contains an output device address and the data bus contains the output data byte. Either the high- or low-order byte of the address bus (A15-A8 or A7-A0) may be decoded since both bytes contain the same information. I/O W may be used as a "strobe" signal to clock output latches, etc.

I/O R. The Input/Output Read line goes low when the CPU is executing an "input" instruction, indicating that the address bus contains an input device address and that the input data may be placed on the data bus. Either the high- or low-order byte of the address bus (A15-A8 or A7-A0) may be decoded since both bytes contain the same information. I/O R may be used to gate input data onto the data bus.

MEMW. The Memory Write output goes low when the CPU is writing data to memory. The address bus contains the address of the memory location to be written into, while the data bus contains the data byte to be written. MEMW is usually connected to the read/write input of the RAM and strobes the data bus into the addressed location.

MEMR. The Memory Read output goes low when the CPU is reading data from memory (ROM or RAM). The address bus contains the address of the memory location to be read, while the data bus expects the memory data from the addressed memory location. MEMR is usually connected to a memory chip select or data buffer enable input to gate the read data onto the data bus.

INTA. The Interrupt Acknowledge output goes low in response to an INT request (assuming that the interrupt system is enabled). INTA is used to gate the "restart" instruction from the interrupting device onto the data bus.

DBO:DB7. The data bus is formed from eight bi-directional lines (data may flow in either direction). This bus provides communication between memory, I/O devices, and the CPU for instructions and data transfers. The bus may go into its third (high-impedance) state in response to a HOLD request. DBO is the least significant bit. The Control Bus provides the necessary timing signals to gate memory and I/O data on and off the data bus at the proper time.

A0:A15. The 16-line address bus provides the binary memory address during memory accesses (read or write) and also I/O device (port) numbers during input/output. Up to 65,536 bytes of memory (RAM, ROM, or any mixture thereof) and up to 256 input and 256 output devices can be directly addressed. The least significant bit is A0.

Through proper use of these CPU module signals, it is possible to design anything from a music synthesizer or darkroom controller to a full-blown computer system. It is not our intent here, however, to design a "computer" as such, but rather to demonstrate how this versatile device can be used to implement functions that would be impractical, or otherwise impossible, using traditional analog and digital circuits.
the operation has the value 1, this flag is set; otherwise it is reset.

Parity (P): If there are an even number of binary 1’s in the result of the operation (even parity), this flag is set; otherwise it is reset (odd parity).

Carry (CY): If the instruction resulted in a carry (from addition) or a borrow (from subtraction or a comparison) out of the high-order bit, this flag is set; otherwise it is reset. In this respect, the CY bit may be thought of as an extension, or ninth bit, of the register being operated on.

Auxiliary Carry (AC): If the instruction caused a carry out of bit 3 and into bit 4 of the resulting value, this flag is set; otherwise it is reset. This flag is affected by single precision (8-bit) additions, subtractions, increments, decrements, comparisons, and logical operations, but is principally used preceding a DAA (Decimal Adjust Accumulator) instruction.

We now know enough of the 8080 architecture to understand and use its machine language. Soon to follow is a summary of all 78 instructions of the 8080 instruction set. Once you are able to program the 8080, you will also be able to program the 8085 and are halfway to mastering the Z-80. Each machine instruction will be listed in its assembly language form, in which each instruction is assigned a unique mnemonic, making it easier to read and remember. A program written in assembly language is called a source program. A special program known as an assembler can then take this source program and generate the binary equivalent (machine code, or object code) of each instruction mnemonic. This binary object code is then stored in memory for the CPU hardware to execute. Assembler programs offer many other advantages; but since very few of us have access to a computer system with an 8080 assembler, source program assembly “by hand” will have to suffice. This is fairly easy with the aid of Fig. 19.

In the following summary of the 8080 instruction set, the term “addr” indicates that a 16-bit address must immediately follow the op code in program memory (refer to Fig. 17). Similarly, “data16” indicates a 16-bit data quantity must immediately follow the op code. In both cases, byte 2 of the instruction is the low-order address or data byte, and byte 3 is the high-order byte. The term “data” indicates that an 8-bit data quantity must immediately follow the op code in memory. The actions taken by each instruction on the five flag (condition) bits will be given with the description of each instruction. We will begin with the group of instructions called the “Data Transfer Group,” which transfers data to and from the registers and memory. Condition flags are not affected by any instruction in this group.

**Data Transfer Group.**

1. **MOV r, r2 (Move register to register)**
   - The content of register r2 is transferred (copied into) to register r. Any of the seven register names are legal values for r1 and r2. The content of register r2 is not affected.
   - **MOV M, r (Move register to memory)**
   - The content of register r is transferred to the memory location whose address is contained in register pair H.

   **Fig. 18. The 8080 has seven 8-bit general-purpose registers and two 16-bit registers.**

   - **LDA addr (Load accumulator from memory)**
   - The content of the accumulator is stored in the memory location specified by addr.
   - **LHLD addr (Load register pair H from memory)**
   - The content of the memory location specified by addr is transferred to register H.
   - **STAX rp (Store accumulator indirect)**
   - The content of the accumulator is stored in the memory location whose address is obtained from register pair rp. Only register pairs rp=r and rp=d can be specified.
   - **LDAX rp (Load accumulator indirect)**
   - The content of the memory location, whose address is obtained from register pair rp, is transferred to the accumulator. Only register pairs rp=r and rp=d can be specified.
   - **XCHG (Exchange register pairs H and D)**
   - The content of register H is exchanged with the content of register D. The content of register L is exchanged with the content of register E.

**Arithmetic Group.** This group performs arithmetic operations on data contained in registers and memory. Unless indicated otherwise, all instructions in this group affect the condition flags according to the standard rules. All subtraction operations are performed using two’s-complement arithmetic and set the Carry flag to 1 to indicate a borrow, and clear it to indicate no borrow.

1. **ADD r (Add register to accumulator)**
   - The content of register r is added to the content of the accumulator, with the result placed in the accumulator.
   - **ADD M (Add memory to accumulator)**
   - The content of the memory location specified by register pair H is added to the content of the accumulator; the result is placed in the accumulator.
   - **ADD data (Add data immediate to accumulator)**
   - The content of the second byte of this instruction is added to the content of the accumulator; the result placed in the accumulator.
   - **ADC r (Add register with carry to accumulator)**
   - The content of register r and the content of the CY bit are added to the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator.
   - **ADC M (Add memory with carry to accumulator)**
   - The content of the memory location specified by register pair H and the content of the CY bit are added to the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. This instruction is used primarily in "multiple precision" additions in which a number is actually contained in several, usually
adjacent memory locations. Such an addition begins at the low-order end (byte) of the two numbers being added using the ADD M instruction. Successive additions on more significant bytes of the numbers use the ADC M instruction, which corrects for overflow (carries) from preceding (less significant) additions.

**ACI data** (Add data immediate with carry to accumulator)

The content of the second byte of this instruction and the content of the CY bit are added to the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator.

**SBB r** (Subtract register from accumulator)

The content of register r is subtracted from the content of the accumulator, with result placed in the accumulator.

**SBB M** (Subtract memory with borrow from accumulator)

The content of the memory location specified by register pair H and the content of the CY bit are subtracted from the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator.

**INR r** (Increment register)

The content of register r is incremented by one. The CY flag is not affected by this instruction.

**INR M** (Increment memory)

The content of the memory location specified by register pair H is incremented by one. The CY flag is not affected by this instruction.

**DCR r** (Decrement register)

The content of register r is decremented by one. The CY flag is not affected by this instruction.

**DCX rp** (Decrement register pair)

The content of register pair rp is decremented by one. No condition flags are affected.

**DCX sp** (Decrement stack pointer)

The content of stack pointer sp is decremented by one. No condition flags are affected.

---

### Fig. 19. Machine codes for the 8080 assembly language instructions.

The hexadecimal machine code for each op code appears to the left of the instruction mnemonic.
**DAD rp (Double precision add)**

The content of register pair rp is added to the content of register pair H. The result is placed in register pair H. Only the CY flag is affected. It is set if there is a carry out of the double precision add; otherwise it is reset. Any register pair (B, D, H, SP) can be specified.

**DAA (Decimal adjust accumulator)**

The 8-bit number in the accumulator is adjusted to form two 4-bit binary-coded decimal digits by the following process:

1. If the value of the least significant four bits of the accumulator is greater than 9, or if the AC flag is set, 6 is added to the accumulator.

2. If the value of the most significant four bits of the accumulator is now greater than 9, or if the CY flag is set, 6 is added to the most significant four bits of the accumulator.

**Logical Group.** These instructions perform logical (Boolean) operations on data contained in registers, memory, and on condition flags. All instructions in this group affect the condition flags according to the standard rules, unless indicated otherwise.

**ORA r (OR register with accumulator)**

The content of register r is bit-wise logically inclusive-OR'd (Boolean addition) with the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. The CY and AC flags are cleared. Each bit of the result is set to 1 if either of the corresponding accumulator/register bits is 1. For example, the value 10011101 OR'd with 01001011 will produce a result of 11011111 in the accumulator.

**ANI data (AND data immediate with accumulator)**

The content of the memory location specified by register pair H is logically AND'd with the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. The CY flag is cleared.

**XRA r (Exclusive-OR register with accumulator)**

The content of register r is bit-wise logically exclusive-OR'd with the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. The CY and AC flags are cleared. Each bit of the result is set to 1 if one, and only one, of the corresponding accumulator/register bits is 1. The value 10011101 exclusive-OR'd with 01001011 will produce a result of 11010110 in the accumulator.

**XRA M (Exclusive-OR memory with accumulator)**

The content of the memory location specified by register pair H is logically exclusive-OR'd with the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. The CY and AC flags are cleared.

**XRI data (Exclusive-OR data immediate with accumulator)**

The content of byte 2 of this instruction is logically exclusive-OR'd with the content of the accumulator. The result is placed in the accumulator. The CY and AC flags are cleared.

**CMP r (Compare accumulator with register)**

The content of register r is subtracted from the content of the accumulator. The accumulator remains unaltered, and the condition flags are set as a result of the subtraction. The Z flag is set if the two values being compared are equal. The CY flag is set if the value in register r is greater than the value in the accumulator.

**CMP M (Compare accumulator with memory)**

The content of the memory location specified by register pair H is subtracted from the content of the accumulator. The accumulator remains unaltered. The condition flags are set as a result of the subtraction (see CMP r).

**CPI data (Compare accumulator with data immediate)**

The content of byte 2 of this instruction is subtracted from the content of the accumulator. The accumulator remains unaltered. The condition flags are set as a result of the subtraction (see CMP r).

There are four instructions in this group which are used to shift the contents of the accumulator. Each of these instructions shifts the accumulator bits one place left or right depending on the particular instruction. The only flag bit affected by these instructions is the CY flag. The directions "left" and "right" in the following descriptions assume that the more significant bits of the accumulator lie to the left.

**RRC (Rotate right)**

This is a circular right shift in which the CY bit receives the bit value shifted from the LSB of the accumulator. This same value shifted into the CY bit is also shifted into the MSB of the accumulator. For example, 00111001 becomes 10011101 after the shift and the CY bit is set to 1. Another shift of this value gives 01001110 and a CY value of 0.

**RLC (Rotate left)**

This shift is a left shift similar to RRC except the MSB is shifted into the CY bit and the LSB. All other accumulator bits are shifted left one position.

**RAR (Rotate right through Carry)**

This instruction shifts the accumulator contents one place right. The LSB is shifted into the CY bit as in the RRC instruction, but the old value of the CY bit is shifted into the MSB position of the accumulator. Shifting 00111001 with a value of 0 in the CY bit produces 00011100 and a CY value of 1. A second shift of this value produces 10011110 and a CY value of 0.

**RAL (Rotate left through Carry)**

The accumulator contents are shifted one place left with the MSB being sent to the CY bit and old value of the CY bit being shifted into the LSB position of the accumulator.

**CMA (Complement accumulator)**

The one's complement of the accumulator is placed in the accumulator. No condition flags are affected.

**CMC (Complement Carry)**

The CY flag is complemented, and no other flags are affected.

**STC (Set Carry)**

The CY flag is set to 1, and no other flags are affected. This instruction and the CMC instruction will affect all CY-related condition instructions as well as...
the addition, subtraction, and shift instructions which use CY. These instructions are frequently used to return a status condition from a subroutine.

**Branch Group.** The 8080 is equipped with a full set of branch instructions which have the ability to alter the normal sequential flow of a program’s execution. There are two types of branch instructions: conditional and unconditional. The execution sequence of a program is always altered by the unconditional type of transfer. The conditional type of transfer, on the other hand, examines the status of a condition flag in the instruction to see if the proposed branch is to be made. If the specified condition does not meet the requirement of the instruction, no branch is made and the program will resume execution at the next sequential instruction in memory. Condition flags are not affected by any instruction in this group. The conditions that can be specified are as follows:

- Z - zero (Z=1)
- NZ - not zero (Z=0)
- C - carry (CY=1)
- NC - no carry (CY=0)
- PE - parity even (P=1)
- PO - parity odd (P=0)
- M - minus (S=1)
- P - plus (S=0)

The AC flag cannot be used in a conditional branch instruction.

**JMP addr** (Unconditional jump)

Program control is unconditionally transferred to the memory address specified by addr. The next instruction executed will therefore be the one starting at this address (i.e., the value of addr is moved into the PC).

**JMP and IMB** (Unconditional transfer)

A jump is made to the specified memory address if the specified condition is true (see JMP addr). If it is not true, program execution continues sequentially. There are actually eight unique instructions included here, since there are eight unique conditions that can be specified in the instruction op code (IZ, INZ, IC, etc.).

**PCIL (Jump H and L indirect)**

This instruction performs the same operation as the JMP addr instruction except the transfer address is obtained from register pair H. This is most often used to branch to a routine in memory whose address has been computed or located in a table.

A transfer to a subroutine is made with one of the Call instructions to be described. When a call is made, two addresses become important. The “transfer address,” the address of the subroutine being called, is contained in bytes 2 and 3 of the instruction (as in the JUMP instructions). As the call is being made, however, a "return address" is stored (pushed) on the next available position (the top) of the Stack. The return address is obtained from the contents of the PC. The PC contains the address of the next sequential instruction. When the subroutine is finished, it can execute one of the Return instructions which will retrieve (pop) this address from the top of the Stack and perform a jump to this address. This return address represents the location of the instruction immediately following the Call instruction which gave control to the subroutine.

**Call addr** (Unconditional call)

The most significant eight bits of the PC are stored in the memory location whose address is one less than the content of the SP (SP+1). The least significant eight bits of the PC are stored in the memory location whose address is two less than the content of the SP (SP-2). The content of the SP is decremented by two. A jump is then made to the memory location specified by addr (the branch address).

**JMP condition addr** (Conditional call)

The subroutine beginning at the specified memory address is called if the specified condition is true (see CALL addr). If it is not true, program execution continues sequentially. There are actually eight unique instructions included here, since eight unique conditions can be specified in the instruction operation code (CZ, CNZ, CC, etc.).

**RETI** (Unconditional return)

The content of the memory location specified by the SP is moved into the low-order byte of the PC. The content of the memory location whose address is one more than the content of the SP (SP+1) is moved into the high-order byte of the PC. The content of the SP is incremented by two. Care must be exercised when using this instruction to ensure that the Stack has been properly maintained in the subroutine, or a return may be made to an erroneous address.

**JMP condition** (Conditional return)

A return is made if the condition specified in the instruction is true (see RET). If it is not true, program execution continues sequentially. There are actually eight unique instructions included here, since eight unique conditions can be specified in the instruction operation code (RZ, RNZ, RC, etc.).

**RST n** (Restart)

A Call is made to the memory location whose address is eight times the value of n, where n must be an integer value between 0 and 7. This is a single-byte instruction which is used primarily during program interrupt I/O, when a slow or sporadic peripheral has requested an interrupt from the CPU. It is similar to the subroutine Call instruction, except an external device will usually initiate this type of Call rather than the program itself. It is the responsibility of the peripheral that requested the interrupt to jam the Restart instruction’s machine code onto the CPU’s data bus for the CPU to execute during the Interrupt Acknowledge period (INTA low). If only one peripheral in the system is capable of requesting an interrupt, a RST 7 instruction may be automatically gated onto the data bus at the proper time by connecting a 1-k resistor between the INTA output (P3-9) and +12 V. When

---

**Fig. 20. The 8080 Stack is fixed at the bottom by the LXI SP, data 16 instruction and grows downward from there. The Stack Pointer keeps track of the top.**
satellite data storage area for particular applications, but the programmer must be careful that the data stored in the Stack area is not confused with the return addresses stored there from subroutine Calls. Note that as data is stored (pushed) on the Stack, the Stack "grows downward" in memory. When data is retrieved (popped) from the Stack the reverse is true—the Stack "shrinks upward" in memory (Fig. 20).

**PUSH rp (Push register pair)**

The content of register pair rp is placed on the Stack in the following manner: The content of the high-order register of register pair rp is stored in the memory location whose address is one less than the content of the SP (SP-1). The content of the low-order register is stored in the memory location whose address is two less than the content of the SP (SP-2). The SP is decremented by two. Register pair rp SP cannot be specified.

**POP rp (Pop register pair)**

This instruction performs the inverse operation of the PUSH rp instruction. The content of the memory location specified by the SP is moved into the low-order register of register pair rp. The content of the succeeding memory location (SP+1) is moved into the high-order register of register pair rp. The content of the SP is incremented by two.

Register pair rp SP may not be specified.

**PUSH PSW (Push processor status word)**

The content of the accumulator is stored in the memory location whose address is one less than the content of the SP (SP-1). The processor flags are assembled into what is called the "processor status word," which is then stored in the memory location whose address is two less than the content of the SP (SP-2). The SP is decremented by two. The processor status word is assembled as follows:

\[ D7 \ D6 \ D5 \ D4 \ D3 \ D2 \ D1 \ D0 \  S \ Z \ O \ A \ C \ \ 0 \ \ P \ \ 1 \ \ CY \]

**POP PSW (Pop processor status word)**

This instruction performs the inverse operation of the PUSH PSW instruction. The content of the memory location specified by the SP is disassembled and moved into the processor flag bits. The content of the succeeding memory location (SP+1) is moved into the accumulator. The content of the SP is incremented by two.

**SPHL (Move register pair H into SP)**

The content of register pair H is moved into the Stack Pointer, destroying its previous contents. This provides a convenient way of changing the SP during a program, thereby allowing two or more Stacks to exist at once (one for subroutine control, one for data, etc.).

**XTHL (Exchange top of Stack with register pair H)**

The content of register L is exchanged with the content of the memory location whose address is specified by the SP. The content of register H is exchanged with the content of the succeeding memory location (SP+1).

**IN port (Input)**

This instruction reads the specified port and stores the data byte which it read (via the data bus) in the accumulator. During execution of this instruction, the specified port number is sent out on the high- and low-order bytes of the address bus for Port-Select decoding by the interface. The port number must be an integer value between 00 and FF16.

Attempting to read a nonexistent port with this instruction will place FF16 in the accumulator.

**OUT port (Output)**

This instruction writes the content of the accumulator to the specified port via the data bus. During execution of this instruction, the specified port number is sent out on the high and low-order bytes of the address bus for port-select decoding by the interface. The port number must be an integer value between 00 and FF16. The content of the accumulator is unaltered. (See Part II for interfacing techniques.)

**EI (Enable interrupts)**

The interrupt system is enabled (INTE low) following the execution of the next instruction. The CPU will then honor the next interrupt requested by an external device.

**DI (Disable interrupts)**

The interrupt system is disabled (INTE high) immediately following execution of this instruction. Devices attempting to interrupt the CPU with the interrupt system disabled will be ignored by the CPU and its related hardware. The interrupt system is automatically disabled when an interrupt is acknowledged or when the CPU is reset.

**HLT (Halt)**

The CPU is completely stopped by this instruction and can be reactivated in only two ways. One is to reset the CPU by forcing the RESIN input (P3-11) low, which will also reset the Program Counter. The other is to interrupt the CPU. Should the interrupt system be disabled at the time this instruction executes, the CPU must be reset to exit the Halt state.

**NOP (No op)**

No operation is performed. This instruction can be used in programs under development to reserve space in memory where changes are expected to be made.

---

Looking at the diagram in Fig. 21. Configuration of the CPU module memory. Permanent data are stored in ROM. Stack and scratchpad area is from 0000 to 0BFF. Top part is for memory expansion.
(8080). This will be the address of the bottom of the Stack. Any RAM remaining above this address is free for any other use you may have (scratchpad, parameter storage, etc.).

2. Write your source program. A LSI sp, data16 instruction initializing the SP to the value computed in step 1 should be included in the beginning of your program before any Stack-related instructions (Calls, Pushes, etc.) appear. For most programs, the SP may be initialized to BFFF, the end of RAM, which eliminates the need for perform step 1. This should be done only if you can make certain the Stack will not be interfered with by other data the program may store in RAM. If any uncertainty exists, it is safer to perform step 1 first.

3. "Assemble" your source program into the object program with the aid of Fig. 19. The object program must originate at memory location 0 since the CPU automatically begins execution at this location at power-up. If your program must begin at a memory location other than 0, however, another IMP addr instruction may be stored at location 0 before your program begins execution of your program (in this case addr = starting address of your program).

Sample Program. Let's try to write a short-machine-language program using the 8080 instruction set to demonstrate how easy it can really be.

You have just installed six sensors in various areas of your house for a new security system. Each sensor output is two-state (+5 or -0 volts) and is connected to an existing input port of your CPU module. In an attempt to devise the most complex security system in the neighborhood you are now confronted with the task of writing the software. Write a machine-language subroutine beginning at memory location 100, which will return to the calling program with the CY flag set if any one of the sensors has detected an intrusion. The subroutine should otherwise return with the CY flag reset if the house has been determined to be "secure." Assume that the input interface Port-Select circuitry has been wired to decode I/O port address 2316 and the six sensor outputs are connected to bits 0-5 of the port (bits 6 and 7 are grounded). Also assume that, when a forced-entry is detected, the triggered sensor's output goes high (+5 V). Try to write this subroutine yourself before reading any further. If you cannot, see the sample in the box:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mem. Address</th>
<th>Machine Code</th>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0100</td>
<td>DB 23</td>
<td>IN 23H</td>
<td>Input status of sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0102</td>
<td>B7</td>
<td>ORA A</td>
<td>Update flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0103</td>
<td>C8</td>
<td>RZ</td>
<td>Return with CY=0 if all sensors are 0 (Z flag=1 from last instruction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0104</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>STC</td>
<td>Otherwise set CY=1 and return to main program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0105</td>
<td>C9</td>
<td>RET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is how a typical assembly listing would appear after an assembler program assembled the source program. This is also a good method to follow when writing your own programs without an assembler program.

The above subroutine is, of course, only one of a number of ways in which the algorithm can be written. You may have come up with something entirely different, but which, in fact, performs the same function. The fewer instructions used, however, the better (to save memory space and execution time).

The instruction following the one which called the above subroutine could be a conditional branch instruction which will branch-on-carry to another routine which determines which area of the house has the uninvited guest. This could be done by repeated use of the rotate instructions and testing the CY flag after each rotate. Another routine could take appropriate action—turn on the lights, sound an alarm, call the police—whatever you desire. And don't forget that heat, smoke, and moisture detectors can also be interfaced to the CPU.

If turning on lights is a response to an intrusion, the hardware already exists to automatically cycle the lights on and off systematically or randomly during vacation periods (which would give the house the appearance of being occupied). All that need be done is to write an appropriate program, which may even be stored in the same ROM with the security program. By interfacing a clock chip to the CPU (such as the National MM58167 or MM58174), it is a simple matter to write a short program which will turn on the lights and coffee pot before you go up in the morning.

To gain experience in writing longer programs, next month we will show how to write a program to receive Morse code off the air.
OSCILLOSCOPE
time-base generator

BY REX C. GEIVETT

INEXPENSIVE home-use oscilloscopes are often of the recurring sweep type and lack the capability of measuring pulse width or frequency with any notable accuracy. The Time-Base Generator detailed here provides a means of making these measurements very precisely, at crystal oscillator tolerance, and can be built for about $15. It does this by displaying dots on the scope trace at the selected frequency, i.e. modulating the Z axis of the scope.

Operation. The signal to be measured is displayed on the scope and synced in the usual manner. The Time-Base Generator is then switched to one of the five frequencies, which displays a series of dots across the CRT. By comparing the number of dot intervals with the signal, one can easily determine signal timing. The horizontal gain control as implemented on most of these scopes can be used to calibrate the sweep length so that the dots are coincident with the scope’s graticule. The graticule can then be used to make the actual signal measurement.

As shown in Fig. 1, IC1A and its associated components form a 4-MHz crystal-controlled oscillator. The output is buffered by IC1B and drives the dual flip-flops in IC2, with the output of IC2B driving four stages of divide-by-10 counters formed by IC3 and IC4. The NAND gates within IC5 and IC6 are connected to the countdown chain in a decoding scheme that produces five precise frequencies—1 MHz (1 µs), 100 kHz (10 µs), 10 kHz (100 µs), 1 kHz (1 ms), and 100 Hz (10 ms), having a duty cycle of about 5%. This small duty cycle produces a sharp dot on the CRT trace. The signals are selected by S1.

The selected signal is inverted by one gate in IC6 and applied to the base of output transistor Q1. Potentiometer R7 forms the collector load for Q1, and the rotor of this control determines the level of the negative-going pulses that will be applied to the cathode of the scope CRT to intensify the trace during each dot period. Coupling to the relatively high-voltage CRT cathode is made via high-voltage capacitor C6.

The reset circuit, formed by IC1C and its associated components, accepts the negative-going pulse from the scope blanking circuit. The network at the input of IC1C shapes and limits this pulse. The output of IC1C is applied to the common reset line of the counters, so that each time the scope starts a new trace and a blanking pulse occurs, all counters are reset to zero. This synchronizes the time-base generator to the scope.

Construction. The circuit can be

The switch can be mounted on a vacant space on the scope’s front panel, cutting an opening for the shaft, with the circuit board inside.
assembled on a small piece of perforated board using point-to-point wiring, or a small pc board can be fabricated. The board can be mounted within the scope, with only S1 on the front panel.

Power for the circuit can be derived from the scope power supply, or a pair of 9-volt batteries may be used.

Testing and Use. Connect the time-base generator to the scope, but do not connect the loose end of C6 to the CRT cathode.

With the reset circuit connected to the scope blanking line (negative-going), connect the vertical input of the scope to the loose end of C6 and observe a negative-going pulse. This pulse will have its frequency dependent on S1 and its amplitude dependent on R7. The pulses will not be synced to the scope trace at this time. Once the time base is found to be working properly, shut down the power to the scope and carefully connect the loose end of C6 to the CRT cathode socket connector.

Set the scope to display a locked 60-Hz sine wave, then set the time base S1 to the 1-kHz position. Adjust R7 for the desired dot intensity. There should be 16.7 dot intervals for one full sine wave.

With no signal displayed on the scope, set the time base for 1 kHz, then adjust the scope horizontal sweep and gain for two widely spaced dots. Without altering the scope controls, set S1 to the 10-kHz position and note that there are 10 dot intervals between the same two dot positions noted on the 1-kHz test.

Since there is no connection between the input signal and the dots, the time-base generator can be turned on whenever desired. Since it is fully synchronized with the scope sweep, the dots will remain stable.

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>23-pF capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.01-µF disk ceramic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C5</td>
<td>0.002-µF disk ceramic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>5-µF, 15-V electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.01-µF, 1.6-kV ceramic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>10-µF, 35-V electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N914 or similar diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>4049 hex buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>4013 dual D flip-flop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC3, IC4</td>
<td>4518 dual synchronous decade counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC5, IC6</td>
<td>Triple 3-input 4023 NAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>2N2926 or similar transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>10-kΩ resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>1-kΩ resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>4.7-kΩ resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>220-Ω resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>100-kΩ resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>2-kΩ resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>5-kΩ potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Six-position rotary switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTAL</td>
<td>4-MHz crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>IC sockets, mounting hardware, hook-up wire, solder, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Get our free, 16-page color brochure and index of over 1,200 Source services now by calling toll-free 1-800-323-1718 (In Ill., call 1-800-843-8881) and ask for Operator 91. Or, mail the coupon below. Find out how much The Source can do for you.

Department TG-5
1616 Anderson Road
McLean, VA 22102

Please send me your free 16-page color brochure without obligation.

(name) (Please Print)
(telephone)
(Company if for business use)
(address)
(city/state/zip)

Do you own a microcomputer, terminal or communicating word processor?
If yes: (make/model)

The Source is a service mark of Source Telecomputing Corporation, a subsidiary of The Reader's Digest Association, Inc.
Send for our Free catalog and become a member of our exclusive Pak. Our members receive Poly Pak's exciting catalog several times a year. We offer Penny Sales, Free Premiums and Low, Low Prices on a wide variety of Electronic Products such as Computer Peripherals, Integrated Circuits, Speakers, Audio Equipment, Rechargeable Batteries, Solar Products, Semiconductors, and much, much more! Take advantage of our 25 years as America's foremost Supplier of discount electronics.

RUSH ME YOUR FREE DISCOUNT CATLOG!

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________
CITY: ____________________________ STATE: ____________________________ ZIP: __________
CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY TO: POLY PAKS, INC.
P.O. BOX 942, PO.11
S. LYNNFIELD, MA. 01940
(617) 245 3828

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________
CITY: ____________________________ STATE: ____________________________ ZIP: __________

LED Brightness Control

Q. The LED readouts on my home-built FM tuner are fine when the room light is bright. However, when the room light is dimmed, the LEDs are too bright. Other than changing the current-limiting resistors, what can be done?—Charles Lee, San Francisco, CA

A. The circuit shown here can vary the duty cycle of the power applied to the LEDs from 50% to 99%—quite a range.

If you wish, substitute a photoresistor for the two resistors between pins 7 and 6-2. The circuit then automatically controls the LED brightness depending on room lighting.

Temperature Sensor

Q. I work with ceramics and often have the need to know kiln temperature when I am seated at my desk across the room. Is there some simple electronic method I can use for such a remote temperature sensor and indicator?—Ben Aaronson, Philadelphia, PA

A. The simplest approach I can think of is to use a thermocouple and op amp/meter circuit such as that shown here. Place the thermocouple within the kiln and the op amp/meter at your desk. Use the kiln thermometer to "calibrate" the new sensor. It will not be precise, but will be close enough for most uses.
Protection for CB
Q. I recently "lost" an expensive CB rig in my car when the voltage regulator in the battery charging circuit failed. Is there any way that I can protect my new CB rig against such damage? — Ian Warren, San Francisco, CA

A. You could always place a fuse in the circuit, but if the fuse blows on overcurrent, the CB rig will be inoperative. The circuit shown here will provide regulated +12 volts to the load if the regulator fails. Adjust the value of the resistor until the circuit produces +12 volts under load of the CB.

Testing Transistors
Q. I have a box full of unmarked transistors that I have collected over the years. Most are either unmarked, or have foreign markings. Is there some simple way to identify them as to type (npn or pnp) and tell if they are good? — Robert D'Angelo, San Antonio, TX.

A. The easiest way to sort them out is to build a simple two-transistor audio oscillator like the one shown here. (Some other circuit may work as well but this is a simple one.) Select the values of R and C to produce any desired tone. Use known good transistors when constructing, and use sockets. All you have to do is remove one transistor and start substituting the unknowns. If the oscillator sounds off, you know the unknown transistor's type (npn or pnp), that it works at audio frequencies, and the pinout. Use the other socket for identifying the other types of transistors.

Have a problem or question in circuitry, components, parts availability, etc? Send it to the Hobby Scene Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Though all letters can't be answered individually, those with wide interest will be published.
The professional breadboard.  
(No matter what your profession.)

Our PB-203A Proto-Board® The solderless breadboard that set the industry standard for speed, versatility and convenience. With a capacity up to twenty-four 14-pin DIPs and three regulated power supplies (one fixed, two variable), the 203A features a large array of sockets and bus strips that emulate standard PC layouts. Permitting instant insertion and removal of virtually any component from the largest DIP to the smallest discrete. Helping you design, assemble, test and modify circuits almost as fast as you can think. And built with professional durability, for all types of applications.

Our PB-203A. Only $174* (kit $149.95*) or PB-203 with single 5V supply, $133*. One more reason so many people say "Proto-Board" for solderless breadboarding.

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
70 Fulton Terr., New Haven, CT 06509 (203) 624-3103, TX 370-465-1277
OTHER OFFICES: San Francisco: (415) 685-8815, TX 910-372-7752 Europe: Pieter van de Wijgaart, Lisse, Neth., TEL 079/21682, TLX 81477
Canada: Len Fincher Ltd., Oakville, Ontario

Call toll-free for details 1-800-243-6077
During business hours
*Suggested U.S. resale price. Specifications subject to change without notice. © Copyright 1981 Global Specialties Corporation
The Flashlight-Battery Laser

DEVELOPMENTS in the field of semiconductor junction lasers continue to provide new areas for experimentation. Recently, for example, I've been working with a laser diode that can be powered by a couple of penlight cells! But before we take a closer look at the device, let's review a little background on diode lasers.

In our "Solid-State Developments" of December 1980 ("The Laser at Twenty"), we discussed several major families of diode lasers. Thus far, the most important of these lasers are made from pn junctions of gallium arsenide (GaAs) and aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs). The wavelength of the radiation emitted by such lasers ranges from the visible red to about 910 nanometers in the near infrared.

Early laser diodes could be operated only for brief flashes of a few tenths of a microsecond. This was a result of the very high current required to reach the lasing threshold. Typical thresholds for these lasers range from about 3 to 15 or more amperes.

These early pulsed lasers, some of which are still important sources of pulsed near-infrared radiation, could be operated continuously if they were first cooled to a very low temperature. At the temperature of liquid nitrogen, for example, the threshold for such lasers is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the emission wavelength of such lasers is reduced by cooling.

The solid-state physicists, chemists and crystallographers who design and make diode lasers have long wanted to create a laser which would operate at the same current levels of ordinary indicator LEDs. A decade ago they succeeded in developing a diode laser which operated continuously at room temperature. This was the important double heterostructure (DH) injection laser.

Early DH lasers had current thresholds of a few tenths of an ampere or more. In the last few years, modified DH lasers with thresholds as low as 10-15 milliamperes have been developed!

These ultra-low thresholds are a result of isolating the junction region to a thin strip between the laser's end mirrors. The region under the strip is further isolated by any of several crystal growth processes which erect a combined optical and electron barrier. This effectively concentrates the stimulated emission of photons to a threadlike channel through the laser. The result is highly efficient power-to-light conversion and exceptionally low lasing thresholds.

The ultra-low-threshold laser I mentioned at the beginning of this column is an LCW-5 made by Laser Diode Laboratories. This new LCW-5 is far superior to the earlier versions of this laser with which I've experimented. Though the packing case and power measurement curve supplied with the laser specified a threshold of 22 milliamperes, I was initially skeptical. Since earlier LCW-5's had thresholds ranging from about 100 to 350 milliamperes, I assumed the specified threshold was due to a decimal error. Therefore I was eager to check out the new laser to determine the actual threshold.

Since this and other CW laser diodes must not be exposed to current spikes like those produced by some line operated power supplies when switched on, I tested the LCW-5 using the arrangement shown in Fig. 1.

Before connecting the laser into the test circuit, I made sure that the wiper arm of the current control potentiometer (RI) was set to provide the highest possible resistance and lowest current. The only remaining problem was to determine when the lasing threshold was reached. One way to do this is to monitor the laser's output with a solar cell or photodiode and plot the results on a graph. The threshold point is indicated by the sharp knee where light output dramatically increases. This point is clearly shown in Fig. 2, the performance plot supplied with the laser.

Another way to monitor the threshold of a laser diode is simply to observe its output visually, and note when there is a sudden increase in the laser's output. Since the radiation emitted by the LCW-5 is mostly invisible (841 nanometers), I placed a Kodak infrared-sensitive phosphor card in front of the laser. Portions of the card illuminated by near infrared radiation glow orange.

I then dimmed the room lights and began to increase the current to the laser by adjusting RI. The phosphor card was at first quite dark, but as the current was increased to about 15 milliamperes the entire card emitted a barely discernable orange glow. The glow brightened slightly as the current passed through 20 milliamperes.

As I increased the current to just beyond 22 milliamperes, a bright orange glow appeared at the center of the phosphor screen. This proved the accuracy of the specified threshold for this particular laser. And the oval pattern demonstrated that the above-threshold light emerging from the laser is in the form of a distinct beam. Below threshold, laser diodes emit light in all directions much like an LED.

This simple demonstration was very exciting. Imagine, a laser diode that operates at the same current as a typical indicator LED! More good news is the $95 price of this laser. Earlier, less-efficient LCW-5's cost $210.

Not all LCW-5's exhibit the same threshold and power output as the unit with which I am experimenting. Thresholds may exceed 100 milliamperes, and output powers may range from 5 to 10 milliwatts. The LCW-10, a superior laser with a $250 price, will deliver from 10 to 20 milliwatts.

Both the LCW-5 and LCW-10 represent a sizable improvement in efficiency.
8 CHANNEL SCOPE MULTIPLEXER, DM-12

Convert your single channel scope into a 4 or 8 channel instrument. You can convert the DM-12, 8 channel scope multiplexer to your scope, clip the 6 input probes to the signals you want to view. Digital, easy, fast- can handle logic, level TTL signals from DC to 20,000 Hz. Features separate scanning and trace amplitude controls and switchable sampling rates- all in a frame easy to use scope display.

Completely assembled and tested! Ready to use!

- 8 TTL compatible input channels (1 TTL load per channel) plus 2 channel scope cable.
- Maximum full screen amplitude 1.8 Vots adjustable.
- 4 4-channel select switch.
- 8 color coded input cable, 24" long with industry standard "DigiTal" clips.
- External 9 VDC power supply included (Model MMAC-2)
- 1.42" x 3.75" x 2.2".
- SMC Output Cable Accessory (Model PSA-2 add $14.95).

LOW COST CAPACITANCE METER MODULE, DM-8

Connect this high quality low cost Capacitance Meter Module, DM-8 to your digital Volt Meter and turn it into a Digital Capacitance Meter- the Low Cost Way!

Completely assembled and tested! Ready to use!

- Push to read range (button) from 1µF to 20,000µF.
- 2µF calibration control.
- In-the-easy to read, self-contained package. Battery powered, with "push-to-read" battery saver circuit (1V batteries not included).
- Size: 8.33" x 3.75" x 2.2".

REGULATED TRIPLE POWER SUPPLY, LOW PRICED!, DM-5

A fully assembled and tested power supply, that provides a total, high-wattage power supply including fixed 5V (+1 Amp), 9V (+0.5 Amp), and -5V (-5 Amp) - all supplies regulated, short proof. Each supply has short circuit alarm indicator LED. Complete and ready for use in a durable (8" x 6" x 3" 1/2") metal case.

$90.00

FREE 1981 SALE FLYER NOW BEING MAILED! SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

If for any reason, whatsoever, you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, return it within 30 days of purchase date for a full refund. - it's as simple as that! Shipping & Handling charges not refundable.

ALBIA SATISFACTION WARRANTY: FOR FAST AND DEPENDABLE DELIVERY SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-243-6953

IN CT, AK & HI CALL COLLECT (203) 467-5590

9 A.M. to 5 P.M. E.S.T.

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD, VISA AND AMEX CREDIT CARDS

Connecticut Residents add 71/2% Sales Tax. Prices shown in U.S. currency only, foreign orders add 15%.

ALBIA ELECTRONICS INC
44 KENDALL ST. • P.O. BOX 1833 • NEW HAVEN, CT. 06508

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

YEAR-WARE
NOVEMBER
UP TO OFF OUR

LOW COST HIGH FREQUENCY COUNTER

MODEL NO. DM-7

The Albia Model DM-7, 8 Digit High Frequency Counter is easy to use. switch between frequency ranges is handled by a unique RMC, need in to touch:
- 5-Hz to 500 MHz
- Digital indirect read, 47" high intensity LED display.
- Counting-0.3 second to 30sec controlled D or F for 1 sec. gate times.
- Convenient backpack case (7" x 10" x 12") durable attractive case.

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
PRE-CALIBRATED
PRE-TESTED

$135.00

FREQUENCY METER MODULE

"5Hz to 100MHz", DM-11

MODEL V-152B WITH 2 YEAR MFG. WARRANTY

$644.95

WITH FREE DM-12 8 CHANNEL MULTIPLEXER A COMBINED VALUE

AT LIST OF $804.95 YOU SAVE $160.00

$63.00

POSTAGE & HANDLING
ORDERS
ADD
UP TO $10.00 $1.95
$10.01 to $25.00 3.75
$25.01 to $50.00 4.65
$50.01 to $100.00 6.45
ORDERS OVER $100.00 WITHOUT UNITED STATES 7.55

FREE ALBIA DESIGNERS TEMPLATE WITH EVERY ORDER RECEIVED

AmericanRadioHistor)Com
**END HOLIDAY HOUSE CLEARANCE!!**

1st THROUGH DECEMBER 31st, 1981 ONLY!!

**50% IN SAVINGS**

ALREADY LOW FACTORY DIRECT PRICES!

---

**A FAVORITE OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS FOR SETTING UP TEMPORARY DESIGNS QUICKLY & EASILY**

Design Mate™ 2 Low Cost Function Generator

DM-2 is a 3-waveform function generator, with a short-proof output amplifier providing both variable signal amplitudes and constant output impedance. Completely wired, tested, calibrated and ready to test anything from audio amplifiers or op-amp and educational laboratory designs to complex industrial laboratory projects.

Model DM-2 Stock No. 05-0020

LIMITED SUPPLY!

**$49.97**

---

**50% OFF**

DM-4 Multipurpose Pulse Generator

The Design-Mate 4 may be used as a clock source, delayed pulse generator, synchronous clock source, full/blank system steppe, pulse stretcher, clock burst generator and in tandem with one or more DM-4's used to give the output of one or more additional DM-4's. The wide range of controls and functions will give you an idea of the many ways DM-4 can save you time and effort with digital circuits.

Model DM-4 Stock No. 05-0040

**$62.47**

---

**LOW COST RESISTOR SUBSTITUTION BOX**

Model DM-13 Kit

Have fun building this useful kit and save money at the same time. Stop wasting time looking for the right resistor, here's a handy kit that you can easily assemble that will provide everything you'll probably need at your fingertips.  
- With complete step-by-step easy to understand assembly instructions
- All resistors are 1/8 Watt, tolerance ± 5%
- 5% accuracy
- 24 positions
- 2 ranges

**$39.00**

---

**30% OFF!**

DM-9 Logic Probe

ALBIA'S ECONOMY DIGITAL DM-9 MULTI-LOGIC COMPATIBLE 5-15VDC PROBE

The features are many on this quality Albia test instrument, will detect low open rate pulses (up to 1.5 MHz); detects low, high or pulsed logic levels with a minimum detectable pulse width of 300 nsec. Easy-to-interpret 3 LED readout. Built-in over-Voltage and reverse polarity protection.

Model No. DM-9 Stock No. 17-0009

**$18.86**

LIMITED SUPPLY

---

**ORDER TODAY!**

NOTICE!

SALE PRICES LIMITED TO ACTUAL INVENTORY AT TIME OF SALE!

NO DEALER ORDERS PLEASE!
NEW...ONLY $59.95

THE Anything Board

Dedicate it, then separate it! Does anything you want it to?

Now, anything you can dream up. Netronics can help you realize inexpensively and easily with the Anything Board; it's the first and only microprocessor you can dedicate, then separate from the Programming Board so it runs by itself. All this for only $59.95 so it's inexpensive, easy to work with, too, because Netronics helps you every step of the way, with the programming, with the hardware...

Programmer Board shown with cabinets and expansion boards.

You can program the Anything Board by 1. Plugging into an ELF II microcomputer or 2. Plugging into our programmer board with its special and sophisticated debugging and testing components. The growth is limitless. You can add inputs and outputs, A to D/D to A boards, color graphics, PRG boards, Electric Mouth Talking Boards, expand memory, get something in mind? It can be anything - a robot, burglar alarm, telephone dialer, industrial machine controller... home heating/cooling system... ANYTHING! With your imagination and skills tapped up by Netronics' know-how and help, you can make the Anything Board do anything you want it to do. There are expansion boards - even cabinets to house your Anything project. Give it a professional finished look! The Anything Board... only from Netronics. Only $59.95.

As your needs for programming grow, you can add system monitors, cassette I/O, an assembler/interpreter/disassembler, video terminals, EPROM burner, full basic and more. All plug into the Anything Board expansion bus.

Specifications: Anything Board

1) 802 microprocessor, 16K RAM, 8 re input ports, 8 BIT output ports, status, DMA and program flag reset, address decoder, power supply for a 2718 EPROM, power and manual reset, crystal clock, power supply regulator and precision for battery backup.

Specifications: Programmer Board

1) Any 16 to 32 I/O, in its address and if the data display request, ltd status indication, monitor, reset, write, load, read and reset switches plus a single step mode in each allows you to run through your program one machine cycle at a time.

Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut or For Technical Assistance, etc. Call (203) 354-9375

NETRONICS R&D LTD., Dept. PE11
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
Please send the items checked below:

□ ANYTHING BOARD $59.95
□ Programming Board $79.95

Plus $2.00 each item for postage, handling and insurance ($4.00 Canada)

Connecticut Residents add sales tax

Total Enclosed $____________________
□ Personal Check □ Cashier’s Check/Money Order
□ Visa □ Master Charge (Bank No. ____________)

Acct. No. ____________________________
Exp. Date ____________________________

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________ Zip ____________

solid-state developments

Fig. 3. Laser current supply made by Laser Diode Labs.

Fig. 4. Functional block diagram and pinout of Exar Integrated Systems LED drivers.

ITT Components Group
Brixham Rd.
Paignton, Devon TQ4 7BE
United Kingdom

Some of these companies offer excellent brochures and application notes. Hitachi’s “Laser Diode Application Manual” and ITT’s “Summary Catalogue—Laser Diodes” are particularly good. RCA’s “Solid State Emitter” manual gives several laser-diode drive circuits. So does Laser Diode Laboratory’s “CW Lasers and LED’s” (Application Note 101).

Incidentally, these and other firms sell various kinds of drive, modulator and detector circuits for lasers. For example, laboratory users of CW laser diodes may be interested in Laser Diode Laboratory’s LCS-350/R Laser Current Supply shown in Fig. 3. This unit includes a digital current meter and is specifically designed to provide a stable, transient-free output. A built-in ramp feature provides a slow sweep to any level within the 350-mA range of the supply.

Low-Loss Fiber Optics. While we are on the subject of light, it’s fitting to report upon a major breakthrough in fiber optics. Scientists at Japan’s Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation have produced a single, ultralow-loss silica fiber having a length of 100 kilometers. That’s a strand of glass more than 62 miles long!

At 1.55 microns, this new fiber has an attenuation of only 0.3 dB per kilometer. The loss at 1.3 microns is 0.5 dB per kilometer. Both these wavelengths fall...
in the so-called "second generation" range of wavelengths under active development for practical, widespread lightwave communications. The attenuation of silica is much lower at second generation wavelengths than the 800-850-nanometer range of first generation optical-fiber communication systems.

The new fiber is made using the vapor-phase axial deposition (VAD) process which was developed in Japan. It allows fiber of virtually any length to be fabricated at a drawing speed of up to 120 meters per minute.

The significance of the 100-kilometer fiber is the prospect of repeaterless transmission of telephone signals within large cities. At an attenuation of 0.5 dB per kilometer, the total fiber loss would be 50 dB. This means a detector having a sensitivity of 10 nanowatts would be required to detect the signal from an LED or laser which launched 1 milliwatt of radiant power into the opposite end of the 100-kilometer fiber. Detectors with this sensitivity are readily available. Indeed, new phototransistors made by Ritek and Intersil should be well suited for this application.

If this is typical of what Japan has accomplished so far in optical-fiber communications, expect more developments as time passes. Though the United States is making important developments in the fiber Optics field, major progress is also reported in Canada, Italy, France, and England.

New Bargraph Drivers. Exar Integrated Systems has announced three new integrated LED bargraph drivers, providing 12 LED outputs.

The outputs of the XR-2279 are spaced 2 dB apart and cover a dynamic range of -27 to +6 dB with respect to an internal 0-dB reference that can be externally adjusted. The XR-2279 has an internal 0-dB reference of 0.2 Vrms and an input-signal range from -30 to +6 dB. The XR-2278 has an internal 0-dB reference of 0.13 volt rms and offers an input-signal range from -20 to +8 dB.

Figure 4 shows the functional block diagram and pinout of the XR-2277 and XR-2278 LED drivers. The comparator arrangement shown here is similar to that employed in most other LED bargraph drivers. Note that both moving-dot and bargraph modes can be selected by means of pin 18.

LED bargraph drivers make excellent audio level indicators. They can also be used in various kinds of LED arrays and displays as previously described many times in POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Replace the LEDs with appropriate output buffers if the lower chips can be used as controllers which respond to predetermined input signal levels.

All three of Exar's new chips are packaged in 18-pin DIPs and require a +15-volt supply. For more information about these new chips, write Exar Integrated Systems, Inc., 750 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
EXPERIMENTER'S CORNER

Experimenting With a Joystick
Part 1: Basic Concepts and Applications

JOYSTICKS are used to provide an interface between an operator and radio-controlled airplanes, video games, computers, audio systems and many automated industrial systems. In the past, joysticks were rather expensive, and only a small number was sufficient to supply those hobbyists and experimenters able to afford them. Increased production to meet the demand of video-game makers and the use of more plastic have brought the single quantity price as low as $5.00 for some models. Inexpensive units are now available from several of the electronic parts suppliers that advertise in Popular Electronics.

Basic Concepts. A typical joystick consists of two potentiometers installed in a boxlike assembly as shown in Fig. 1. A two-axis mechanical linkage allows the rotation of each potentiometer to be controlled by a single, movable rod (the stick). Some joysticks include four potentiometers that operate in two ganged pairs.

WANTED
An auto security system that you can install yourself.

STEAL STOPPER has it...computerized anti theft system. Last year almost one million cars were stolen. This miracle space-age technology, barely two inches wide, protects your car against theft. Even if you forget and leave your keys in the ignition, your car will not start until you enter the secret four-digit code. A tiny digit automatically deactivates the system for parking lot attendants, car washers, etc.

You can have your choice of four different systems. Ignition lock-out, ignition lock-out using alarm horn for alarm, ignition lock-out with siren and motion detectors, and an alarm unit only. Complete installation instructions are included in all kits.
As you can see in Fig. 2, moving the control stick up and down rotates only R1's shaft. Moving the stick left and right rotates only R2's shaft. When the stick is moved in any other direction, the shafts of both potentiometers are rotated. In short, the resistances of R1 and R2 are functions of the position of the stick.

Depending upon the application, various methods may be employed to connect the potentiometers of a joystick into a working circuit. Figure 3, for example, shows how the two potentiometers can be connected to form a two-stage voltage divider. A single potentiometer is essentially a one-stage voltage divider. Cascading two potentiometers as shown provides a wide range of output voltages for various positions of the stick.

Figure 4 shows some of the voltages I measured for various positions of a low-cost joystick (Radio Shack 271-1705). Each of the potentiometers in this joystick has a resistance of 100,000 ohms. The input voltage was 5.5 volts. So long as the resistances of the two potentiometers are equal, other joysticks will give similar results.

Examination of Fig. 4 shows that the output voltages for various positions of the stick are not necessarily exclusive. This limits the utility of the circuit configuration in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, this arrangement does have some interesting applications as we shall see later.

A Single-Axis Joystick. Even if you do not yet have a joystick, you can begin experimenting with circuit techniques by converting a standard potentiometer into a single-axis joystick. Figure 5 shows a simple way to accomplish the transformation with the help of two short lengths of wood dowel and a single 6-32 set screw.

Figure 6 shows a 1-of-10 controller circuit ideally suited for use with a single-axis joystick. The circuit consists of an LM3914 LED dot/bar generator. The joystick (R1) provides a variable voltage input to the LM3914.


The new Epson MX-100 is a printer that must be seen to be believed.

For starters, we built in absolutely unmatched correspondence quality printing and a high resolution bit-image graphics capability. Then we added the ability to print up to 233 columns of information on 15.5" wide paper to give you the most incredible spread sheets you're ever likely to see. Finally, we topped it all off with both a satin-smooth friction feed platen and fully adjustable, removable tractors. And the list of standard features goes on and on and on.

Needless to say, the specs on this machine—and especially at under $1000—are practically unbelievable. But there's something about the MX-100 that goes far beyond just the specs. Mere words fail us. But when you see an MX-100, you'll know what we mean. It's not only better... it's bigger.

EPSON
EPSON AMERICA, INC.
3415 Kashiwa Street • Torrance, California 90505
(213) 539-9140
In operation, the outputs of the LM3914 are sequentially enabled as the voltage at pin 5 is increased. This voltage, of course, is a function of the position of R1's shaft. The circuit in Fig. 6 includes output indicator LEDs. Resistor R2 provides current limiting for all the LEDs. The outputs can drive SCRs, TRIACS, small relays or external logic. If R1 is a linear taper potentiometer, it can be effectively converted to a logarithmic taper potentiometer by substituting an LM3915 for the LM3914. The LM3915 is functionally identical to the LM3914 except it provides a logarithmic output in which each output level is separated from its adjacent levels by 3 dB.

If you want to convert the 1-of-10 output from the LM3914 or LM3915 into binary coded decimal (BCD), connect the outputs to a 74147 priority encoder. This will provide true analog-to-digital conversion for the joystick.

A Two-Axis Joystick Controller. Figure 7 shows how a two-axis joystick can be connected to the one-axis controller shown in Fig. 6. The result is a highly flexible, combination narrow- and wide-range controller system which is fully adjustable with a two-axis joystick. This application utilizes the cascaded voltage divider circuit shown in Fig. 3. It requires that the LM3914 range potentiometer (R3 in Fig. 6) be adjusted so that the lowest and highest order LEDs are off when the joystick is at its extreme lower left and upper right positions. In this application the output LEDs provide important visual feedback which informs the operator exactly what is happening. The LEDs can be arranged in a row or in a 3 x 3 square array as shown in Fig. 7. In either case, moving the stick from full left to full upper left sequentially activates LEDs 1-3. Moving the stick from lower center to upper

Fig. 4. Output voltage versus stick position for 2-axis joystick

Fig. 5. How to make a one-axis joystick

AMAZING DEVICES

PP-1 PHASER PAIN FIELD — This device recently developed and patented in our labs is being evaluated by law enforcement agencies for crowd control. It is now available but soon will come under the jurisdiction of weapons and internal machine control making it unavailable to the public. The device is handheld and looks like a RUCK ROGERS spray gun. It is hazardous if not used with discretion.

PP-1 PLANS $15.00

IGP-1 INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR — Amazing, simple hand held device is about the size of a pack of cigarettes and generates a directional field of intense radiant pain in the lower part of the head up to a range of 50'. Device is simple and economical to make.

IGP-1 PLANS $7.00

IGP-10 ASSEMBLY TESTED FOR CONTROL $49.50

LASERS

RUBY LASER RAY PISTOL — Produces highly intense red beam, capable of burning. A hazardous device. PLANS, PARTS, SOURCES $15.00

HIGH POWERED CARBON DIOXIDE BURNING AND CUTTING Complete plans and all parts sources $15.00

CO2 GAS CUTTING Machine. Instruction manual $15.00

RED LASER PULSED, visible red beams, parts list $7.00

WATER CO2 Laser, demonstration model $15.00

RED LASER, complete kit $39.50

LASER PLASMA BEAM, complete kit $39.50

NEON ARGON Rare gases $9.50

NITROGEN and many more lasers...

Send check or money order to

SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS, Dept. Q1. Box 715
AMHERST, N.H. 03031

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
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center sequentially activates LEDs 1-6. And moving the stick from lower right to upper right sequentially activates LEDs 1-9. Depending upon R3's adjustment (see Fig. 6), these results may vary by one or two LEDs.

For best results, a square template that restricts the movements of the stick may be necessary. You can make a template by cutting a square aperture in a piece of plastic or card stock. The joystick I used has four mounting holes to which the template could be attached with self-threading screws supplied with the joystick. You can determine the approximate dimensions of the aperture in the template by using strips of tape to restrict the movement of the stick while monitoring the results.

As in the single-axis joystick controller in Fig. 6, the LM3914 outputs can control external logic, various solid-state switches or relays. An interesting possibility is to use a 74147 priority encoder to convert the results to BCD for digital processing.

In a subsequent column we'll look at ways of converting the analog output from a joystick into digital form. We'll also look at some audio applications for joysticks.

More About Tinnitus. In a letter to the editor in the November 1980 issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, I mentioned several letters from readers who suffer from tinnitus (the perception of sounds which are not actually present). These readers were interested in the possibility of using noise generators like those described in the March 1980 installment of this column to block their tinnitus.

Mr. Patrick Dubois, an audiologist in Montreal, Canada, has written an interesting letter on this subject. Since this topic is of great interest to readers who either suffer from
tinnitus or have friends and relatives with this ailment, I would like to quote from Mr. Dubois's letter.

"I have been interested by the case of your reader who suf-

fers from tinnitus and experimented with noise generators as tinnitus maskers. I cannot recommend a hobbyist approach to this problem... tinnitus represents a symptom of an abnormality in the auditory system. Therefore, the normal procedure should be to visit an otologist for a neuro-otologic evaluation to rule out... possible diseases, then to consult a clinical audiologist and a hearing aid specialist. It should be pointed out that not all patients may benefit from tinnitus maskers and a careful evaluation should be made by professionals. The American Tinnitus Association has always recognized tinnitus as a medical problem and insists on medical clearance for every potential user.

"For the information of your readers, here are some guidelines about the selection of tinnitus maskers. When selecting a tinnitus masker it is necessary to evaluate the pitch and loudness of the tinnitus. A pitch matching procedure is generally used. This is not an easy task for many people are subject to octave confusion.

"It is commonly accepted that the masker should produce a band of masking noise that is just wide enough to cover up the tinnitus. Ideally, masking is done by broad-band maskers having a center frequency as near the pitch of the tinnitus as possible. However, due to technical limitations, the usual maskers cannot be truly narrow-band units.

"If very broad-band maskers are used, it may be possible to successfully cover up the tinnitus. However, considerable energy will be supplied at other frequencies and may decrease the patient's ability to discriminate between different sounds. It is also very important to be aware of the potential risks to hearing (and possibly overall health) associated with the long-term exposure to wide-band tinnitus masking noise."

I very much appreciate Mr. Dubois's very helpful letter. For more information about tinnitus, write the American Tinnitus Association, P.O. Box 5, Portland, OR 97207.
About Time to Stop Tampering

Ever since standard time was first established in 1888, people have been chipping away at the whole principle. Ideally, time-zone boundaries should run due north and south every 15° of longitude, starting 7/8 east and west of Greenwich, England. That way, every place on earth would be no more than 30 minutes ahead of, or behind, sun time. I take the radical position of advocating a return to these boundaries. In my opinion, scientific observance of time should be something quite above political, economic and social tampering. [Most countries use DST in an effort to use less energy—Ed.] Being involved as I am in schedules—both live programs and broadcast ones—sending and receiving, I'm forced to conform to daylight time shifts.

All of this, naturally, has a direct connection to international broadcasting and therefore DST changes the real time of programming on some stations, while it does not on others.

Daylight Saving Time gives us a way of separating the true international broadcasters from the ones where external broadcasting is merely a subsidiary of domestic broadcasting. For instance, the BBC does not shift all its programming by one hour during local summer time. It is far less bother for the people at Bush House to readjust their working schedules twice a year than for BBC World Service listeners all over the world to do so.

Yet there are several other international broadcasters which change the real time of their external transmissions to conform with internal daylight shifting. DST is almost unknown on the African continent (it's pointless in the tropics), but both Radio France Internationale and Belgium's external services make the shifts to conform with time changes in the home country, despite the fact that their shortwave broadcasts are for consumption abroad. So far half the year, “Paris Calling Africa” is at 1705 GMT, and the other half at 1605 (this is only so it will always be at 1805 Paris local time).

As more and more so-called “developed” countries adopt DST, more and more external services are faced with the dilemma of how to accommodate their programming. From the last Sunday in March to the last Sunday in September, Belgium and the Vatican schedule some of their external programming (mainly that to Europe) an hour earlier, while some do not change. Radio Buda-
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dx listening

DXers could give me the answer without having to compute it. Not to be outdone by neighboring India, Nepal has an even odder time zone, GMT + 5 hours and 40 minutes. Perhaps this is fitting for a place once so isolated. And you know, I've finally figured out why Radio Ulan Bator, Mongolia, schedules its English broadcast at the strange hour of 1220-1250 GMT: 1220 GMT is exactly 6 p.m. in Kathmandu! This argument is further buttressed by the fact that both in Mongolia and Nepal, English is a foreign language. At least they know what time they think it is. In Israel, one can never be sure whether advanced time will suddenly be adopted, as it was for six weeks in the summer of 1980.

I don't say that shortwave services consisting of simulcasts (more accurate term than relay) of domestic broadcast should disregard local DST. But I do expect programs which are designed for outside consumption only to be broadcast at one time throughout the year. Whatever the inconveniences for the station may be, they are minor compared to the millions listening abroad, where DST either is not observed, or observed between different dates.

October is a particularly confusing month, since DST is still in force in North America, while European countries have gone back to standard time; vice versa for April. So we in North America have to adjust to programs from Denmark, East Germany, Finland, France, Hungary and the USSR being one hour later by the local clock for a month; and then in November they seem to move again when DST goes off. Further confusion arises from the fact that frequency changes are normally made on the first Sundays of certain months, while time changes occur on the last Sundays. This always leads to some unnecessary frequency conflicts.

Islamic countries go their own separate way. Iran observes DST some years, others not, and on different dates. This determines whether the sole English broadcast at 2300 Teheran time makes a GMT jump. (Last year it did; this year it didn't.) Algeria has been observing DST and jumping its program times between yet another set of dates, but there have been reports that Algeria would make a permanent time-zone change this year.

As Europe approaches some kind of uniformity in the dates of changes—the last Sundays in March and September—this influences stations to coordinate their frequency changes with programming changes, with these dates, rather than the traditional International Frequency Registration Board dates a few weeks earlier and later. This is most notably the case with BBC. Instead of major program time shuffles twice a year, BBC has just started doing this twice a year at the same time. That's one step in the right direction.
103 Projects for Electronics Experimenters  
by Forrest M. Mims, III

Based on the Experimenters' Corner column in POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Mr. Mims has compiled a list of projects that will appeal to the interests of novices and serious hobbyists alike. The book begins with an introduction to the basics of electronic devices, combined with easy-to-follow instructions and how-it-works information. This is followed by an overview of construction techniques. The projects themselves cover devices ranging from microphone amplifiers, to pulse generators that use op amps, to bandpass circuits, multiplexers, flip-flops, etc. Special sections are devoted to projects using digital ICs, A/D and D/A converters, and optoelectronics.

Published by TAB Books, Inc. Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214. Soft cover. 308 pages. $8.95.

The 8086 Primer  
by Stephen P. Morse

The 8086 microprocessor operates on data that is 16 bits long, while retaining the ability to process 8-bit data items. Its distinguishing feature, however, is that it can address over one-million locations of memory. This book describes 8086 architecture, and discusses how to write programs that run on the 8086. Architecture is broken down into register, memory, and addressing modes. A chapter on design applications shows how to put the 8086 together with other components to use it as a complete system. Programming is divided into assembly and high-level language structures. The main focus of the book is on the 8086 instruction set, noting its limitations as well as its capabilities.

Published by Hayden Book Company, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662. Soft cover. 224 pages. $8.95.

Encyclopedia of Integrated Circuits  
by Walter H. Buchsbaum

Integrated circuits are dealt with in four large categories: analog, digital, consumer, and interface (A/D – D/A conversion). Over 1,000 alphabetically arranged entries are numbered to correspond to one of the four categories, and are cross-referenced to related circuits. A brief description outlines the form and function of each IC and is accompanied by a block diagram, a list of key parameters, and an overview of its practical applications. Attention is given to a user’s, rather than a manufacturer’s point of view, i.e., if you know the functional name of an IC you can look it up directly. The encyclopedia is also useful as a troubleshooting guide; the schematics and data tables are clear and abundant. Appendices list names, addresses, and telephone numbers of IC suppliers.


Electrical Interference in Electronic Systems  
by R.E. Martin

Intended primarily for those charged with the responsibility of maintaining the integrity of electronic communications in electrically noisy environments, this text could also prove useful to anyone interested in isolating almost any electronic devices from the effects of electrical interference. The author assumes that the book will be used in conjunction with other documents referenced to facilitate interference immunization by isolation, screening, filtering, or grounding. Various design schemes are presented toward that end.

Published by Research Studies Press, Forest Grove, OR 97116. Hard cover. 198 pages. $22.50.

Using the Radio Shack TRS-80 in Your Home  
by Kenniston W. Lord, Jr., CDP

A TRS-80 costs about the same as a good television receiver, and according to the author, is not much more difficult to use. Not merely a list of projects, the book explores the reasons for using a computer in the home, and leads the reader step-by-step through the language and application of microprocessors in general. The focus is on home applications using BASIC programming language. Topics covered include home finances, supermarket shopping, automobile maintenance schedules, recreational planning, meal preparation, etc. There is also a section on the construction of computer games.


Apple Machine Language  
by Don Inman and Kurt Inman

This book builds upon the reader’s previous knowledge of BASIC to teach the Apple System Monitor. Each program is presented in functional blocks, with sketches of video displays to show the predicted results at each step. There are also suggestions for variations in the demonstrated programs. Chapter summaries and question and answer sessions are provided at the end of each section. Published by Reston Publishing Company, Reston, VA 22090. Hard cover. 296 pages. $9.95.

SIMPLE SIMON KITS

NEW STATE-OF-THE ART

ZYXZX

VHF-UHF WIDE BAND ANTENNA AMPLIFIER

MODEL ALL-1

50 MHz — 900 MHz

12 dB GAIN ± 0.5dB

SIMPLE SIMON ELECTRONICS

IN TRODUCE S

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW ONE STAGE HYBRID IC BROAD BAND AMPLIFIER

This unit is not available anywhere else in the world. One unit serves many purposes and is available in Kit or Assembled form. Ideal for outdoor or indoor use. Input output impedance is 75 ohms. Amplifier includes separate coax feed power supply. Easily assembled in 24 minutes. No coils, capacitors etc. to tune or adjust.

ALL-1 Complete Kit plus Power Supply...$24.95

ALL-1 Assembled/Teased plus Power Supply...$34.95

7-11 PARTS KITS

MITSUMI

VARACTOR

UHF TUNER

MODEL UES-866F

$34.95

Freq Range UHF-470 - 998MHz

Antenna Input 75 ohm

Charger 14-83 Output Channel 3

PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VT-5W Varactor UHF Freq. Modal UES-866F</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>025-SW Printed Circuit Board</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PPF-SW F.C. Pinpointers 1-200 1-1K</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RES-5W Resistor Kit 5% Carbon Film, 25 pieces</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PFL-SW Power Terminal Kit</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-14-500-35-1 Ohm</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7-514-1SW C.R. 1-100 Ohm, 5% Carbon Film, 5 pieces</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8-505SW Electrically Capacitor Kit</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9-505SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 50 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 100 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 150 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 200 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 250 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 300 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15-55SW Ceramic Disc Capacitor Kit 350 pieces</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When Ordering All Items, (1 case) Total Price $139.95

ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

STK-1STU Yagi Antenna, 13.5 & 70 MHz, Chan 12-54...$15.95
STK-2STU Yagi Antenna, 13.5 & 70 MHz, Chan 20-29...$19.95
STK-75Q-505 UHF Wide Band Amplifier...$20.95
STK-75Q-505 UHF Wide Band Amplifier...$24.95

Minimum Order 61% plus $.15 Shipping and Handling For Orders over 50.00 Add 5% catalog 81.00.

— VISA and Mastercard Accepted —
CABLE TV CONVERTERS
AND OTHER GOOD STUFF!
SMASHING ALL SALES RECORDS — OUR NEW 30 CHANNEL CABLE TV CONVERTER!

$39.95
(includes sales tax)

ETC MIKKI WIRELESS — THE ULTIMATE CABLE TV CONVERTER!
Set TV in channel 3 and the broadcast channel down.

$189.00
(includes sales tax)

VIDC019 2000 CONVERTER ELIMINATES PROBLEMS WHEN VIDEOTAPE FROM CABLE TV

$89.95
(includes sales tax)

UNUSUAL FACTORY SURPLUS
MID-BAND — SUPER-BAND CABLE TV TUNER

$19.95
(includes sales tax)

MINIATURE FM WIRELESS MICROPHONE

$4.95
(includes sales tax)

QUARTER-MILE WIRELESS MICROPHONE & RECEIVER SYSTEM

$29.95
(includes sales tax)

FACTORY SURPLUS VHF / UHF TWIN VARACTOR TUNERS!

$39.95
(includes sales tax)

DUMPLING! NO ENDLESS LOOP CARRIERS!

$4.95
(includes sales tax)

IN STOCK — THE MURA CORDLESS TELEPHONE SYSTEM!

$144.88
(includes sales tax)

SALE OF QUARTZ BATTERY OPERATED CLOCK MOVEMENTS!

$9.95
(includes sales tax)

20 AMP REGULATED 12VDC POWER SUPPLY!

$69.98
(includes sales tax)

If you need information on outdated or rare equipment—a schematic, parts list, etc.—another reader might be able to assist. Simply send a postcard to Operation Assist. Popular Electronics 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016. For those who can help readers, please respond directly to them. They'll appreciate it. (Only those items regarding equipment not available from normal sources are published.)

Carterfone Communications Corp., Model 347 data coupler. Need schematic, Ron Dozier, 2507 Tipton Dr., Wilminton, DE 19803.


Schrober reverbossier echo unit with Type 11110-A circuit board. Need service and owner's manual and parts list. Russell Salleo, 2431 Mynn Rd., Westbury, NY 11590.


Sepcom Model CF-17 transistor tester and Naeco Model 147 signal generator. Need schematic, Larry Cook, 362 East South St., Richland Center, WI 53581.

Pentron Corporation Model 9T-3C tape recorder. Need recording and erase heads. Lionel C. Hohn, 4840 Red Fox Dr., Ardovio, VA 22003.

Shibaden Model FP-108 television camera. Need schematic or any information available. Michael Harris, 3408 W. Redondo Beach Blvd., #16, Torrance, CA 90504.

Electronics Communications Inc., Model 23339, serial # 17520 23 channel CB. Need schematic diagram. Mike Meharry, 2512 A St., McKeesport, PA 15133.

Channel Master Model 6512 transistor radio. Need operation manual. Robert M. Patri, 133-4 Nimtz Dr., West Lafayette, IN 47906.


(converted opposite)

---------------------------------------------------------------

Put Professional Knowledge and a COLLEGE DEGREE in your Electronics Career through HOME STUDY

Earn Your DEGREE

No commuting to class. Study at your own pace, while continuing your present job. Learn from easy-to-understand lessons, with help from your home-study instructors whenever you need it.

In the Grantham electronics program, you first earn your A.S.E.T. degree, and then your B.S.E.T. These degrees are accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council.

Our free bulletin gives full details of the home-study program, the degrees awarded, and the requirements for each degree. Write to Bulletin ET-41.

Grantham College of Engineering 2500 So. LACIENEGA Blvd. Los Angeles, California 90034

Convert your HP-41C to a HP-41CV for $95.00.

If you need professional calculating power, check out the full performance alphanumeric HP-41CV from Hewlett-Packard. If you own a HP-41C convert it to HP-41CV calculating power with the HP 82170A Quad RAM. Both offer continuous memory, saving data and programs even while the machine is off. Customize the entire key-board by assigning functions and programs to any key you choose. The NEW HP-41CV offers all the power of the HP-41C plus five times the built-in memory with the addition of the NEW HP 82170A Quad RAM. Like the HP-41C, it has four ports allowing you to plug in an entire system of peripherals. And to put solutions to work for you, Hewlett-Packard offers a wide-ranging choice in software. At The BACH Company the choice is yours. We have a large selection of HP-41C's, HP-41CV's and a complete range of peripherals in stock for immediate delivery.

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE—Call 800-227-5292 including Hawaii and Alaska, in California 800-982-6188. Send check or money order to P.O. Box 51728, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Order product #7102. Calif. residents add 6 1/2% sales tax. Please mention this magazine.

The BACH Company
715 Ensign Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Our Invisible Shield!

MuMetal Shield between independent magnetic systems.

Model AT155CL Illustrated.

Deep within each new Audio-Technica Dual Magnet cartridge are TWO separate, completely independent magnetic systems. Separate magnet pole pieces, and coils for each stereo channel. Now, to insure the ultimate in stereo separation, we've installed a magnetic barrier between the two systems. It's the thoughtful, innovative extra step typical of every Audio-Technica design. Hear the Audio-Technica difference today.
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AmericanAudioHistory.com
A Solid-State Panel Meter

ANYONE who has assembled an LED dot-bar driver from individual comparators, resistors and LEDs has a special appreciation for single-chip LED dot-bar drivers like National's LM3914/15/16 series. But even dot-bar driver chips require connections to each readout LED.

Last year National solved this problem with the introduction of its NSM3914/15/16 modules. These new modules can be used as low-cost, solid-state replacements for conventional panel meters. Each module consists of an LM3914/15/16 chip installed on a small printed circuit board measuring 1.99 x 0.850 inches. The chip is protected by an opaque plastic cover.

Also installed on the circuit board is a row of ten red LEDs. The LEDs are protected by a plastic bar having individual windows for each LED. Connections to the module are made via a row of edge terminals. The LED strip is oriented to make possible end-to-end stacking of multiple modules.

Figure 1 is a pictorial representation of the NSM3914/15/16 module. The terminals are numbered 1 through 12 beginning at the left. The connections to each terminal are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Electrical Connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( V_{LED} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LED 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( V^+ )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( R_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Signal In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( R_H )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Reference Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Reference Adjust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mode (dot-bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>LED 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>LED 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a more detailed explanation of these functions, see the data sheet for the LM3914, LM3915 or LM3916.

National's data sheets for the LM3914/15/16 provide plenty of application ideas for the modular displays which use these chips. Figure 2, for instance, shows how to connect the NSM3915 in accordance with one of the application circuits given in the data sheet for the LM3915.

This circuit provides a logarithmic display suitable for various audio applications. Each LED is activated at intervals of 3 dB. Power supply filtering is provided by \( C_f \); it may be omitted if the leads from the power supply to the module do not exceed six inches length.

The components in Fig. 2 can be soldered directly to the terminals on the NSM3915. Use care to avoid applying excessive stress to the circuit board since it is fragile. Also, do not overheat the terminals or the copper foil from which they are formed will peel away from the substrate.

The circuit in Fig. 2 is only an example of what can be done with one of the new National modules. I urge you to have a look at the data sheets for the various National LED dot-bar drivers before making a final circuit decision.

Fig. 1. Combining a dot-bar driver chip and a row of LEDs in one module provides a low-cost, solid-state meter.

Fig. 2. How to connect the NSM3915 as a logarithmic readout. See the LM3915 data sheet for more information.
Digi-Key volume discount and handling charges are not combined. Must be sold by Digi-Key. Any returns or exchanges are subject to inspection. Items that are not discounted are detailed by each individual part number. After setting your order, you will receive a confirmation via email to inspect all parts. All items are sold on a first-come, first-served basis. We are authorized to sell Digi-Key products in the U.S. and Canada when Digi-Key extends a price discount. If you have questions, please call 714-529-6000 or visit our website at digikey.com.
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### LS SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7400</td>
<td>Series TTL</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7415</td>
<td>Series CMOS</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74CC00</td>
<td>Series CMOS</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7400C00</td>
<td>Series CMOS</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7400D00</td>
<td>Series CMOS</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC00</td>
<td>Series CMOS</td>
<td>$0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### T.V.-CIRCUITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7545</td>
<td>Series A 74</td>
<td>$3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7545A</td>
<td>Series 74</td>
<td>$3.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TRANSISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2N3904</td>
<td>2N3904</td>
<td>$2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N2222</td>
<td>2N2222</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIY-PROJECTS

- **Series Shootkey:** $5.75
- **Series Jumbo:** $1.95
- **Series T.V.**
  - **Series 1:** $0.95
  - **Series 2:** $0.95
- **Series 1-100:**
  - **Series 1:** $0.89
  - **Series 2:** $0.95

### CALL FOR QUOTES

- **JDR Microdevices, Inc.**
  - **Phone:** 650.355.3644
  - **Fax:** 650.355.3644

### CALL FOR PRICING

- **JDR Microdevices, Inc.**
  - **Phone:** 800-538-5000
  - **Fax:** 800-662-6233

### NOTICE

- **New Location:**
  - JDR Microdevices, Inc.
  - 1224 Emerson Ave.
  - San Jose, CA 95129
  - 408-247-4852

### Guarantee

- **All Merchandise:** 100% Guaranteed!!
- **Customer Service:** 
  - 8/19.95
  - 8/22.95
  - 2.45
  - 1.95
  - 1.85
  - 1.75
  - 1.50
  - 1.00

### Notice

- **American Radio History.com**
  - 4116200ts
  - 8/17.50

### Specials

- **New Retail Showroom Announce the Opening of our New Retail Showroom**
- **Stop by 1224 Bascom Ave. Bay Area Residents**
- **Call 800-538-5000 or 800-662-6233**
Builders! Check These Great Values and New Items Available Now at the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Near You!

### Video, IF and FM Detector ICs

**NEW! Low As $1.79**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cat. No.</th>
<th>Reg. Low</th>
<th>Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC1330 Video Detector</td>
<td>Fully balanced, high linearity, Video and AFT outputs. With specs. 276-1757</td>
<td>141500</td>
<td>276-1900</td>
<td>$9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC1350 IF Amplifier</td>
<td>Built-in AGC. Usable from DC to 60 MHz! For video and audio. With specs. 276-1758</td>
<td>141400</td>
<td>276-1902</td>
<td>$9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC1358 FM Detector</td>
<td>IF: amp (100 kHz to 5.5 MHz), limiter, FM detector, audio driver. 14-pin. 276-1759</td>
<td>141400</td>
<td>276-1913</td>
<td>$9.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIP Relay

**NEW! Actual Size!**

- Fits DIP sockets or PC boards, measures only 1/8 x 1/4 x 1/2". 56-ohm coil. SPDT contacts: 1A @ 125VAC. 275-216... $2.99

### DIP Switch

**NEW! Only 99¢ Pkg. of 2**

- Fits 8-Pin DIP Socket
- Four-position, ideal for digital projects and low-current applications. 275-1304... $1.49

### Hobby Motors

**NEW! Only 99¢ Pkg. of 2**

- SFE10.7MA5-A. Quality ceramic filters for 10.7 MHz FM IFs. Input output impedance: 330 ohms. Bandwidth: 280 kHz (3 db) 272-1301... $2.99

### Microwave Diodes

**NEW! Pkg. of 2**

- Ideal for models, solar-powered projects, or as low-voltage generators. 1½ to 8VDC. With gear. 273-219... $1.99

### 18V Transformer

**699¢ Build a Power Supply!**

- Steel frame. 120VAC primary. Center-tapped 18VAC secondary. 2A. 22kΩ 2/μF. 273-1515... $2.99

### Computer Connectors

**49¢ Each**

- D-Submini Male. Plugs into RS-232 jack. 276-1559... $2.99
- D-Submini Female. Ideal for extensions. 276-1565... $2.99

### Solar Cell

**NEW! 395¢**

- New 2.5 x 5 cm polycrystalline-type cell. 0.42V typical, Max. current: 0.2A. 278-124... $3.95

### D to A Chip

**NEW! 49¢**

- DAC801. Produces up to 20V peak-to-peak output with 8-bit digital input. 16-pin, data included. 276-1791... $4.99

### DPDT DIP Relays

**49¢ Each**

- Fit 16-Pin Sockets
- 12VDC, 280-Ohm Coil. Contacts: 1 amp at 120VAC. 278-213... $4.49
- 5VDC, 50-Ohm Coil. With features of above. 275-215... $4.49

### Let's Wrap!

**5¢ Wire-Wrapping Tool. 4½’ long, metal. 276-1570... $5.95**

### Hi-Style Knobs

**NEW! Low As $1.69 Pkg. of 2**

- A Two-tone "top hat" for 1/4" shafts. 274-423... Pkg. of 2/1.69
- B Next "metal look" for 1/4" shafts. 274-424... Pkg. of 2/1.69

### Adjustable Zener IC

**NEW! 189¢**

- 2.5 to 36VDC Range
- TL431. Will sink 1 to 100 mA. Use in voltage monitors, series regulators, over-voltage protectors. 8-pin with data. 276-559... $2.99

### Stepped Stereo Controls

**NEW! Only 199¢ Each**

- 14 Delents 1/4" Shafts

---

**Radio Shack**

A Division of Tandy Corporation

Over 800 Locations in 53 Countries

Why Wait (and Pay) for Mail Order? In Stock Now at Our Store Near You

Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers.

---
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OHIO SCIENTIFIC
A.A. Office Equipment Company
2140 American Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 782-6110

PHILADELPHIA SCIENTIFIC
1717 North 25th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19131
(215) 922-4300

CALIFORNIA
OHIO SCIENTIFIC
MICRO-COMPUTERS
A.A. Office Equipment Company
2140 American Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 782-6110

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Radio Shack
14544 Main Avenue
Houston, TX 77097
(713) 664-5333

MASSACHUSETTS
PIC COMPUTER MART
Riverside Plaza
1510 Washington Street
Boston, MA 02127
(617) 978-8300

ILLINOIS
OHIO SCIENTIFIC
MICRO-COMPUTERS
A.A. Office Equipment Company
2140 American Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 782-6110

ONI COMPUTER
1622 W. Springfield Rd.
Joliet, IL 60435
(708) 282-1100

NEW YORK
BARGAIN HUNTERS!
Buy, sell or trade all types of computer equip-
ment and software (pre-owned and new)
among 20,000 readers nationwide in the BIG
11" x 14.5" pages of computer auctions.
Subscription $10 yr/12 issues Money back
guarantee. F.O. Box F-150, Oswego, Ill.
60543. (305) 269-3211. MC & VISA only
1-800-327-9920

FLORIDA
MICROCOMPUTER MART
MIAMI
5385 Ocean Drive
Coconut Grove, FL 33139
(305) 537-2222

NEW JERSEY
TRX-80® DISCOUNT
BUY DIRECT
1-800-841-0860
TOLL FREE
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS INC.
DEPT. NO. 12
Downtown Plaza Shopping Center
115C Second Ave. S.W.
Cairo, Georgia 31728
912-377-7120 Ga. Phone No.

MICHIGAN
MX-16 $89.95 + $3.00 shipping & handling. 16K RAM EXPANSION
plus power supply for ZX-80R
To order send check or money order to:
INSIGHT
1899 Lewis Dr.
Niles, MI 49120
For C.O.D. call (516) 684-7868
No extra charge for C.O.D.

TEXAS
BARGAIN HUNTERS!
Buy, sell or trade all types of computer equip-
ment and software (pre-owned and new)
among 20,000 readers nationwide in the BIG
11" x 14.5" pages of computer auctions.
Subscription $10 yr/12 issues Money back
guarantee. F.O. Box F-150, Oswego, Ill.
60543. (305) 269-3211. MC & VISA only
1-800-327-9920

THE MICROCOMPUTER MART
1318 Main Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 725-3485

MICROCOMPUTER MART ORDER FORM
Please Print Clearly or Type Copy in Space Below
(Indicate position of any illustration in ad & supply B&W photo)

COLORADO
MICROCOMPUTER MART
2767 Main Avenue
Denver, CO 80219
(303) 534-3232

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
MICRO-COMPUTERS
A.A. Office Equipment Company
2140 American Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 782-6110

SOUTH CAROLINA
MICROCOMPUTER MART
304 Beaufort Street
Charleston, SC 29401
(803) 722-8161

TENNESSEE
MICROCOMPUTER MART
411 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38111
(901) 524-5140

WISCONSIN
MICROCOMPUTER MART
2172 South 9th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53214
(414) 251-1000

WASHINGTON
MICROCOMPUTER MART
2011 4th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 325-8350

WISCONSIN
MICROCOMPUTER MART
2172 South 9th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53214
(414) 251-1000

DARK ROOMS
MICROCOMPUTER MART
919 South 9th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53204
(414) 273-8777

KENTUCKY
MICROCOMPUTER MART
294 West Jefferson Street
Louisville, KY 40202
(502) 586-4341

ARMY-Navy Sales
MICROCOMPUTER MART
1051 Washington Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(312) 663-1500

BUFFALO
MICROCOMPUTER MART
451 Main Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14202
(716) 842-1550

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Radio Shack
14544 Main Avenue
Houston, TX 77097
(713) 664-5333

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
MICRO-COMPUTERS
A.A. Office Equipment Company
2140 American Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 782-6110

RADIO SHACK
TRX-80® Computers
Buy Direct From
Pan American Electronics Inc.
Discounts = Free Shipping
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER: 800-503-7468
Dept. 67 1117 Conaway Avenue
FREE Mission, Texas 78572
Texas & Principle No. 512-581-2765
Telex: Number 767339
NEW Showroom/warehouse
2912 N. Main Ft. Worth, Texas
Phone: (817) 625-6333 & Telex: 767339

FREE ORDER NUMBER:
1-800-343-8124
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FREE FLYER! Microwave TV Antennas, Cable TV Converters-30 and 40-channel, Microwave Cables, Inverters, and books including Bootleggers Bible for PLL modification above channel 40 and below channel 1, CB Repair Manual, and Linear Amplifier. Catalog $1.00 refundable. MC/VISA (401) 846-5627. AP Systems, PO Box 263PFE, Newport, RI 20840.

TUBES, old, rare, antique. $1.00 for large lot. Refundable with order. T.W.O. Cables, Box 202, Apalachicola, FL 32327.


NEED A COMPACT ANTENNA? McKay SETS THE STANDARD

with the da1000 Outdoor Antenna and the DAB-DL4 Combination Indoor Loop Antenna

For sale and details contact dealers:

HARRY RADY Los Angeles CA
HARRY RHEE New York City
GIFER Associates Park Ridge New Jersey
ELECTRO-TECHNIA Knoxville TN (specify antenna type)
BROCKWATER CUSTOM SOUND Seattle, WA
ALPHEUS電子 supply East Rockaway NY
STANDARD SUPPLY CO. Salt Lake City Utah
JAMEN ELECTRONICS Washington DC
MCKAY DYMKE COMPANY
411 S. Canyon Ave., Westland, MI 48185

DECODE Morse, RTTY, and ASCII signals from airwaves with new CODE-STAR. Red or green readout or connect your computer/printer. Keyboard, other items also available. Kits or assembled. MICROCRAFT Box 513R, Thiensville, WI 53092. (414) 241-8144.

RECEIVE MICROWAVE SIGNALS in the Amateur Radio - TV band with your own McKay Amateur Microwave Downconverter and Antenna. Complete plans fully guaranteed or full refund. Send $9.95 to: Phillips Tech Electronics, Dept. 12, P.O. Box 33025, Phoenix, Arizona 85067.

THREE DIMENSIONAL STEREO. Simple. Design Guaranteed. Schematic, Description - $7.50. Also: 12-band equalizer $5.00, Rumble $5.00, Electronic crossover (specify frequency) $5.00. BOE ELECTRONICS, Box 188, Gaylord, Michigan 49735.

HANG UP WAHL, cold-soldering Iron. Metal wall bracket fits 7700-7900. $5.00 postpaid. Shoborg Corp., 1420 N. 33rd St., Milwaukee, WI 53208.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS etched from any artwork in this issue, single or double sided. Send $14.98 each with your order to: Merrimac Eng., 10 South Island Ave., Batavia, IL 60510.

MIND CONTROL

SUBLIMINAL PERSUASION is now available to the public. This electronic device transmits invisible messages which are perceived by the subconscious mind. USED AS A SHOPLIFTING DETERRANT USED IN WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAMS USED IN BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION THERAPY send $14.95 plus tax and info., 39 pk. 50¢, 59 assembled SUBLIMINAL P.O. Box 451, OREM, UTAH 84057.

SOLAR CELLS, PANELS and TOYS. Complete line at wholesale prices. Send SASE, Box 50465, Washington, DC 20016.

BUILD IT YOURSELF. Complete construction plans for CD ignition. $5.95. 100W stereo amp, $5.95. Free catalog describes dozens of new electronic projects. Lead Publishing Company, 9200 Akosta Blvd, San Ramon, CA 94583.


TELEVISION DOWNCONVERTERS and decoders $99.95 up. Assembled. Details for stamp, GW Electronics, POB 688, Greenfield, IN 46142.

THE SYSTEM 200

MICROWAVE TV RECEPTION AT ITS BEST.

RX 2000 Assembled Down Converter

FREE Antenna Switch Kit

25$ Panorama Antenna

Al Catoal Cables

Full Warranty

TECHNICAL CIRCUITRY

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

279-1516 North Tecumseh Minnesota 55374

$5.00 shipping

ANALOG Delay, Audio, and Music Synthesizer I.C.'s plus more! Free Flyer, PGS Electronics, P.O. Box 735A, Terre Haute, IN 47808.

FM STEREO (100 MILE) ANTENNA for HIFI audio. Slotted arm, VHF (40 MILE) color TV concurrently. Hang-on-wall. Color-cyacyon on surface optional. Rollable to take on RV. GROUNDABLE! Send $35 for plain, $55 for acrylic type. COD VISA/MASTERCARD/DC or cash. Sent post paid, guaranteed by SADCO, 11621 Hughes NE, Albuquerque, NM 87112 505 294-2936.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

SURPLUS COMPUTER PERIPHERALS: "Selectric" I/O typewriter bargains. World's largest selection. Send $25 for bargain-packed flyer. CBF, Box 144, Newton, MA 02159.

SALE 30% ON BUILD YOUR OWN Minicomputer. Free Details. Digitek, 2723 West Butler Dr., Suite 20C, Phoenix, AZ 85021.

USED COMPUTER TERMINALS. Printers, Mods, Surplus Electronic parts. Catalog $1.00. RONDURE COMPANY, THE COMPUTER ROOM, 2522 Butler St., Dallas, TX 75235. (214) 631-6227.

COMMODORE COMPUTERS. Disk drives, printers. Call for low prices on latest models. 602-658-6908.

ZX-80's ARE BEAUTIFUL! We'll fix your ZX-80! $25.00 includes parts. Send unit, cables to: Hidebrand Computers, 710 W. Main, Delaware, Ohio 43015.

SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN of linear circuits. Library of 6 Fortran programs includes Bodeplot, Polynomial Root Finder, and Partial Fraction Expansion... $10.00. ELEKTRONICS Inc., 3373 Aztec Rd., #12, Doraville, GA 30340.

ERPM PROGRAMMING. Reasonable rates, quality work. FREE Details. ADTRONICS, 663 Branch Drive, Port Orange, FL 32191.

TRS-80 Model II word processing program. Most Comprehensive available. Many extra features. $325.00. "MICRO" 9523 Pinelh Mill Dr., Battle Creek, Michigan 49017.

AMATEUR RADIO


ERPM PROGRAMMING. Reasonable rates, quality work. FREE Details. ADTRONICS, 663 Branch Drive, Port Orange, FL 32191.

TRS-80 Model II word processing program. Most Comprehensive available. Many extra features. $325.00. "MICRO" 9523 Pinelh Mill Dr., Battle Creek, Michigan 49017.

CB EQUIPMENT

GET MORE CB CHANNELS AND RANGE! Frequency Expanders, boosters, speech processors, how-to-books, plans, modifications. Catalog $2. CB CITY, Box 31050PE, Phoenix, AZ 85046.

SOUND EFFECT SCHEMATICS! East construction Bell, Birds, Horns, Phasers, others. Schematics $5.00. Modules are available. SASEJ, 3981 Young Avenue, Columbus, Georgi a 31904.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.

EREASES 80% of little-known law —credit wealth! Details FREE —Blueprints. No. E11, LaGrangeville, NY 12540.

BORROW $2,500.00 OVERNIGHT. Any purpose. Keep indefinitely! Free Report! Success Research, Box 29070-GK, Indianapolis, IN 46229.


SPARE TIME FORTUNE in Vinyl Repair. Huge demand creates exceptional profits. We supply everything. Details free. VIP, 2012 Montrose, Chicago, IL 60618.

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS

Assemble electronic devices in your home. Knowledge, or experience not necessary. Get started in spare time. Turn your spare or full time into cash. No investment — Write for free details.

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LAB
Box 16502P, Pinellas Park, FL 33785

700 PER MONTH EARNINGS possible filling out income tax forms at home or tax office during tax season. We show you how. Simple, quickly learned. Details mailed free. No salesmen. Hurry. Big demand. Federated Tax, 2012 Montrose, Chicago, IL 60618.

PROJECTION TV... Make $200.00 per evening assembling Projectors... Easy... Results equal $2,500 projectors... Your total cost less than $15.00 — PLANS, LENS & Dealers information $14.00... Illustrated information FREE... Macnair's, Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania 18977. Credicard orders 24 hours 215-736-2880.

GUARANTEED INCOME WORKING FROM HOME! Immediate opportunities: BASE: W-Concepts, PE-1, Box 522, Brooklyn, NY 11212.


EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES


JOBS OVERSEAS - Big money fast. $20,000 to $50,000 plus per year. Call 716-842-6200, ext. 1740.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR Engineers and Technicians seeking career advancement or relocation. AVI, Box 264-PC, Buffalo, NY 14215.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER TRAINEES. THOUSANDS NEEDED. Begins Jan. 18, 600 later $33,000. Details, applications procedures, $3.00. FEDERAL JOBS RESEARCH, Department EC, Box 866, Faribult, Ohio 43014.

REAL ESTATE

BIG...FREE CATALOG! Over 2,600 top values coast to coast UNITED Farm Agency, 612-EW West 47th, Kansas City, Mo. 64110.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Many new products. Catalog, Jackson's, E-100, Brownsville Rd., Mt. Vernon, Ill. 62864.
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MOTION PICTURE/VIDEO

VIDEOTAPES - 8MM/16MM MOVIES. TWO 72 page catalogs $1.00. Both $1.50. Reelimages, Box 137-PE, Monroev, Connecticut 06468.

GREAT MOVIES ON Videotape. Free catalog. SHERWOOD ENTERPRISES, Dept PE, 5800 Woodview, Sherwood, WA 97751.

100 HOW-TO SUBJECTS on videotapes: self-improvement, hobbies, general interest. $1 Catalog ($1 refundable). Ace Media, Box 15280-P, Seattle, WA 98115.

REPAIRS & SERVICES

"HAVING PROBLEMS WITH YOUR DESIGN? We specialize in providing you with professional technical assistance-by-mail! Send $2.00 for details. Omnisite, Box 50546, Tucson, Ariz. 85703.

TV TUNER REPAIR KIT. Alignment tools & cleaner repair man use. $7.95 complete instructions. JW Electronics, Box 51B, Bloomington, IN 47402.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

LOTTERIES make some people millionaires, so can microcomputers. New publication shows how. $5.00. NEO PUBLISHING, P.O. Box 1368, L.I.C., NY 11101.

FREE CLASSIFIED AD WITH SUBSCRIPTION! Thousands of electronic items for sale or trade each month. Only $5.00 (in U.S.) to Nuts & Volts, POB 1111-P, Placentia, CAL 92670.


RADIO HOBBYIST'S HANDBOOK! The book everyone's tried to imitate is back! Covers increasing CB power, addi- tional frequencies, SHJing, pirating, more. ESSENTIAL for the serious hobbyist! $6.95, ACA-A, Box 3308, Denver, CO 80234.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS


RECORDS & TAPE

RECORDS — TAPE — DISCOUNT S to 73% All labels: no pur- chase obligations; newsletter: discount dividend certificates. 100% guarantees. Free details! Discount Music Club, 650 Main St., PO Box 2000, Dept. S-1181, New Rochelle, NY 10801.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

PRINTED CIRCUIT Boards with running water! Technological breakthrough. Precise reproduction. Ideal for beginners. Free info. COVAL, Dept PE, 1276 Kirby, Dallas 3, Texas 75203.

SECRETS OF REPAIRING TV'S REVEALED. Anyone can. Easy. Guaranteed. Details free. Research, Box 5177, Breo, CA 92621.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism. Self-Hypnotism. Sleep Learning Catalog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

MISCELLANEOUS

MPG INCREASED! Bypass Pollution Devices easily. RE- VERSIBLY! Free details — Posco GEE11, LaGrangerville, NY 12540.

AUTOMOBILE RE-TOoling For maximized economy. Details free! Techverifying, Box 125190, Norfolk, VA 23502.
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CBS CABLE TO BROADCAST STEREO SOUND in transmission debut scheduled for Oct. 12. The stereo channel, with full Dolby noise reduction, is transmitted to cable systems on the 88-90-MHz subcarrier. Connecting a standard FM receiver at the subscriber's location, a jack-type plug permits the customer to use his stereo system as the audio section of a cable TV broadcast. Mono audio is received on the subscriber's TV receiver in the normal manner. CBS Cable's cultural program service is carried on more than 200 cable systems nationwide, with over three-million subscribers.

HIGHEST 1981 OFFICE SALARIES go to those in data processing, according to the 1981-82 "Office Salaries Directory" published by the Administrative Management Society in Willow Grove, PA (215-660-4300). The average range given for four DP positions is $212 per week for data entry operators to $405 per week for programmer/analysts (computer operators and programmers averaged $270 and $344 per week, respectively). By region, the highest DP salaries are in the West, the lowest in the South. Also covered in the directory is a salary breakdown by type of business. Separate figures are given for Canadian industry.

REGGIE THE ROBOT from the General Development Co. is reported to have come to the First Annual Sunbelt Computer Expo in Phoenix this past September. Planned to sell for under $10,000, Reggie is about 5 ft tall, moves independently via wheels, and, through voice synthesis, is capable of selecting key words from among 50 questions commonly asked of him and then formulating a reply. In his initial mode, Reggie will be able to vacuum or polish a floor, but later models will also function as security devices—challenging an intruder and zapping him with tear gas if he doesn't respond correctly within, say, 20 seconds (while, of course, alerting the police via a telephone interface). Smoke detection and thermostat adjustment are other capabilities that can be built into the system. Reggie does not have arms or legs, so a user need not fear being mangled by the device in his sleep.

CELLULAR SYSTEM MOBILE STATIONS are now covered by a compatibility standard called Communications Interim Standard No. 3. Announced by the Engineering Department of the Electronics Industries Association, its purpose is to ensure that any mobile telecommunications station can obtain service in a cellular system. The requirements set forth by the standard address themselves to radio system characteristics and call processing procedures. The speech-filtering, modulation, and r-f emission parameters have been updated and expanded to fit the unique radio plan upon which cellular systems are used. The land station is subject to fewer compatibility requirements than the mobile station, permitting a more flexible response to local service need.

RCA RECORDSadopts the "CX" process, an audio system said to eliminate surface noise and increase the dynamic range of phonograph records by 20 dB. Developed by the CBS Technology Center in Stamford, Ct, the CX encoded records can be played on conventional stereo equipment and are priced the same as standard LPs. A CX decoder has been available since early summer 1981, with at least half-a-dozen companies announcing decoder models.

ATARI'S CENTIPEDE is the official coin-operated video game that all players will compete on in the Atari World Championships scheduled to be held in Chicago on Oct. 29 thru Nov. 1. The game features a colorful, segmented centipede that winds downward through a dangerous mushroom field. An attacking spider, a flea, and a deadly scorpion are also targets the player must destroy. The object of the game is to destroy the centipede and other targets with the Trak-Ball bug blaster before the blaster is hit. The graphics change with each level of play. A total of $50,000 in cash and prizes is offered to the winners in six categories of competition. Participating locations offering Atari video games are holding pre-tournaments to produce local winners, who are then invited to compete in the open finals in Chicago. For additional information call toll-free: 1-800-426-8897, in AK, HI, WA, and Canada call 206-763-1362.
The Professional Alternatives: The HP-41C And The NEW HP-41CV.

Now Hewlett-Packard offers you a choice in full performance alphanumeric calculators. The new HP-41CV has five times more built-in memory than the HP-41C. Both calculators are powerful yet easy to use. You can communicate with words as well as numbers. For example, label and call up programs by name and receive meaningful prompts while executing programs. Continuous Memory retains programs and data even while the machines are off. Need lots of memory? Choose the HP-41CV. If your needs are more modest, select the HP-41C. The HP-41C can grow with you by adding memory modules.

BOTH OFFER CONTINUAL GROWTH POTENTIAL

By themselves the HP-41C and HP-41CV may be all the calculator you'll ever need. But if you need more capability, you can expand your calculator into a complete computational system. Each calculator has four ports which allow you to plug in a Printer/Plotter, an "Extra Smart" Card Reader or an Optical Wand for reading bar codes. Application Pacs and Solution Books offering complete solutions are also available. And now, HP offers a new service: Custom Modules (ROM's) from your software for high volume, unique problem-solving needs. Costs are reasonable. Call us.

ONLY FROM HEWLETT-PACKARD

Powerful yet easy to use calculators. A full line of peripherals and software. A time-proven logic system-RPN. No equals key. Less keystrokes. Computation is displayed as you proceed. The new HP-41CV and the HP-41C are available now, with new low prices. For details and address of nearest dealer, CALL TOLL-FREE 800-547-3400, Dept. 254C; except Hawaii/Alaska. In Oregon, 758-1010. Or write Hewlett-Packard, Corvallis, OR 97330, Dept. 254C.

HP-41C, $250; HP-41CV, $325; Optical Wand, $125; Printer/Plotter, $385; Plug-in Card Reader, $215; Quad Memory Module (brings HP-41C to HP-41CV memory capacity), $95; Memory Module, $30; Application Pacs. most are $30. Solution Books, $12.50.

Prices are suggested retail excluding applicable state and local taxes—Continental U.S.A., Alaska and Hawaii.
Productivity at your fingertips.

The NEC PC-8000 Series is the best-selling microcomputer system in Japan, a country where productivity is something of a national pastime. Now American ingenuity has provided it — and you — with the NEC General Accounting System, an efficient and comprehensive small business software package that's as simple to use as it is comprehensive.

All operations take place in English, in logical sequence. Each of your clients can utilize his own combination of journals and ledgers, most suitable to his unique accounting requirements.

The chart of accounts and financial statements can be entirely customized. Multiple bank accounts, 8 separate payroll accounts, and as many as 10 individual profit centers can be tracked with separate statements, along with a consolidated one. Individual client information is input and stored on its own data diskette. Maintenance, balancing, formatting, and report generation is handled by another diskette. This allows your client to make all entries during the month, on his computer system, at his place of business, while providing you, as the outside CPA, with the ability to print and study reports in your own office.

Generally accepted U.S. accounting principles have been used throughout, of course. This not only makes good business sense, it makes it simple to convert to the NEC system.

For more information, about this package, or any of the other business software now available for the PC-8000 Series, contact an NEC America dealer.

NEC America, Inc.
Personal Computer Products
1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 228-5900

CIRCLE NO. 90 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD